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CHAPTER I 

',, 
' 

.INTRODUCTION AlID STNrEMEla' OF TUE PROBLEM 

, , The ~cience of' egucation has reachod the stage where . 
I ,• 1 

cduoation.a1·:philoso~1ters ·are stri:ving to state oorefully: 

their philosophies of·. education QY describing their pos1-. 
I, ,4 \ I \ 

tions in regard to ,,var1~~a a ignl{icant issues. Educe tion~l ., 

philosophers, . 1n 'the' procea's of 'bryatallizing . their philos-' 
' 1 ' ( 

ophiea, soon c,ome. t9. a. ~ealiza,tion of tl?,e, need for a .~a.re-

ru11Y Ooncei~ed' P~Y~hol~gy. ·.· ·. 

, 'A s·tudont, in' studying philosophy of education with 

·.experts in education ·and s1zn:u1t.~neously s.tudying systematic• 

psychology w~th expe;ta 1~ psYcholoiY, finds .a gulf 1:>etweEln 

these two areas in which there 1a great miaunda~stand1ng , 

an~ under-e.ppre·o1a tion.. One might envisage a s 1 tua tion on 

_ a university oampus in vihich 'the closest ally to a system 

or payohology would be a correlative philosopr1y of. educa-

tion yet, because of, 'close departmental organization,· there 

, would be no oommunieat:ton between ~he ~wo allies•· 
,, . 

The gro11:p ot,' individuals speo1a11zing _in systematic 

psyohology·and that made up·of 1nd1v'iduals concerned with 

,the philosophy of education tend to be mutually exo+usive. 
fl , 

Philosophies of e~uaation sometimes have been developed 
., 

somewhat independent of the psychologies involved and,'- in 

. , turn, sys tams · 9f, ps,yo1?,'olog1 ha v,e emerged quite independent 
'' 

' ' ' I 
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of systematic philosophy •. , Modern psychologies take pride · 

in the statement that psychology no longer depends •, in any · 

way upon philosophy •. . It is :recognized by psychologists , 

that psychology emerged as mental phi,losophy and that the 
- ' 

2 ' 

early psychologists were also very definitely philosophers •. 

However,• great effort has been exerted to make psychology 
a science in its own right.. Modern psyohol~gy,. in becoming ·. 

tt scientific" an4 ··thinking,, of philosophy as metaphysics oom-
, , ' 'u 

pletely detached from ·· ac1enoe, has_ made little ,attempt, t~ ·· " 

harmoniz~ psychology with any basi·o phllosophica,i point of . 
t j ,. ... 

view. 

Regardless of 'these ·: recent. trends in psychology and · 

education, it' ttiould s ,eem that:, 1:q or~er to· make the science . . 

of psychology ade~u~taly useable ' in the field of educatio~, 
it is necess.ary- that· stud_ents of education make careful 

studies of the approaches and ·_ methods of the, several contom-. . 

porary psychological outlooks. 

, . 
THE FUNCTION OF PHILOSOPHIES OF EDUCATION , 

Since education is by, natur~ a ,process, of t?hnnge,1 

it has a peculiar need or philosophical guideposts by which to 

1 John s. ·.Brubaoher, A II1story of~ Problems of 
Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1947), 
P• 96. 
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, : ·\ 
direct its activities •. Any,·progress1v·e movement in education 

... ' i ' 

needs a philosophy of eduoati~ri;2 system of education con-

cerned with maintaining the , status, quo,, shies sway from a 
\ l , I 'I t. 

ce.refu'i statement of: its tenets in regard . to a philosophy of 
- . ' 

education. An' educational philosopheF ·tends to align-hims~lf 

with some re eognized a chool · or system of philosophy. His 
' ' . philosophizing consists~ to some degree, of applying the 

' ,' ' ' f ' 

tenets of his ch~sen-pbiloaophical .app~oach 'to the broader 
• , l I I I 

problems of education. Many ot those who have developed · 
' ' educational policies. and procedures during the first half of 

' ' the ·present century have poi~ted their guns toward being . 
0 sci'entif1c." They have ·assumed that being scientific means 

to follow the procedures of\ th.a physical , sciences v1hich had 
' ' be.en developed earlier t~n those · of education-. They have , 

' \ 

written and spoken of ''evidence," "adequate data," . "empirical 

research," and ttobjeotive measurementtt; and they have used 

many other similar expressions which they deemed to charac-
\ ' 

terize education as a scient1f1o procadureo ,The function 
\ ' ' 

of a contemporary educational philosopher is to ·aid an -edu-. ' 

cator in crystallizing his thinking into a harmonious out-
look. It is insufficient that the educator merely eater to 

2 John Po Wynne, Ph1losonh1ea of Education from the 
Stand1201nt Et.~ Ph1loso)hy: __ of ExoeriiiientaHsm {New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1947 , P'• 9. - ., , 

1' .• l 

I ' 
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the shibboleth· of 0 so1ence/' with no clear understanding of 
1 ' f 

the p~poedurea implied by ,the expr~~sion, scientific method., 
'"' • \ -' .,. ., u' f' • I I 

It is reoog~ize~ tha~. ph1los~phy of education is not· 
' .. ', .. f 

·~ ' I I 

, everywhere held in high esteem and that, in some institutions, ~· ; 

philosophy,, of education has little in comtnon vJith philosophy, 
' ' 

Geiger observes 'that "'Plato and Aristotle, Locke ,and, Rousseau, 

Mill and.Dewey and Russell, and other major figures in the 

history of ideas, made education of supreme a'ign1.f1cance . 

in the philoaoph:lo enterprise." 3 In spite of this,· the , 

educational philosophies of some professional departments 

and colleges of edu~ation regard' phtlosophy- of education aa 

·no more t~an an addendum to tho ourr1oulum., This state of 
-#' 

affairs does not detract rr~m the i,mportonoa that a serio~s 
. . 

student of the philosophy of education must attach to the 

philosophy- involved e.nd its relationship to a sound psycho-

logical approach. 

CONTEMPORARY EDUCA1.I1IOiiAL PHILOSOPHIES 

Sevoral major 'ayste~ ·or educational philosophy have , 

emerged as t!le :Cruit,s of persist.ant endeavors to,find some 

ooP~isteney.1n theory underlying educat1~nal practice. 

3 George R. Geiger,; Philosophy and J?.h!., Social Order 
(Bostont Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947) 1 P• 349. 
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/• Contemporary educational philoaop~ers·have classified · 

,educationa.1 viewpol~t's . ir1to rather · specific . philoaophi~al 

' ·categories. Drubaoher~ Pl;"SSents .a ,SUlmllfU'Y' of eao'h of . the / 
\ t ' ' ., • ' ' ... , \ ... ' \ 

philo3ooh1es · of ed.:rea'tion which . is in opp.osition td p1"agma-
""' } ), ·', .,: ' . . , , ' ,. · ' ' ' , , 

·tism. He ~tatas· that Robert M,,Hu~ohins and·Mo'rtimer J, 

Adler attack the roma'tio and , ~nti•i~tell~~tualisti~ ohara·c~ 
' . ter of naturalism. · Hutoni~s defines educ~tion:.,· aa Aristotle 

, , I 1 _ 1 

' , ' 

~did., as the -habituation, or native ,.capacity 1n virtue •.. His . ' ' 

corU-idence in tha ·universal has led him 'to assert that , the 
' ' aim ·or education should be the aanie for all men at .all 

times and in all places. Catholics ,Qbject to predicating , 
educational theory exolus1vely on natu;re. The ,Papal ·En-· 

cyclical of , 1929, n'The Cb.1"1s tian .Education of ~~~th,U . car-

ried supernaturalism to an extre~e, .1n that 1nfall1bil1ti 
was cla1r:ied for the ohuroh· as tlie· teacher of faith and morals. · 

Fredericks. Breed, with his. New Realism, was more _soien-
1 ' 

tific tl:ian' had been' Herbart but he we.a just as stubborn in 
, ' ' 

1naist1ng on the independent nature of real'ity, apart from 

a learning mind. The views of the essentialists, headed by 

V~illiam c. Bagley, are also p~esented by Brubacher as in 

opposition to the ideas of Dewey. 

4 Brubacher, EI?.• ill•,. P• 132. 



Rum~5 states as the thesis of h:t.s book that· the present · 

split in policies on education .1s merely a· oontinua.tion· of 

the cleavage between two philosophies of life -- the philos-

, ophy of autho~ity and the philosophy or experience. The 

irreducible concept ·or the philosophy of experience is, 0 I 

can and shall think things out for my:Sel.t." That of the 

philosophy of au thor1 t y ~s, "T1:1,e grea ta~(t thinking bas al- · 

ready been done. You lack the capacity to ·think; I shall · 

therefore guide you in mastering the thinking of the past." 
', ' 

Wynne6 reduoe's all ·1mporta.~~ ph1losoph1oa of education· 

to three general poalt1ons; educational authorltar1an1sm• . · 

· educational laissez ·.ra ire, . and educational experimentalism. 
.. .. ' ' 

. Forty-First Yearbook .Q£. National .society '!.2!; . 

Study~ Educat1on7 seleota · for o.omparison five major 

·· schools or _educatiorial' philosophy. Those schools are prag• 

mat1sm, realism, 1~eal1sm, _Aris totel1a.nism, and soholastio- , 

ism or Catholicism. They are :.chosen because of their 

generally admitted prominence 1~ c~~temporary educational 

5 Harold Rugg, Found~-tiona for American Education 
(Now York: ·:·· Wo~ld Book c_~;npa~:f}, 1947, P• 30. 

6 . •' ' < • , I, ,, ' ' 

Wynne, ..22.• ill•, P• 4. 
7 "Ph1losoph1es of Education," Forty-First Yearbook 

E£ National Soc1etl £2!: Study .Q£ Education, Part r, 
1942 1 P• 5. 



thought and practice~ 

Tim PLACE oP PSYcuoioGY, ,u 1 EDUCATION 
t'! I I 

't I • 
1 

JJ " I 

Psychologis ta seek to provi<;]e. ~/ b~s 1c 'sclenoe 

of human' thinking, 8 ohar~oter~ skill,, le~rnitlfh motives, 
• ' 1 .. •• 

' (e.g., anthropology, ,'s oc•iolo.gy-, economics, , 111ed 1c1ne, 
, I ' !' I• .1 I f 

and education) in muoh the same way and ,~~ the same 
• ! I ( j f r _. r • > j 

exte~t that biology now serves the .agricultural and · 

medic,al soienoes . : 

, The Harvard study find~' tha:t,': 
Another o~nsiderat1o·~ 'transcends' every other· 

aspeot of psychology- in an 1deal ·un1vers1tyt tha 
contribution a proper development of paycholocy 
could make to the whole field of educo.tion. · • . ., 
Do not the motivat1ons · and personality of ·tho 
'student matter 1n education? ,· Are we wise or even 
,safe in relegating as· negligible or unnmnageable 
t~e varieties . or student oapac1t1es, tastes, and 
temperaments? Does not this aspeot of education 

· in a ·rree soeietr need ·muoh more attention and 
explicit care? We insist that it does. Psyohol-

. · ogy should, ··and eventually will, supply a major 
,part of the scientific foundation ror the slowly , 

:,· evolving art' of education. Dependable ,knowledge 
or the aptitudes ·and capac~ties of ,the pupil, · and 

8 Harvard University Commission, The Place of 
PSJcholo~z .!n Ideal University (Cambridge: Harvard· 
Univers1ty Press, 1947), PP• 2-1~. 

7 



more important; h'is 1:nt'e res ts 'and enthusiasms,,. 
are incompaNlbly more important for err ecti ve , 
education of the individual from b1rth;to ma-.· 
turity than are· the so-called "subjects" now 
"taught0 in our ·schools from· nursery ,to univer-
sity. Unti1- we apply what'. we ltnow of the psy- · 
chology of 'learning to, the 1nd1v1dual,we shall 
be evading the easential, issue, whether the 
evasion be via a free elective system or the 
mass exposure of all students in common to the 
same curriculum.9 ' . · · · · 

There would be scie~tific value in a careful 

analysis or. each of the principal philosophies of 

education and. of each of the princ1pa.,l psyoh~log1es, 

inn~ attempt to harmonize whero haxmony is possible· 

and to note the nature of the differences in cnse ,of 

aonf11cts. This study, however, is delimited to an 

analysis of topolosical and vector psychology and 

co~parison with the educational philosophies -- ideal-

ism, realism, and pragmatism. 

STATEMlrnT OF' Tff.E PROBLEM 

now do the implicit philosophical principles; 
of topological and vector psychology harmonize 
or conflict with the tenets of eaoh of· the · 
educational philosophies -- ·idealism, realism. 
and pragmatism? , 

912.!9.•, PP• 13 f. 

8 ' 
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This study makes no attempt to outline the historic 

d~velopme·nt of any .. outlook. !Us torioal, background is given \, 

only as it seems necessary to eluoidate positions in regard 
' ' ' . 

· , ·to ·problems lnvolve(l. The method ~1hich will' be followed is 
I ' I • 

to determine the v1aws of a ,' protagonist of ea.oh of . the three 
1~ • ' 

philosophies of education and of t .he systematic 'pa'y'chology-
. ' . ' 

in rega~d to tour specific issues. No attempt will be made . . 

to present a complete analysis . of any of the~philos~phies 
, ,, 

· or ,;rt the psychology, and comparisons v,111 be limited to 

,four specific criter~~•. The -positions of the psychology in 

regard to each of the fou~·· criteria. v,111 then be contrasted 

with the views of each ror the three 'ph1losophies of education. · 

. . The bases for oomparls·on of ,:. the psychology with th~ 
. ' 

.'philosophies to be studied are reduced to four major areas. · . 

They aret 
_, • I 

~• Assumptions regarding ~he nature of reality ., and 
.- , the .nature of, and tests for, truth. 

Theory ~f rnot1vat'1on~ , 1
' 

Inte;pretation of percept1oif. ·:· 
.. •~' "' ' ,'' • r , f ', i 

,.: 

' ' ' ,, 

4. _Treatment of learni~g_: ,a~ .. thirik1ngo , 

These areas are listed in an or•der which seems 

logical to a .student of ed.uca.tional philosophy-. The views 
. ' 

of each philosophy will be studied in this order. 

The philosophical aspect of . the study _will .be centered 

on the works o; _Herman H. Uorne, Frederick s.· Breed, and 



lD 

Boyd H •. Bode, because of' _th~ lt?adership of each in formula-

tion of the.view which he supports. Hor~e,.~P to his· death 
,, . 

iri 1946, ·vw.s the r oremos t Amer1,c~n- leader in developing an~ 

promulgating a systematic idealistio philosophy of education. 
1' ' ', • . , ,./ .. ' / 

Breed has worked diligently, not only in dovelop1ng the 
, ' ' 

'' ' 

implicat,i_ons of realism.for eduoati,on but also in exposing 
I ,: I \, ! > I 

I r ( \ 

the presumed inadequacies and 1ntornal 1noonsistenoiea or 
\ \ •) l 

; •\ j •• 

idealism and pragmatism as.appraised by'~ realist. Bo~e 

has been a foremost American leader 1n expansion of the 

pragmatic outlook 1~ education~ In some cases roferenoe is 
, t ,,. ' ' , ' (' ; ., 

made to the oontrlbut1ons ,or, John Dewey, par~lculn,rly to 
' J • ' ' \ i' 

his Democracy Education.,: The Dewey-Bode line of thought 
' l, I 1 \ 

, " 

is ol~sely knit. Bode writes as a,follower,of Dewey 

thus, at, times, ~e shall resort. to' Dewer in'devoloping, a 
l .. <I 

position.· It is recognized th,at other philosophors might 

well be oonsidered as leaders in the phllosophioal outlooks 

studied, provided they ware to be studied as general philos-

ophical outlooks.- However, the works of these educational 
"\ ' ,, 

philosophers are pe~~inent to the purpo~e ~t hand. 

In analyzing eaoh philosophy of education, it'. ls,, 

necessary that the study be limitod to education in its 

, most generalized aspects. Top1os to b~ analyzed are those 
' ' widely r~cognize~ as fundamental in, the field of eduontional 

philosophy. This'study' 1s no~ expanded to covor particu-

larized principles and practices implicit in educational 
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' ' 

philosophies~ Some 1.mI?orts.nt problems not included sre , •: , 

those centering ·.around ~he oonte~t of the· ourriculwn, · 

·. apa~ifio methods of ·t~achi~;, · the .role. of the ·school in 

, society, and the d~finition of,· demoor1acy~· 
' ' 

The psychologloal aspect of this study is confined 

t ·o topological end ve,citor p·syohology as developed by. Kurt 

Lewin ~nd his 'associates and stud~nts. The study is sugges-

~iye of several :future ·. studies .whioh· may well be made · in . 

regard .·to the harmqni~s anc1 _c~n.t;l1cta or each major psych~l7 

ogy,\1ith philosophies of education,, The writer has chosen 

the works of Lewin because of his own particular interest in. 
! ' ' "• 

, top~logioal "and _vect~r psychology. It is riot assumed that 
' l ,, ' ' ' - '. . - , ' , , ' . , ' ' 

this psychology is :the dominant one. It · ls' chosen rather 

as one of , several: contemporary psychologies• 
,- \ l I < 

,Lewfn.'s, grea~est emphasis is given t .o the problem of 
,, 

rnoti vation. He does not' ·~:x.plicitly ··and · intentionally out- · 
• i ... ' > ' • 

, li~e his basic, aystemat16 philosophy in any ·one place. 

· Therefore,~ it is necesaa'ry that the underlying philosophy 
I I \,: " • .,. I\ I I, t"'i ... \ • 

1 l ) 1' 

implicit . in hla outlook and app1 .. oach be • deduced. from his 
\ ' . 

psychological ooritributions • . Consequently, ·chapters per-
' , 

ta1ning ·to the ph~losophy .implicit in Lewin a1'1a arranged 
. , ' 

' ' . 
1n·_ an or~e.r harmohio·us ·,with. the approach or . a psychologist~ 

Tr~atment of the problems ~f reality and trllt~ 1a deliiyed . 

until more basic psychological issues have been considered. 
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The purpose· is to find \vherein the psychology ,suppo·rts or 

parallels eaoh philosophy and wherein contradiction is evi-. 

dent. 

It may seam presumptuous for one 'person to attempt 

to conduct research· c~v~ring two separate fields of know-

ledge. It is recognized that the expanse· ·of this study is 

a complicating factor, yet. i~ is !elt that the barrier is 

not insurmountable. · Some present-day s·cientists feel that 

science in .its present st~ge 1ft' in dire :need. of studies to 

: bridge the chasms between the various fields. I~orbert 

Wiener in Cybernetics states, 

For many yea.rs Dr, Roaenblue.th and I had shared· the 
conviction that the most fruitful areas for.the growth . 
of the sciences were those which had been neglected as 
a no-man•a land between the various established fields.10 . 

Professor Harold Rugg states in his foreword to Foundations· ,, '/ .. 

. :.-f.Q.r.'.~erioan Education~ 
1 .. t { \ 

· I have long been convinced that although·the prime 
research tasks of·tha nineteenth century were explora-
tions 1n analysis, those of· the t\ventieth would be 
enterprises 1n the building of new syntheses of know-

,, ledge. . Among the students of man and his· oul ture, .. 
educators are especially called upon to integrate manta 
knowledge of his world, for their primary function is 

· to teach others v;hat the scholars have learned. The 
most s1gn1f1oant products of their. learning have ~ome, 

· , 10 Norbert Wiener, Cybex1net1os (Mew York: 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., l948J, P• a. John 
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not ·from: tlieir narrow academic compartments of know-
ledge, but from broad integrations of sever9:l fields .11 

' ' 
Tl~us, the 'boundary regions ·o~ science appea?J · to offer 

l 'I' 

copious opportunities ·to ~nvestigators. 

11 Rugg, .2E.• cit., Foreword, P• xiv. · 



... ' ' " .. ' t .. CHAPTER II 

THE .TENETS OF ID~ALISM IN EDUCATIOM 

' Broadly interprotod, idea~ism consists or any 
theoretical or pra~t1ca1.\,:1ew v1hic~ emphasizes minci, soul, 

or spirit • . In a negative · sense, it is the alternative· to -' 

materialism or realism.: · To be useful .,in other than po;nt~ 

ing a general dire~tion.- or' thoug~t · toward ide~, . mind, ·or· 

spirit, an idealism mu~~ be dol1m~~ed or ·qual1f1ed t~ough 

· some spao1f1o approach' such ~·s subjective idealism, objec• 
I I o I I 

• '• I 

tive idealism• personal idealism., 'or absolute idealism. 

Dr. Horne in 1942 described himself as a ·neo-Hegel1an;1 in, 

his earlier writings he had identified himself as an objeo- · 

t1ve idealist. The representatives ?f neo•Hege11anlsm have 
'remained rather ,1ndifferent to the formal asp~ct of Hegel's 

dialectic and have emphasized .its spirit. ; They com.mi~ 

themselves to the method but not to t~e oatogoriea of Hegel~ 

Idealism: . Assumptlons regarding' the no."ture of 
,reality., and the natu1"a of, and tests for, tr:i,1th 

"• • • The cosmic order is moral, spiritual, 
. persona1.n2 .' 

.. .. , ... , 

J 1 \ . ' l. l r I 

1 Herman· H. Horne, ~Valedictory," School £.m1 Soc1etI• 
Vol.LVI -:July-Decemb~r, 1942 (Lancaster, Pa: The Science 
Press), P• 154. .- · ', , · · _, .. , 

, .... ,. ' . 

2 ~•, P• ~.54. 
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The -universe is an ~xpression of ·-. 1nte111genoe and. v,11i. The 

enduring substance of 'the .world •la of the nature of mind. 

Th~ material is explained by the mental rather tha.n .·the 
p ' J I I I > 

mental by the ma,teria~~ · Idea°J.:1sm oenteri~g ·1n mind stands 
' . 

, in oont~ast to natur~lism . centering ~n nature/ and hum~nis~ . 
; 

centering in man-« · · '. ' 

' ' ! 

' 'To be 1s to be experienced by. an absolute self .n3 --
The order of the world is due·· to the ~anife_station· in space 

. ' 

~nd .tlme 9f an eternal, sp_iritual reality .• · :All environ- . · 
' ' ! ' 

ments, including ·the sooio.l and the' physical, .· e~ist for ti 

purpose• The eternal order" is sp1ritua_l in clia_raoter e.nd 

changeless ~n nature. It is a world of essential ideas 

·ana. ideals.4 

Reality," or ··;1hich man · is ·. a part,- ls unity • . Any 
,f \ • .. 

asserted divlaion in reality · itnplies , a ·whole divided. VJhen 
• 41'\I, ' ' 

one ~sserts any multiplicity of real, principles, he implies 
' ' ' 

a corresponding multiplicity of 1ntar-~elationsh1ps qetwecn 

them. These principles tind 'their_· tnter~rela~ionships reduce 

themselves to one system.5 Man oan. only k~ow thro~gh 
. ; 

3 "Philosophies of Education,'.' Fort,z•Fi;st Yearbook 
of :he National Society the · Study~ Education, Part I• 
l:942, p. L3t). .· . 

, ' 

4 ' 1!?M•" P• 140. 
I 

, ' 5 Herman. H.' Horne,~ Philosophl .2f. Education 
(New York: The .Macmillan Company, 1904), P• 264. . , 
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immediate experience that energy wl~ich h~s "own oonacio~sness 

exerts when he voluntarily ol1'1nvoluntap1ly attends. Other 
, r , ,.. 1 

energy, ror example eleotricity, appears as second-hand·in' 

what· it does/; not as first hand in ·wha~ it is .fl, . Tp.e energy_ , 

of the ·world in final analysis ls' held to·,be the attenti've,· 

aspect of the consciousness of God. 

"God is the self.:..oonscious 'unity of all reality.ft'7 

"The· true doctrine of immanence is not that God is 1n nature 

and man, but that man and nature are· in God. 0 8 Within the 

life of' God falls the life of ne. ture end of man., Anything 

to must be experienced by God. · All which exists 1n the 

heavens above or on the earth below are the ·content or the 

consciousness of God; thus all that 1nan knows is a part of 
' 1 9 .. this consciousness of God. "• • • All is God •s •" · This 

vievi /All is God 's,11 distinguishes_. objective idealism· from 
I l I J • 

pantheism which teaches that "All is God." - -'" ( 

... 
' . 

0 Ideas ·ar1e themselves· ultimate and .the ult1mate.'•l0 

iiind, personalities, and, selves ar·e absolute. Since mind . 

. 6~.-- P• 269. 

7 Ie!£·, P• 269. 

8 l.E..!£•, P• 270. 

9 l.E..!£•, P• 270. 
6 • 

10 Herman H. llorne and others,' .An Introduction to 
:Modern Education (Boston: D. o. Heath and Company, 1937), 
P• 450. 
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thinks nature~ the view is rejected that n~~ure is all. , 

Idealism further r~jeots, ·the view that reality exists 1.~de~ 
,1, If ! 

pendent .. of any thought :about 1.t, . for that very rea.11.ty is 

itself .the object· ~r ··th~ught1' Idea_lism p~esents a pllil~sophy 

v1hich 1n· its frame of,.refe'rence seems effective• One ·, cannot,. 
' • l I 

~eject a universal -without , implying its validi~Y• When one· 

affirms change, his afr:~rmation is stated as s. universal, . so · 
' ' 

not everythirig changes. In other words, the view that all 
,, ' 

~h1ngs ·change itself implies that . change .is a constant, and · 
s l ! I 

· thus the .principle .of change would not·.change but be n con-

: stant 1tselt •· Idf}alism denies tha.t meohani~~, re~~tivity,. 

and change are fi~al; hovgever, it ' does ·not deny .. that they 

are uoe.ful viewpoints for· ~he realiza.tiori of pa~terns w1th1.n 

idealism. An ideal social order 'tor mania re~l ln'the sense 

of subsistence; that is, in 'tbe ·sense tha~ pe;1feot c1rci'es 

are real • . Subai~tenoe stands in contrast to existence. It 

refert! to a ltind or being that is supposedly expressed by- " 

essences and un1versala. Thia ideal does. not exist com-

pletely anywhere,,on .ea'rtn' but · 1~ holds· the imagination of 
: l ' 

' , man and it .s1v:os· him a goal ,-t~war~' ~hioh he grows during 

his mundane ·11re. 

The universe ex.ists for the purpose or manifesting 
' • i ..., .. , ; 

under fin1t~ cond1t~ona Inf~nite Mind. Operations of .the 
universe, that is, universal mind, are. pu1~posive, thus , 

teleological. The universe does not operate meohanicall1 
\,\ 

I , 



. { ,, 18 
. . , 

as assumed by naturalism and ·ra~lism .• ·. , ttThe · cosmos ',is in• • 

tares tad in man, w~o· .ls 'n
1

ot an orphan, 1n,h1a world., ttll ' but · .. 
rather 1s a manifestation of Gpd. Like that free being, the 

' ' ' 

Infinite, man has a measure,· of freedom in his choice and he, 

has ~he hope of 1n1mortality. It takes ~!me eternal, ~oth 

now . and hereafter, ·· to develop man into all ha is, capable '. of
1 

becoming. Nature, which we see about us, is an illustrati?~ .', 

of the purpose of the universe. The environment, be1ng • 

purposive, may bo properly·regarded as spiritual. The social· 
' environment may be regarded · as purposive because the indi~ .. ; 

viduals composing it have purposes, d1fferen~ pol1tioai and 
.social groups have purposes, and the course or development 

of human society seems to be realizing the p'urpose ·or develop-.. 12 . , -
1ng hif$he~r types , of individual arid social living'• "The 

universe itself exists for the purpose of manifesting, under , 
finite oon~1tioria, th~ .·-,I~1n1te· Mind.0 ~ 3 

In the last anai'ys1s 1
1 the cause· of s.ny phenomenon is 

reduced to the ~tatement ·of ,.,the 'rela~ion in wh1ch that phe• 
\ ' 

nomenon stands to the wliole of which 1t is a part·. "Nothing 
, t r !-- ~ 

ll Ibid~ 1 P• · 453.- . 

12 tt Philos ophi'es -of Educe. t_1on_. '1 Forty-First Yearbook 
of the National Soc1ety .1:.f?£~ Stuai .9f. Education, Part .I, 
194~p. 155. , ,' . . 

. 13 , , ' l 

Herman H. Ho:rne a'nd others• A!! Int 'roduction to 
Modern Education (Boston: · D. c. Heath and. Company, 1937), 
P• 45!. 
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· ' 
short of the whole absolute ·reality, is the complete cause 

, , . ,· · . 14 
of the· fall· of a sparrow or the loss of. a ha1r. 0 . Tho · . • 

sum total·of ·all thi~s:'~hat ,~_,fur111shes the'sole, inva-

riable, · and · 'neoessa~1. a~teceden~ of any phenooe.non.' This 
' ' 

, cannot be found isolated tho whole truthao 

Self-ao.tivity of. man ~is a clear expression· within the 
I ' 

' ' ' limits of time . of the immanont ·nnd .transcendent. self-activity 

of reality. ttrt:•·is as though in' man real1z1:ng his destiny · 
' ' 

·, through self•activity, ·tha Absolute beheld himself, refl~cted. 

The' Absolute is; the finite beoomea .. nlS .. • f ' 

.· .· , Truth 1s absolute, ·u1t1ma.te·., · and final. · Truth ,is a 

·, charncteriatio of ultimate rea'iity which is a .unity. It · is 

the na~ure of the moral'~ ' spiritual, and personal· cosmic 
_.,l • ,. I 

'•, order. Since ~11 is• God ts ,consa:t~u~neas t 'truth la' the ·nature 
! , I 'I• , t 

' ' l 

or content' or this consc1ous'ness ··, ·· , 
• ... ¼, tt_., 

ttit is the. truth and truth ~slone that makes the mind 

of man free. 'L~t th~re .. be light' was .the first creative ' 
' l. < I ':_. I I 

aot.•~16 . Origiz:ial · truth is .obta1n~d by man · through discovery. , . ', 
' , . 

The process or, arrlv'ing , at ·truth ~a through contemplation 
> - ' 

... 'Ir, .,. ' 

• J ' : -1 I 

. llerman II~ Horne, . ~ PhilosoI:?h:£ .2f. Education 
(Me~, Yor~: Th~ _.M~em;11~n ~o~pany, 1904), P• 267 • 

·, . 1 5 ~. • p'. 268 ·' 

'16 11 Philos ophi~s o; Educa tio,~, ~. Forty-First Yearbook ', 
.2! the Mat1onal Society !f!!: the S.tud;[ of Eduoat[on, Part I, 

· P• 177 • . · , · . 
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and revelation,' or intuition. Ideas work because they ~re' 
' ' 

true. Once_ original truth is· gained through contemplation, 

other truths may· be ·~erived throu·gh a process of deduot1~n•. 
1' t I ,< A > I 

Ultimate truth o·onsista of ideas, and thus the essential 

nature of all truth is idenlity •. The test of truths is 

their correspon~ence. to the ultimate sp1r.1tual ·re~lity or. · 
. ' their deduction from' truths w~1oh do .~orrespond to ultimate 

reality. 

. Idealism: ,Theory of motivation 

' ; 
Horne ·emphasizes three points about the nature of 

' ·\ 
' . 

man: "The origin of m~n is God, the nature or man· is free• 

d~~, and the' destiny .or man 1s immortality.nl'i These bas!~ 
•, ' 

' ' . 
assumptions as to the.nature of man set the stage for much· 

or his theory o~·motivation., 

In saying that_hi~.origin J:.! deity. he means that man 

oomes from Gog. But he not only comes from God; .he 1a·grow-
ing into the image of:God. Man 1a a finite being, he is 

limited; but he is' growing. into the image.of the· Infinite. 

Manta nature is freedom means freedom in the sense --- ---- - ---- ,, , 

that God is free. The basic assumption of a. free being in 
' I 

' \ 

regard to God 1a that God can do ~nything ho wants -- he.is 

. . 17 Herman H~ Horne, The Philosoph4 of. Education 
(New York; The Macmillan co'mpany, l904), p';" 284. 

, ' 
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all-powerful; so God, by exercising hls w;11, can do any-

thing he so desires. , Man,' being a" part of God,'alao operates 
' I 

as a ·free rnan; his basic ,na_ture is freedom • . This freedom ls 

tha opposite or . dc~lta~m1nism. Determinism, means that 8Vf!ry-
, ' 

thing. is sat accor~ing ·to the laws of nature, and that man., 

by ex~rc1se of will, can d·o · n'othing i{bout .it. 
I' t" -,I< 

! J I 1 1, , \' 

· . Man •s destin1, 1!! .. im.rnortnlit)[; Like an eternal being l 
' , . 

1 < f \ '( ' \ / , I j 0:. I 

he,. of course, has· immortality- ' beo-ause God is 1mrno:r1 t~l. This ·. 
\ / I J l l \ 

- , ' f , ' ' ' 

whol~ p~ttern makes ma!l s. ' fini,te being in . the p~esefl:ce or 
' ' , 

the Inf1nlte ~and s .rowing ill: the , d:tr.eotion of the Infinite. 
,, 

In a sense this huinbl~s man because it .makes him finite in 

the pres.ence· ''or the I~inite _.:_ ·. he 1·s a lea·ser being.· , At 

, 'the same time. it exalt's :,·man b~oau.ae he 1s akin to the . In ... 
. , ,, · · , : , ·., · , 18 

fin1,to and ha is gro\111ng in the direction of the Inf1nite. 
\ ' . ' 

' , 

In a philosophy ;. or:· 1deal1am, 1t·. is, assumed that there . 
I : I., ._._ , < \ I I l J ! 

is an immanent and universal p~inoiple ot things making for 

' progress whioh uses gx-~·at ·men, gr~:>Up . a~t1on,· and eaonori.110 

and .social forces 'to ei~ress itself 1n the course of ·h1story6 

A point of emphasis ·1a that man is an educable be1rig. , 

Ho1lne means something quite speci;t'1o by that expression; 

tha.t ia, that only .man 1s educable. Animals can be trained 
' ' 

.but .they cannot be eduaatedJ there ls a difference between 

.. 18 Herman rr.' H~~ne and othors 11 _An Introduc t1on to · 
M'.odern Education (Doston: D. c. Rea.th and Company,. 193'7), 
P• 451. 

' ry 
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oduoatlon and training. By that he means that man is an 
actualized, , self-active m1nd1~ -- ·a mind tha·t is self-active,· 

in the same way- that God. ,is , aelf•activo. God oan exe·rcise 
I I ; i 

' ' ,, ' ' " .. <f ~t\ ! 

:free willJ anything that ·)1as , free ,will is self•aotive. A 
f \ > 

L 

'• 

person has something to . say about his 9wn destiny. 

A correct psychology · leaves us· no less ar~azecl than 
does physiology~. The person seems endowed with unlimited· 
capaoities: for growth in .the attainment of knowledge and 
wisdom, in the production and .enjoyment or the beautiful 
and in the aoquis1t1on of the ideal virtues or under-
standing, sympathy, cooperation, .forgivenos~, and self- .· 
sacrifice .20 · · ' , 

I • 1 

, '• 

Ideali~m predicates . ,a subs 'tanti ve mind. Mind is . , . 

immaterial and metaphys1oal, yet· it is reel. In fact, it 
1s the most real or a 1r ··things. What is meant by mind is ... 

that which men 1ntrospe~tively know themselves to be. Each .. 
individual has somethi~g about him which is unique ~nd ir• 

replaceable. This mind is essentially creative and' oee:ms 

to demand unity. An idealist says·, that ,that which makes a 

whole a whole is mind. ''Mind has a remombered past and an 

anticipated future." 2~ 

Mind is the source of its own reaction on its world. 

- l~ Herman H. Horne, Ph1loso'.phy .Q! Education , 
(New Yo:rk: The Maomilla.11 Company, 1904), P• , 2'73. 

20 . - " , 
"Philosophies , of Education, lt Fortz-First Yearboolc 

.Q.f. National Society 1:.2£ Study .2f. Education, Part I, 
1942, P• 154. 

21 I • 

.. ~., P• 1430 
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It has power within, itself, arA 1t sets itself to vi,ork when 
\ ' 

occasion arises. This process of setting itself to work is 
J ' ' 

termed self-a,ot1vity .• , ·The prin'ciple ot self-act1yity in 
' \J f" 

t, f 

consciousness is' the r•oot or all knowledge~ teeline, and 

w111.22 _ vathout mind's rasponse'to··1ts world .. there ·1s no 

world• •Thus, throug~ mind ts 'response to its tvorld, all 

science, art, and aotio11 result. Mind reaota·-by mea,ns of 

its own nature' upon the se11auoua material presented to it 

and upon its own oonsciou.s states. However, in addition it 
' \ 

must be remembered that mind is growing through immaturity 
', 

·, into maturity. It is manifested by states of b~ain and , 

body, and it reacts ·1n its.true nature throueh,contact with 

fellow minds •23 , 

The mind haa oonsoienoe, a sense of right and wrong, 
and experiences satis£act1on in doing,the simple right 
and experiences remorse 1n doing the devious wrong, but , · 
matter is indifferent to ~1ght and wrong~24 · 

Horne thus desoribea.conacience as a trait of mind. 

Unselfish acts are not. necessarily motivated by consequences 

, for the self• 

· · · 22 Herman H. Horne~· The Phnoso~h;('of' Edu~at16~ · · 
(liew Yor~: The Macmillan ,Coinpany-, 19d ) , p. 170. 

23 ~•, P• 170. 

, 24 n Philosophies, of Education,"~ ~,o;ty~~,1;~t Yearbook 
of the Matione.l Societi £2! Study .2[ Education, Part !, 

-Ul42, P• !43. · 
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' , 

Contrasted with mind, matter is insensate. ·'*The mind 
., " I ' 

experiences pleasures and desires to repeat them, exporienoes . 

pains e.nd ,desires to avoid ~he~, but matt,er is insensate and 

feels noith~r pleasures nor pains .~• 25 

"We think with our minds, using our bodies as aids. , ~ 

• • .space itself as we conoeive it ' is ·an idea. 1n ·our own 

minds." 26 
.. . , \ 

Although thought does to ·some extent determine , 11-fe·, · 
I , I e • 2•7 

life determines thought rather than thought determines life. 
11 If we continue to grow with the , years, there .. is a 'constant 

interplay between actions and bel1ofs 1 each .modifying , to 
' ' 

28 . some extent the other.11 

As instruments of motivation, effort and interest are 

mutually complementary •. Immediate interest must hold sway· 

in younB students until the powers of voluntary attention 

are developed.29 30 
Intez1est arises from any un1f ied variety. 

' , . ' 

Neither variety·alone nor unity alone is satisfactory, be-
.. 

cause variety is distracting and unity is tiring. The secret 

25 ~•, P• 143. 
'I' ,. ,1t , 

?6 ~•, P• 142. 

27 1£!9.•, P• .. ,141 • . 
28 1£!9.•, P• ;41. 
29 · · . Herman H. Horne,· The PhilosophY: of r::ducation 

(New York: The.Macmillan conipany; _,19<?4), p. 203. 
30 l.E.!§_., p • 195 • , , •. 
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·of interesting or mot;vating a student or mind. is to present 

it with a variety of unity. Knowledge is'the basis of fur• 

ther interest. Adults should realize that a child knows 

something, and.new material should be presented so 'that it 

makes connection with what,is already in the minds ·of 

youths. lfotivation arises through presentation of new. sub..:. 

jeots as an extension of 'old interests •. · The easenoe of se-

• ouring interest.is to make the subject reflect tho self of 

the st~dent.31 

Since tho energy ·or the ~;orld, in final .analysis, ls 

the attentive aspect of the consciousness of God, the goal· 

of oh1ld~rear1ng should be to ~evelop th~'powe~St of volun-
' ,. r·/' , ,, , , , , , 1, , .. , r ... ' ' , 

•" tary attention. Intere~ t )'J:s ",used 'to motivate· a child ts 
' <t 

mental growth to a s taga r v,here error~.· can b_~ relied up~n, 

and the person volunt~rily attends with ~is, own conscious-
; ' ') " 

'n~sa in, the direction of self-realization. .The acquired 
, ' 

' ' hab1ts of childhood and early. adolescence.give ·a ,oertain 

trend to an individual's thi~king, so,thnt. he is.predis-

posed to accept a certain line of thinking."::. · Thus, children . ' . \ 

reared in a religious home and 1·religi~us. atmosp-here tend 
... .., 

•,. 

to accept idealism. 
',, 

In gener~l., the qualities of an educated mind are to 

31 Ibid., P• 196. 



· know, to feel# and to w1i1.32 The outcomes of 1~nowing, 

feeling, and will1ng are the posses~.ion ,or tru_~h, beauty, 

and goodness, respectively. 
t "' , ' 

26 

T)le mind's power of . judging c~n be directed to that , 
', I 

which is good as woll as · to, that which 1s true e.nd to the.t 
, ' ' 

:which is beautiful. The e;oo¢ness_ of man's ind_i vidual and 

social life is conformity of the human .VJiii to the moral 
' , \ 

administration of the uni_verse.33 °The final test of the 

value or any oconomio, political, social , o~ educational · 
system ,ls the · effect it has on. 1nd1v1d~{ personality.»34 

· "In content my philosophy holds that personality has supreme 

wort11.•• 35 .Respect for personality in feeling and behavior 

is a lofty virtue. · It is . the virtue wh1oh is looked to for 
' ,, 

the s ,olution of human problems• 

All hu,.~sn values are the temporal expressions , of an 

eternal order which has value in 1tselr.36 Thia eternal 

32 Ibid., P• 226. 

33 "Philosophies of Educ,ation," Forty-First Yearbook 
.Q£ National Society £2£ Study S!.f. ~ducot!on, Part I, 
1942, P• 140. 

34 ~•• P• 147. 
35 School !B,g_ Sooietl• Published weekly for the 

Society for the Advancement of Education, Inc • . (Lancaster., 
Pa.: The Science Press),. Vol.- LVI - ·· July-December, .1942. 

, ' 

36 "Philosophies of Education," Forty-First Yearbook 
_g£ National Society for~ Studl of Education, Part I, 
p • J.d3. 
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order ·is spiritual. and ., changeless. '- 'It is a world of assen-
,. . 

tial . ideas and idea.ls• The ob jeot of 11 ving and learning is 
',1 \ 

to develop natural man· into ideal man.01 The philosophy , ot , , 

idealism conserves many of the values for which .the past of 

the race has stood. Goodness is not expedient action, fof 
11 moral1ty of man has a sanction in the nature., purpose, and 

will of the · Infinite m1nd·.u38 · 
' ' 

Progress, or change for the better, is conceived as 

incr•eas·~ng realization· of t~e · val~e·s of lif'e.39 P1.,ogress 

_. is also conceived ss growth in freedom; that is, c'ontrol· 
, ' 

v;hich an indiv,1dual exercises over· his own affairs., It is 
I > I 

man's 1ncreaslng mastery -of nature 1.n the sense of inc2'Jee.a-

ing victory 9f _the spirit over matter. In general, progress 
' ,. 

consists in 1n~~eas1ng enrichment of' human life.,40 
) • r 

Interpretation or perception 
t I > I f f ' ,f I f ),I 4 , _.. ~'-~ I I • 

1 t ' • 1)-\ 

' ' I ' ! .. I ". ,. I • l 

Idealism: 

, Horne . at no time ~iao~~:rns. percepti;n , 2er 'se.; 
, , He 

'does allude to peroeptua.l processes f~om time to time 'iri : 
\ , ( ' 1 <\ 1 1__. \ 'f '-; ,r , • 

1 

making his points. He sees percept;on as ':1'. pro~ess, secondarr 

37 ill.£•, ,.J?• 194. 

_ 38 He~an ll'. Horne 
Modern Education {Boston: 
P• 452. , . 

39 I~id. p·. 414j _, 

:. '' \. 
\ 1• 1 

l 

and others, An· Introduot1on to~ 
D. c •. Heathand Company, 1937), 
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I 

to real human learning. Eis view is that a mind has a boar 
to expedite its ,learning. 

The -body is the home of the mind. In the'central 
, ' 

nervous system, the body and the mi'nd come into closast 1n-

timncy.41 It is through the means of the· central nez,vous 
• I 

system that ,the body most influences the· mind • . The basic 
" . \ , 

.psychology is that out of sonsat1on and mo\1'ement develop 

the highest mental powers of abstract thought 0:nd . involun• 

tary action. Abs tract thouc:ht ia . mind operating. Movemen~, 
'. ' 

' , 

voluntary action,, ls tied up with man's central nature, 

freedom. "The mind possess ea, or may p·ossess, a knowledge 

of the truth, but matter, though it may be known, itself 

knows nothing." 42 
... ' ' .. ' > J 

i l' 1 

Although Horne does use the terms stimulus and re-. , 

sponse and mentions the lavjs'' of readiness·, - ~xercise, and 
I , • , ,. r r 

effect, he defines habit fonnation 1n terms .of sensation 

and movement. He applies a mental .states psychology to the 
' physical aspects of learning and ' 11v1n0 . · ·He insists that 

, ' .. 
' ' 

although matter is known thro~gh the senses, its id.ea or 

principle is grasped by the mind • 
' l 
'I 

. -· 4l Herman H. Horne~ The Phiio~o~hz ~f Ed~oation 
·(Mew York: The Macmillan comp'any, •l<JOi), .p;· 59. 

42 rt Philosophies of Eduoa tion, u Fort~•Fii~s t Yearbook 
,• of the National Society f.2£ 2 Study of Education, Part I, 
1942°;-p. 143. 
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To be 1s to be~ experienoed--by an ,ab~ol~te· self• 43 ---
This 1rapl1ea that experience 1s basically a,function of the 

' ' ' 

, Infinite• M~n•s progress consists .,in realizing more and . " \ "' 
} 

more the eternal values in the temporal.order. Man trans-

cends the 'realm of nature in th1s mystio, more' or less 
' ' ' 

·religious ,experiel"1<~e. The grov,th of personal'ity, a major 

goal or idealism, is a result and funot1on·or experience. 

· Jaind or self rather than .things or matt~r· is the essential 

faotor in experience, Self is active whereas environment 

1s passive·. Self is primary;- 'thi'ngs are secondary. Mind 

and self" furnish the standards, and, ,ideals which give to' 

exper+ence ,its structure and aims. In classrooms or other 

teach1ng,s1tuat1ons, th~ less mature self is stimulated to 

p'articipate in the experience of 'tho m.o:ro mature self• The 

growth of p~rsonality throu'.gh experience emphasizes aelf ... 

consoiousness, ,self•direotion, self-hood, and' inner spi-

ritual: grov,th •. 
' ' 

Consciousness is somethi.ng apart fron1 nature. All 

kno,vledge is arrived at. by intuition, inspiration, or de• 

· duction. 
'~~, 1 "fl -\,. \!, .. ,.. 

Experience is useru_l· oniy' aa Q cue'. r'or the int~i~ 
- " 

tion of self-evident~ eternal principles •. · 

The learner is not only an individual, he is also a,. 
person •••• Organisms may have individuality, but our 
pupils have personality •• • _ •.. Pe:rsonality refers to 

43 ~-- p,', 13~.' 
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the state or quality or' being' or.self,, or a oon~cious 
center of ·experienoe.44 , · , · . , 

Mind interprets sensations , and. di:.reots movement as 

it learns. "Mind perceives,,, th;~ qualities, ~r' ~he ,world~ 
'\ I 1 1 ,1,..._\1 

such as oolo~s,, tones~ tastes,, odors~ bt\t mntt'er, though 

so 

it .ma:( be composed or waves, pe;~e1ves no, ,quali~·iea .n45 , 

Sensation ,is a runotion or an organism ·or body. Pe~ception 

is• a function of a mind, 

Man's interpretation·or physical science must be 

supplemented by insight into the nature and function or 

mind as pur'e intelligence. ·:,Only when ha 'aee?· the reality 

· behind physical phenome·na does he have knowledge. 'Sensation 

interpi:-eted becomes knO\vledge, and knowledge, directed be- · 
' ' ' 

comes ·will. Interpretation and direction are a function of .' 

mind; thus, knowledge arises as a product of mind. An edu-
' ' 

·oated man has wide knowledge of the essential facts of man 

and things., and exact knowledge of some field .of fact where 

he proposes to devote his life.,, His, knowledge is s'uffi-
' 

! ,, ... ... • 

oiently general to make him £eel ai,h~me in.the universe 
' 1 I 

1 
1 ,' 1 

1
.1' ' ! \ ,~ 

and yet specific 'enough 'to make?hls work ·1n··the world a· 

pleasure to himself and a prof it to otliers • 46 

44 Ibid. P• 153. _, 
45 ~•, P• 143. 

46 Herman H. Horne, The Philosophl of Education 
(lliew York: The Macm1lla~ Company, 1904), P• 229. 
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,In our oonoeption bf.the learner we may proe;ress from 
the atomic organization' of the naturalist to the· selec-
tive nervous systen1 of 'the realist, then to the behaving 
organism of the ·pragm.atist,/·and then, on ·to the grov;1ng, 
finite personality ·or. the,.idealist., .. In our conception 
of the responses or the pupil, we may progress from, the : 
mechanical :reactions of naturalist· and real!.st to the ... 
oreative response· .of,•the ,pragmatist and then to the per• 

· sonal,' ohos en, response of the ideal.1st .:47 
' ' 

Idealism: Treatment of learning and thinking 

Idealism is quite rooal in regard to,education, 

whereas ·very little is viritten apeoifically on ~earning. 
. ' 

Learning 1s 'inentioned from time to time but is.not precisely 

defined. It is necessary to infer much o~ tho'1deal1stio · 
' . ' 

,, 

.explanation of learning from the general tone of the ideal-

istic position •. Si11ce 'idealism assutnes a reality whioh ia . 
' ' 

mer1tal, learning is oente11ed about mind. Learning, psJchol-
.' , ,' ' ' 48 ' ' 

_'ogioally.· ~ona1dared, .is mental dev~lopment. - Learning 

, · takes place 'through contemplation, 1mitat1on1 and reasoning• 
. ' 

It is a process .or gro~th in which a self or.personality .. . " 

growa 1n the development?~ self•hood, self•oonseiousness, 
1 ,;/ ,r' • '" r ,,_ '• 'r1 .It-~ .. ~, \., .,., ._, , t 

and self.:-d1reet1on. 1 An educable being or huma.n learner; a:s 
_,. ,, ,. --1 .. ! 

d1st1~1Shed f;o~ an a~i~l, tO b8 trained, is an aotual1zed, 

. self-active mind. 
1

:Mind has·· a ·body to expedite its· learning 
1"1 \ 

\1' '• l 

47 11 Phi
1

los oph1
1

es of Educe. tion, n Fortl-F 1rs t' Yearbook 
of the National SooietI for the Study or ~ducat1on, Part I, 
!94~1). 154. - - -

48 Herman H.· ·Horn~·,,~: Philos ooh:y,: of Education 
(New York:. The Macmillan Company, 1904) 1 P• 170« 
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but mind is not body and in no case does the body of a 

hu..~an being have a mipd. A learner is a finite personality 
growing into the likeness · of an Inf:i.n1 ~e ··ideal. 49 Mind, 

. in interpreting sensations and directing movement, , learns 

or grows in knowledee. 

Learning takes place through contagion of personal- . 
ity.50 . It.is interco~rse in ,wh1ch a less mature self : par• 

ticipates 1n the experience or a more mature self. There 

is no learner without e. teacher. However, one may toach , 
1.- " t' • Ji t , .1> '11: ; , I 

oneself. Learning 1s a process ·or ~ensing the presence of 

the eternal in the temporal. I 

' ,, ' 

Men's possibility of development through ,learning is 

unlimited since lear~ing in the ~inal .a.nalysis • is ~he up-
.. ' ,.' ' ' 

building of humanity in the image of,divinitj.51. 
• .t., " ' 1 • • ! \ 

The learner becomes the eduoetad person. The edu-
cated person is not just a complicated mechanism, not 
just a set of conditional reflexes~ not,just another, 
though higher, animal, not even a cultivated vocation-

• , ,,_ I 

49 « Philos oph1es o:f Educ a t1·on,r• Forty-First Yearboolt , 
of the National Society f.21: the Study .2f. Education, ·Part r, 
1942, · P• 154. 

50 Herman H. Horne, "Valedictory,•~ School~ Societz, 
Vol.LVI - July-December, 1942 (Lancaster, Pa.: The Science 
Press), P• 154. · 

51 n Philosophies _of Education~" Forty_:.Firs.t Y~nrbook 
of the ~National Societ:r f.2£ StudY: ..2£ :Education, Part l, 
194~p. 185. 



alist. Ha is a.' 'cult:tvnted personality ever becoming 
.,·more cultivated and more of a person.SB 

T ' 
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"Pupils and teachers are more than vital mechanisms 
' ,, '. . •\, .• r,, ' ' 

or behaving organisms; they are living spirits.no~. Children 
, , I 

are ·not merely little animals. 'Although 'they- can learn··as 
' ,, 

animals learn, animals cannot learn, as oh1ldre.~ ~an. Chil• 

dren ca~ and do learn by the laws of effect,. exercise,. end 

readiness •. However, if they leirned only bJ thesei they 
'" .. , 

could,beco~e only. 11 attelluated hedonists.11 54· MQny·unself1sh 

acts of devotion are,not motivated by consequences :for the 
f ' _.,,. \ 

self at all,' but· for th~ welfa~~e of others; thus, children 
. i 

must. also learn in some ,othe·r way, in addition to that 
I , ' ; 

described by'the law of effect. The easent1al· difference 

between man and animals ·is that animals cannot share in the 

uses or, the appre'ciatim:i of the activities 1n which they .· 

engage. The superio;r b~ain oapaeili;[ of a ohi.ld, giving him 

imaginative and oo~ceptualizing ability, is the reason for 

a child's difference from the 'lower,-animals. :Man hss a 
,, 

measure of freedom and .. oan or~ate, yet. not all life 1s 

52 "The Psychology of Learning," Fort';r-First Yearbook'. 
.2!_ the Mational Sooiet¥; ,ill !ill! Studl .E.f. Education, Part II, 
1942., p., 156. 

53 Herman H~ Horne and others, An Introduction to 
Modern Education, (Boston: D. c. Heathand Company, 1937),. 
P• 453. 

54 Herman n. Horne,· '11he Demoorat1o Philosophy or 
Education (Mew York: The Maciiiiilan Company., 1932)., p-;-1a. 
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creative activity and man :must conform to a world· that 1s 

already created.· 'The learning p?"ooess to an idealist is a 
. . · '55 

harmonious synthesis of confo1•m.1ty and croatiyity. , Con• 

formity and creativity together rne.ke' man,a f1nite,,i;ree 

belnG, growing in~o, ,oop.sci9u~ resemblance, of the Irlf'in:tte. 
' . 

There is a "transcendent reach. of ··the human intelligence to 

which no be~ vibris.t io , la.\v of· le~;ning 1 ·can do ju~ tice·. 0 56 
'' 

Since children ca11 tl11nk abstractly, ··1t· is not necessary 
' ' , 

that every item of· kn<::1wledge gro\v out or some .social ao-
' ' ' tiv1ty; only'low•grade intelligences require activities 

i,. I 1 1.,., 

alone as bases of learning. 
• j 

Ideafism, after assuming that· mind has body, tp.en 

assigns the phenomena, or l1abit formation to body,. Horne . , 
' . 

affirms the law of 'association which is implied by payohol~ 

ogles which center on nmental ata tea•" 'n ,~ ·• • If any 'f?wo 

mental states be called up together or 1n suocess1on, with 

· due frequency and vividness, the subsequent ~ro<:',uot1on or 
, 57 

one of them will suffice to call up the other,. •1 

"The educational period 1s the ha9it•forming epooh, 

55 Herman a.· Iforne e.nd others, An Introduction to, 
Modern Education (Bostons D. c. Heath and Company, 1937) ·, 
P•· 452 • 

56 Herman·H.· Horn~, The Democratic Philosophy of Edu-
cation (New York:t The .Macmillan Company, 1932}, P• 19. ,-

57 Herman H. Horne,~ Philosophy ,g£ Education (New 
York:, The Macmillan Comp~ny, 1904), P• 44. 
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in life.n 58 . Learning, thus, is a process in which.useful 

and desirable reactions, are ·made' habitual. Thus, habit 

formation would be explained in ,terms' ·or sensation.and move• 

ment"rather'than or stimulus and response~ Hab1t sets· mind 

free for new act'ion and t~oue;ht~ Del;berate, vo~untary ac-
. ' 

tion, requires funotio~ing or the cerebral: hemis,pheres where-
, ' ' 

as .. involuntary, habit•le~al ac'tion can b~ 1:1edia~e~1. by the 
' . 

lower, bra.in centers. Frequent· re·pet1t1on. makes action ha• 
' ,, ' . 

, ~itual, mediated by the lower . brain· centers• 
'f ' I I 

.From a payohologioal point of view, all education 
,, ' . , 

and learning are the equipping of a· nervous system for prop-

er and best l1abitua.l reaot1o~ • '.systematic th1.nk1ng, 

aes th~tio appreciation, n'n~ '~ume.n virtues are .f~r~ t or all 

elements of sp_1r1tuaf mind., :Hmvaver, they may also be oon• 

s1dered as elements or· mants ,physical being, developed 

through habit .to~at1on·. A plastio narvoua system 1s of 

auoh nature that bad as well as gooq habits can be ·learned • 

. Sinoe idealis~ depends primarily upon ·1nsp1rat1on, , 

intuition, and contemplation as a source or truth, it.places 
I \ ,, 'I • " -

only minor emphasis' upon the processes of thinking or rea-

soning. Horne states, 0 L1v1ng is,more influential in deter• 

58 ~•• P• 45. 
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• n59 mining thinking than th1nkin:g is · 1n de term:tnlng 11 ving • ,'. 

The acquired habi~s of childhood and e~rly adolescence ·give , 
' ' a trend to ·a chi+d 's thin~ing which tends to det.erm1.ne hls · 

thi~king . 1n· the fu~ure • Thought does determine l1fo to .. 

. some exteI?-t, ,. and thinking does _1nfluertoe ·beliefs and conduct 
' ""-, ' I 

after the period or adolescence .• 

Idealists constantly hark back · to · the . pos 1tion that 
. . 

we live our way into a system of thinking rather than think 
I J t l • 

our way into a s ya t'em of living. · •Aria totelian logic ·ls · pre• 

served as an essential method of th1nklrig and discovery. · 
'i'his method cannot be a voided in the thinking proc~ss •· · .. , 

. ' 

Ration~l man, i~ s~µ~y1ng , h _is w~rld, uses both inductive e'.nd -
. 60 . . . ,, . . . 

deductive, methods-. , · The mind in reasoning vacillates be-
, I I J 

tween particular and g~neral, or bet~ee~ the oonoreta and . . ' 

the abstr~ct. · Children and' 'adolescents can find their own . ' 

.answers when stimulated by an , idealistio teacher or parent 

.who does not attempt to impose his ,vie~s •o~ his pupils; ,. 

ra~her, gui~anoe and stimulation are given with,the hope 

that the youth will -arriye ·at, his ,own· a.~we!s• Re~peot .for 

personali,ty an~ . intelligence,. give~ . basis for the , assumption _. . ,. 

that each pupil will see,. the 'weaknesses in bis position and 

69 1'Philosoph1ea of Education," Forty-First Yenrbook 
of the l~ational Society for-~ Stud;! 2£ Eduoation, Part I, 
lQ4rr;-p. 141. .., . . 

SO .J1?.!9.•, P• 166. 
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' ' 
thus wish"to make the n~cessary correction. 

, The, imaginative powers or''~onsciotisness are called 

into' action ,by the sciences,· the. ar~s 1 and the· volitions• 61 
' ' 

The imagination plays an active par•t 1n science in frl&ming 

hypotheses ·to be yerifi<:Hl through observation and experimen-

ts tion. In the field of" art, 1mag~na t1on enables the mind , 

to come ,into aympathetlc appreciation or the obje~t. qf 

beauty. The imagination makes combination·of old elements 

, in new forms poss 1ble. Man· 1s not just an<?ther f:lnimal J he 

'is ruled in part· by purposes• He is: t,ransoendental to the 

realm of nf.1ture in h'is power of; oonoeptunl thought as. well 

as in artistic :tdeals and his feeling· of obligation- for the . 
--. l ,. •" 

' [ .. ; 

exerc1s~ of w111; 
,, ' 

Based on the conviction that., 1deas, or 

ideals ~re, real, and cann~t f~q.~'J.ly. f~il/32 an idealist ex-
; "' .. S' \ ., ~, i • / ... \ 

· 'pee ts t'o learn .more perf~ctly ,,in the eternal .. ~orld that 
; ' f ' ' ; p .. • • i • \J ' ' .. 

which he, had learned imperfectly.in the 'tomporal. 
,, ' 

r.,_1 ; .. '..._,r .. _,,,,f-

, ... \ 

' { ~', 

\ '\ 

' ' ' 

. 61 Horman H. llo~ne, Philosophy: .2f. ,Education 
(New York: The tiiaoinillan Company, 1904), P• 230. 

62 "Philosophies or'· Educ~tion,n Forty-F1~at Ye~rbook · · 
of ,lh! r!ational· Society for the Study: of 1'~ducnt1on, Part I, 
!942,. P• 194. - - - -

'' ' 



CHAPTER III · ' , -· 

f11HE. TENE'11S OF REALIC M IM EDUCATIO!i 

Realism is a philosophical outlook which in .its .growth 
' ' has been opposed to . idealism. A realist denies that the 

uni verse oan be reduced to mind or thought. He f"inds him-,· 

self faced with a reality which he is not conscious of having 
croated and 'Which he believes: is ·.a truly _ ~undamontal . d,otum · 

of experience ,. He asser~a or implies tho.t 'the 'universe has 
' ' 

independent or real . existence. which is. ,in no ' ·vmy· dependent .. 
•' on perception or consciousness. 

,"' 1,.. t} 

Webster defines realism 
' ' 

e.s "The conception that .. 'objects' of · sens·e perception {and, 
. ' 

sometimes, of cogn1t1qn in general) are 1,eal in their own 

r~ght ,. existing indep~ndently o~ tp.eir being known or related 

to mina.nl To a realist, the ,vor:1a tliet impinges on the 

senoes of man is the real world. ~e holqs .a stern regard 
• I 

for~ accompanied by oo~plete avoidance of sentimentality. 

A realist holds to the /epistemological position ~f : 

claimed monism. ·Epistemologioal. ~onism imp~ies the belief 

that know 1nt3 takes place in e. world ootnpos ed , of one kind of' 
a tuff. Full recognition is given to the ·fa~ t , that "one's 

1 Webster's New International Dictionarv, 2nd edition 
(Springfield, Maosachusetts: G. & c. Merriam Co., 1934), 
P• 2072. 

i' 
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body is just another compl~x. physical object~tt~L · · 

A realist claims to avoid any dualistic hypothesis 
·, in ~e~cribing mind-body rolatio·nships •. A self e~erges · 

• • j 

.· ·when an . organism v:1th a wa11 · de\.1-alor_;ed . brain 'an~·- ner~1 oua 
. , 

system responds to stimulation from .' the physical envlron~' 
.. > ; I • 'I, .., ...... ' t l , -. • 
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ment • · The factor•s whioh, taken together,. cons ~ituto a '~elf 
are all physical. The ·conditions under which these factors 

; 

come together are also physical, and the ·resulting complex 
, ' I t , , '-. I > 

in every detail is physical. 1~ .realist~ ·howe;ver, recognizes . 

a dlstinction between a thing and an·· ·1~dividua1·. The con-
ditions in evory case are physical,· but they vary gr·eatly. 1n 

complexity. An ilmn~ture person pl'•imsr11~~ 1·s a plastic nor-·• 

vous system to be molded along; lines set by a scier1tif1cally 

ascertained reality. 

Realism in edtioa ·tion applies to several modern variant 

po~itions ,· of which -new rea~ism perhaps is th~ most protnin-

ent. , New roalism primarily is a doctrine concerning the 
' I , 

relation between the knowing process and the thing known.3 
Profesaor'Breed identifies himself as' a new ~ealist; thus 
tho description.a in this chapter ~re within tho scheme of 

hew realism • 

., 2 F\rederlck S. Breed, Educs tion and the liiew Realism 
(new York: The ·.Macmillan Compan_y, 1939},p. 85f 

. 3 David R. Major, fil1 Introducti~n ·!!?. ·Philosoph~ • · 
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran &"Oompo.ny, _no., 
1933), P• 371. · , . ' -
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Realism: i\ssumptions regarding the- na tura 
·· ... · of .reality and the . no ture ·of, · . . 

and ~l;es ts f~~,' truth 

< ,. • ( • .._ .f I 
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Realism assumes t~at reality consists of a rational 

Roughly, 
' . , 

the :. ~op1;on_~ of th~ _physical sciences ~uppos_edly is the es-
I ' 

sence of reality. Truths'ara ' to ·bo observed and perceived. 
\ $ 

.T'ne action of n realist -;mplies that he knows, and knows 
. ' 

what he knows, and troats it as such. 

Breed states, "Tho whole realistic position depends 

.first on the doct~ine of indepe11dence; second, on the doc• 

trine of e:r.:ternal rel.a tions 11 4 The theory of independence . 

means that, although objects of oonsciousnose are related 

to consciousness, it does not follow that they are dependent 

on consciousness. It is denied that the relation between a 

thing to be known and a knower is res pons lble for the charm -

ter of the thing known. Delng known 1s something that hap-
. pens to pre-existing principles and things, and the knowing 

process is of such na. ture that princ 1ples anil things are not 

affected in any way by the mere fact or becoming known. A 

realist recognizes that tho truth of the prlnciple of 

4 "Philosophies of Eduoa tion., '! Forty-First Yearbook 
of National Society for 2 8tudI of Education, Part .1, 
1942, P• 110 • . . 

:-,' JI 
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independence cannot, be asserted. Ho~ever, he does not ,claim 
' ' to prove its .truth in ·this impossible wa.y • . Hatbor than 

' -
.being an established. generation from fact, this pr1nc~ple 
of independence 1s an , as·sumption v:hiol'1 su.ppos.e~11Y. is baaed 

on. experie!J,ce • , 
/ ,. ' I 

,,Uatural laws of ~he 'physical v;orld also , are taken to 
be indepen~ent existents. 

> • I t 

~ays ~r behavior·or entities are, 
'in no we..y',1 dopen~ent upon k~owledr;e. The laws of · the phy- · 
ai~al wo,rld· are statements:, ,1nolu.~1ng mat_p.em~tical' formulas, 

<I " ' 1 ' 1 

which reflect the "nature 6£ , " and the. 1nter-:reist~.ons among, 
\ '- I 

\ , 

indooendent exi,stents • , These indeoe11dent e.xr1ste'nta compose 
I - f _, < I 

a vast concourse of ·entities with w4ioh our personal .anti-
. ' . ,: ' ' . " ' ''. ,,. ' : ' : ' ' 

ties ·must live and a.bout "!7hioh they.rnu~·t know if they are 
• I 

< ' ', to 11 ve effec.t1 vely. , -. · .. , .. ,, ··· , . .. ,. · 

The the~~y .of external •.rela tlo:ns ties ve7:y . closely 
i I • , ' • ,r , • , 

to the theory of independonoe·~ , Its pivotal idea denotes , 
,' I ,: • 

~hat two things may b.e ral~te~:, 1n one ?r tnore ·ways and yet 
be independent o~ one anot~er ' in sense that ·neither af~ 
feots o~ modifies, 'in any v;ay ,· ,the other. , A realist holds 
that reality is and that· relations are external and object~ve. ....... ~· 
Although two things may be related in so~e ways, it does 
not ~ollow that they are dependent upon one another. Hela• 
t1~nsh1p betwee~ two actions . does ~ot imply that .either 
affects or modifies the other. , It 1o recognized that quali• 
ties of separate components ·differ markedly from the 
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qualities of a compound.· <This mer~ly me.ans that ,,two things 
,- I , , ; , 1, \ 

• i , ' ' ' • \ \ ' ' , ' 

in a given relation mny exhibit qualities that are not 
' . 

exhibited by e'ither when not ''in this relation.5 · 

A realist believes that tho process or knowledge is · 

not oonst1tutlve of ,its obje~~a. , ,An1_ object is , the to,ta11ty 

o:f, its qualities• ~hii:ig~ con az:id do exist lndepez:id'ent · ·or 
• I 

a knowledge proce~s• Things _m_~Y:. be, without bei1~ oogn1~ed~6 
. . ' 

A realist argues that ,the notion that things exist indepen• 
' , . 

·. dent of knowledge puts h~m in tune 'with the 'w~rld or science 
and of oommo~.sense, and broadens as well as solidifies the 

baa 1s of his thought• 7_ 

Since ·a realist accepts scientific facts and laws 

as the core of the relatively unchangeable foundation upon 
' ' which he' builds his ,enterprises, he assigns great im9ortance 

' ' 

to the laws of nature. These laws are more than mere laws 

of thought or of personal behavior. They are objective 

modes of reaction of entities, personal . or otherwise, 

throughout the whole extent of the known world.a A law --
' ,. ,, 

reality -- is completely independent or ~ny statement · 

·5 ~., lh 208. 

6 Frederick S B~e-~d,, Eduoation a~d the New Reel ism 
(New York;-· ~he Macmillan Company, · 19391,p:-Tl~ 

, '' .,.. 1 ... 

7 Ibid•; P• ,51.· 

8 1!21:!!•-,· P• 225. 

J..', .., ., 
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,or 1moression of that ' law. ... ' ' 
The best laid schemas make or 

break to the· degree that ., th~y·· are in co.nform1.ty with t~~se 

laws. ·Real::tsm thus implies determinism. ·· An 1ndlv~dual is 

the ras~l~ of the t(?ta.lity ~f his aensuou,s experiences --
1 ' \ l 

3timul1 . 1mping1ng upon ·him., a passive . organism. · 
) ' ' 

Physical causation is the universal cojlcept of the 

:realistic outlook, Physics ia tl'le queen of tho ac1encea, 

not oni'y as ·contrasted witli. other sciences 0£ matter but . 

also when. compared v11th ' sciences of life an9 mind. , The · 

~eal, objeoti·;e ·woi--•ld can. be ana needs to be directly known 

in pe.rcaptionJ . ~hus, subjectivism ~n ·~ll its forms is re-

jected• . •Vigorous use of th~ analytic method ls observed in• 
' ' ' 

. perceiving a world, in whlch 'sll phenomena are the result 

of matter in motion and cs.n be explained by its ',la,w. 
\ . , .. 

j • ~,. 

A realist r~cogniz~.s a difference betv,een t 'ruth and 
, . ' 

renl1ty. "Reality 1s; t ·~~th _'is · a cr~ality of an idea · or~ 

proposition referring· to r~a~ity.n9 ,·T~ut·11 ·1s ;mnethl~~ to 
I 1 

I • 

be d1soovered by ' objeotive means, as free as possible from 
' ' 

.the subjectivity .of the exper1imenter. Truth ·1s 1ciosely 
' • I 

relat~d ,to lcnor"iedge in that -~to ,a realist all knowledge is 

scientific, to be ascertained-. and pr~ved ,by ,,the method 
I I ' 

of science, that 1s. the method of objective observa-

·tion. "A' true idea in ita pattern'~ka,tche~ f~ithfully, · 
, \ . .. ,. ' J " ,,. 

and in its symbolic representation express~s accurately, 

9 Ibid., P• 51. 
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what w111 happen as .the plan unfOld~.1110 A l'8811st,a _ truth, 

as a product of observation, is contre.stoq . w1th. other .no-

tions of truth., e.s products of cre~t;1on. or, •revelation. 

Truth in its broadest moaning const1tutes · an . important 

element of . the general social tradition. This soo1al .tra- · 
. ' 

dition includes constitutions and statutes, .· 1nstitutions 

and conventions, customs and mannerst precedents · and, preju-

dices• 
11 . '·,. 

Tho tost of truth is oonfor{nance to the laws of the 

universe. Trut~ inh~res in things, and we must go to things 

in order to find it • . As ao:tence ·· e.avances ·., law or truth 
' ' 

is found , where lawless ,a.o~ion ·seamed.: to reign before• The 
(., 'J , ' 

underlying ass~tion of a r~alis·t ·; is· that there are basic, 

observable entities upon which we may build our knowledge. 
t ' ' 

A real1st1a ·sc.1ent1st is interesteµ in deso,rlbing rela~ions 

between physical objec~s rather than in descr1bin6 relations 
' · · -' 12 

between objec~s and ·the ~ind of man. The search for truth . 

is a mo.tter . of ·reoe1v1ng through. ·ow physical ·senses all . ' 
' ' 

that we possibly c~n experience, and experiencing it as 

lO "Ph1losoph1~s _of Eduantion, 11 Forty-~Fi11st (Yearbook 
of .~ National Sooiet::r .. !.2E Stud:z: .2f. Eduoation, Part f, 
1942, P• 116- . . 

11 · .!2!!!•, P• 133. 
12 ' I 

Fredericks. Breed, Equcation and the New Real1sm 
(New York: ,The Macmillan Company, .l939)~.-ni5~ 
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accurately' as pos·s161e·~- The use or· the· physic.al senses is 

sided by many soie~t1f1c davioea to ·make the senses more· 

acute,: more discerning, and more aacu.rate~.' A realist em•· 

phasizes obser1vation as· .the method of. obtaining truth.· Ob-
, I I ! 

·servation denotes, not only seeing with the eyes but also 

experiencing wit~ any or all of the senses•·· 'The ultimate 

outcome of this' ·search for .~ruth, if ever res-olved, would 

consist of cop.cept1ons whloh .v,ou;a ,. be fina1,·, ultimat~,,,and. 

··absolute.• A quality- in last analysts becomes ·1:1n event coor- ,. 
.\ 

d1nated with another event.13 Meaau11ernent· of objective 

. data is interpreted as a concise st~tistioal approximation.· 

It is '.realized that actual rneasureme'nt lacks'" per.fec,t ion,' 
yet.it is posit~d that the·real thillg'.1.s there,··wa1t1ng to 

be measur~a ... Breed states,, 0 I be?-ie·ve quantitative m~asure- , 
, ' ' 

ment carries the only ult1m~te·hope of a genuine science of 
educstion.~14. S

0

c18nt~r1~ t;ut;h,.t,'ll~ ,~onsiata of general.:" 

1za.t'ions · about the . natur~ and. :the. inner relations, 'or events 1 

achieved through competent and,,.pers1stent observation. 
' . ' 

> A rea'iist,· even··.in deal1ng~w1th p~yohology, tends to 

confine himself ·t~··e~te·;xial obser.~ation of physical behavior, 
' ' 

\ ... t I ' 

especially in so .far 'S.S 'it' .can be re.g1stered and measured ' ' ........ 
' ' 1 ', 

by physical precision instrumenta •· The value of conscious• 
' ' 

13 Ibid. p·. 196. _, 
14 Ibid•, p •. 206.,, 
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ness as a source or truth is minimized or d1sored1ted. · 

Realistic social ~cient1sts pattern ~heir a~~roao~ afte~ · 

the methods of physical science. Economics, sooiol6gy~ 

psychology, education, and .~.ther .soc.1o.l, aoienoes, if they 

are to be sciences, must determine by obse,rvat!on the 'prin-
, I I f 

' ' ' olples upon which they shall · rest -• the fundamental laws 
• l 

' ' 

that apply to the· things and 'relations;w1th which they shall . ' 

deal • . The test of truth -1s '·':'Qrrespo~de~ce ~o reality -- · 

something not of one ~s 0\'1n c:t"~ation.15 " tt If the mean1t1g of 
I "'I , f 

an 1dea conforms with existents found in the perceptual proc-. ' , ,' 

ass, , tho idea is said to have. the quality of truth/116 

A realist interprets philosophy as continuous with 
' ' science. He subjects philosophy ·to the same tests as those 

by vshich scientific know~ecige .. ~s measured·. Breed asserts, 

In sum, nothing is exempt in the dr1~e for scientific 
knowledge. Things and their relations, man and his 
reactions, including the pu~posive and the ethical, all 

· come within the comprehensive grasp of science. It 
evaluates human procedures. 1n terms of results, and these 
results in terms of criteria set up ·on the basis of 
what is favored or should, with wider knowledge, be 
favored by humans. In this sense educational objectives 
are determined by soientif1c investigation.17 

' ' 

15 "Philosophies ·or Education;" Forty-First Yearbook· 
of 2 National Societz for Eh! Studi .2f. Education, Part I 1 
1942 1 P• 126. · . . . 

16 Frederick S. Breed, Education ~nd the 1:fow Realism 
(New ~ork1 The Macmillan Company, l959)-;-p.~7-;--

l7 ~•, ,P• 19. 
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· An ·outlook is realfstic ·~-1hen the determinant of the 

truth or an idea is· regarded as something beyond mere per-

sonal satisfaction, as something external , to the personality. 
' .. .. \ • 

' ' 

and not dependent upon it, and as something tha~ can be 

definitely referred to as objective fact• ·)~ "Ideas · are true 
' \" • ' ' ' ' ' : , ' I • ' 'l ' 

when they work, but when' ~they work they do so~ because ~hey 
' ' ' 

conform to a definite order of things bey:~,na theni. 0 •lf:3 ·In 

final analysis, the test of truth is corresppndenoe to 
¼ ._> \ I 

. ' 

~orneth1ng not of: one ta own creation. An 'idea works when . 
the pattern 1t carries fits ';l, pattern •Which ·it later finds, 

.or could find if the r-ight methods were used. Truth stands 
I j 4 • 1 I 

• as a bas is for belief. Such truth , may be" relinquished to-

morro~ ·w1 th further objective study; nevertheless, uhtil 
' ' . 

' ' 

it . is d~sp~oved, it will persist as part of the organiza-

tion upon which a realist builds. Disproof means discovery· 

of error -- what was · thought to be truth did not turn out 
. ' . 

to be · so. The use · of hypothe~es is_ mi~imized ·and · is eon-

s1dered legitimate when and only when nothing better can be 
' ' 

.round,. Hypotheses are to be carefully labeled as· such and 

not oonfused 'with verified results or truths. Implicit 

in the pattern .of realism is the idea that although real-
' ' 

ists perform experiments and empl~y experiment~l data, 

18 Fredericks. Breed,· Education and the New Realis~ 
(:New Yorks The Macmillan Company, 1939)-;-p.7313.-
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they loolc upon expe;1mont~t1on as {bas 1cally) mf:}re.ly a ., 
' ' 

device by which obser~ation !s more ~apabl~ aohiave~. Thus, 

scientific investigation ls, £01, them, exclusively· inductive. 

' ' 

Realism: 'l'heory of motivation . · . 
: ) I 

A raalis t , · beeaus e of · the very nature ~f' bis ·, outlook, 

leaves small place and little 1mp~r-tanoe for ' the p~o~lem or 
· motivation. In his . attempt to escape supernaturalism he 

denies purpoa~ in a tel_eological ,\1ense, and cont1nu~s his 
\.,r • \ 

derogation to cover purpose in ~ny sense or: the word, , Any- l 
thing eternal or timeless 'is'•omitted from the space-time 

I 

frame or reference. The alternative is an assumed meohan-

1st1c, non-purposive conc~ption of nian as well as · of the 

universe. 
' ' It is realized that man is faced w.;th problems . which .'· 

to da. te ., ha va not been answered. Yet .· a realist 'ins is ts 
. ' ' 

that none of the answer~ is hidden 1n mysterious riddles of 

superhuman or supernatural ·character. liegar,dloas of his 

wishes or ~esires, an individual must conform to the external 

world-. 

of man. 

' . There is no place for superna.tural1ty of the psyohe ' 

A realist posits the existence of laws of personal ' 

and social phenomena as ~ell as laws o1 natural soienoe. 

In a stubbornly objective v1orld, · one ts physical · . 
. and social environment has veto power on human interests. 
Man proposes, but it (the objective world), like God, 
disposes. Man project~ an idea, but the const1tut1,on or 
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the external world finally, d'e'terminea ,ito validity.19 
i, 

The'' origin or morals:, is in the folkways and mores. 
' ' ' Social motives arise from these folkways and mores• .' Con-

I f 1 \, ' } i 1 j; • ' • \ 

science ls·, the echo or refle,otion of·· ,social ,·custom. 

Breed 'sometimes mentions personalities and ,pu:rpos'es 
' 'II ' .,, 

of, men~ but attributes little ·mo~a to ~hem th~n concepts, 
' ' 

i'or vague verbalization. ·Men are ·~onsidEn;-ed a relatively, 
l f 1 I \ I ) ; ) 

' ' ' insignificant factor in a world that aots in its m,n ,vay. 
\ I I I 

', , 

"What the personality oan ·do' is determined 1n •part bf its,· 
' ' 

own 'purposes and in pa.r~ by .. the manner in ·which ·the sur-

roundil!g .world 'ooncu~s .n20 A. realist keeps in the fo·refr~nt 
• , • I 

of his· thinking two fundamental oons idere.tio~, tt the complex 

object known as the individual perso11ality and ·the va.at or• . } \ 

ganization or objects cona.titut1ng. its en:7ironmen~.n2l 

A realist posits·that objects have reality i11de-· 

pendent. of mental phenome~. Mind is reduced', 1n turn, to. 

an aspect or matter. The mincl of man is conceived as· a 
I ' ' comparatively.recent addition in the evolutionary history, 

- .... 'i 

of na. ture. Mind or 1~telligenoe enierg~d" as, a~, instrument 
. ·v ,. ,\ • ' , 
" a' 

· - of adaptation to a ohnngirie; ··environment·.· ,. Mind thus is e 

19 Ibid, P'• 65. · _, 
20 Ibid. P• 213. · '_, 

" ' 
'• 

•. 1/''t-
"',t ' 
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part of 'the ,natural 021dar of · things·. Mind connotes the phy• 

sical relationship of the nervo1:15 system with the physical 
,. 1'" · environment._.. ·· 

.: ,, 
} .. ' . 

Stripped to essentials, .a mind may be defined as a 
manifold of terms seleoted·from the ·envlronment and re-
lated, by asaooiatton. This definition should be ·as ac-
ceptable· to a behavioristic psychologist as to a real• 
1stic philosopher.22 · ·. · 

/ J f 
1 

l I O , 

' A reali~t supposedly :leaves explanations and theories 
' ' 

l _, • I 

· to others and assumes that 1nind as well as body is essen-

·tially a physical phenomenon. Mind, so defined; is passive 
" ' , 

in so far as its relations~lp to Ja human body is concerned. 

Reduced to its lowest terms, it consists of both activity 

and content. "There is no _Perception with~ut peroeptio~ of '• 
' . 

something, no memory without re~embering something •. This 
condition prevails in .every mental runction.« 25 Since mind 

• ' l 

is nothing more than a manifold of terms in certain rela-

tionships, mind is measured v1hen all types of content· and 

activity are measured. This connection of the nervous sys-
tem with the phys1oal enviromnent is ,a purely physical re-

lationship. "iiind reduced to its lowest terms is subject- , · 

matter plus reaction, content plus activity, ter~ns plus 

relations ."24 

22 ~•, P• 84. 
'> 23 . ~•, P•. 135. 

2 4 Ibid• p • , 22 8 • _, 
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Modern realism, oonsis.tent 'with 1ts mechanistic out-

look is oommitt~d· t ·o a ·atimulus-resp~nse .concept of learn-
ing ,and · human .. beha.vior.· , ?~en are· the product of various . 

l • ~ • ; • t I •• \. f \ I ~ 

) ' , .. '/' ',_ ., I I 

· physical forces iµlpinging upon their orge.~isms, plus , ,the 

phys1oal reactions of · th~~e ~rg~n~s~ • 11 The reflex arc, 

with its receptor, conductor, and effe'ctor, 1s generally 

regarded as the .unit mechanism of huma~ beh~vior."25 A 

._, personality is a complex entity~· Its react~ons represent 

relationships executed with other entities constituting its· 

environment. The other .entities are known as external stim• 
ul1. A lay observer describes them simply e.s the objects 

that surround him. The qualities or a person are to be 
observed or measured. in his reactions, The sum of effects 

' ' 

and the sum of the qualities of a personality amount to 

the same • . 

A'reallst considers attention in pe!ception simply 

another name for the function of selection. • It is observed 

that an organism reacts selectively. However, no explana-
tion of this behavior is attempted. 

When one entity . or o·rganization of entities reacts 
selectively to another, the process is describable but 
not explainable. Selective reaotion ·1s ultimately a 
brute fact.26 , · 

25 Ibid. J. p~ 123, ' 

26 ~•, 'P• 86• 
t' ... ,, 
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Breed recognizes tvrn types or, interest -- 1ntr1ns 1o 
' ' 

and extrinsic, direct and indirect. Direct 'interest is a 

response to an object as a'n end· in itself; indirect interest 

is a response to an object as a means· ·to ·.an end. "Situa-

tions to which one attends are either ·1ntr1n.sicolly or ex- . 

trinsically attract1ve.n.27 'It is ·further •stated' that 0 sinoe 

no pupil ever consciously resp~nda to a situation without 

interest .of on~ ·or the.o~her sort, one. oan stil1 say that 
the school must operate entii.,ely on the baa is or interost, 

n28 ••• 
·1 

This oonsciouo interest has its special roal1stic 
,. , '• 

connotation.· In the oa;e of· a stimulus-response situation, 

awareness is a mere subjective by-product of tho 'physioal 

situation. 

:. "Consciousness is but a name for the fact. that one 

thing can mean another.n 29 This term s1gnif1es a relation; 
'- I ) 

it signifiea·that one experience points to another, leads 

to another, or.is associated with another. 

Purposefulness is scarcely mentioned in Breed 1a' 

27 "Philos oph1es or Educa t1on," Forty-Firs· t Yearbook 
of tho National Society £2!: !a!, Stud;z: .2f. Education, Pa1--t I, 
194~ p • 102. 

28 . ·, .. 
~•, P• 103. 

' 29 Frederick S • Breed, Education and the New Realism 
(New York: The Macmillan Company,.1939)-;-:p.so.-:--
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pattern of realism. When ment1oned, .1t is implicitly defined 

as the ideat1on ·or a meohanistio process of selection. 

Purposive action is nothing more tµan the identifica-
tion or · the personality with one of the ideas or plans 
of action "projected" · in the, proc~ss pf' thoueht. ·• • • 
Thought. • • is simply a name for the idea formation , 
described.30 

Realism: ~nterpretation of pe~eeption 
The external ~orld 'of p~ysioal reality\ is the most 

I ' 

fundamental thing 1n exper1~nce. It is objective and rac ... 
' . 

tual. Regardless of, ,his des1r.es I a realist asserts that he · , 
' " ' 

' ' mus~ accept and -confonn to this world~ That which he wants · 

or feels, he oonsid~rs me·rel~r. subjective and secondary. The 
,• ' i' 

external world transcends the exper_ience of 'any; given moment. 

~ts elements transcend life experience and supply the orig•· 

1nal content ~f mental . life. •~e perceptual data simply 

are there as brute faots. Since no giver is postulated, it 

is incorrect to say that. they are "given.tt31 Therefore, 

logically, • realists should not use ' the~ word ."da.ta.n A 

realist concedes thi~ external world to be the real world. 
. ' 

He oontends that this outlook places him in harmony with 

the world of soiance and of common sense • . Although the com-

mon world transcends knowledge, it· does include .knowledge. 

The P?Siting of a .common world of. thought is baaed on a com• 

mon world 'of sense. 

30 ~•, P• 218. 

31 ~•, P• 101. 
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' ' A realist contends that physical events oan be di-

rectly apprehended. Activity posses~es fo~ iri its own 

right prior to entering a human mind. Forms ·or:, thin~s may 
' , j V I t , ' "' t I I ( 1" • 

be carried into our experience as aspects of the things 

themselves. When things impinge on n1an's senses, he recog- • 

n1zes their existence; however, their existence 1s not de-

pendent .. upon his recognition. 

A realist envisages the connections of the nervous 

system with the physical environment as purely physical. 

The environment simply impinees physically upon s. physical ''. 

organism. 

An individual 1s regarded primarily as so much nerv-

ous tissue with its characteristic receptor and motor or-
gans and central brain through which it responds to the 

physical environment. The mechanism of a sense organ· ia 

analogous to the transmitter of a telephone. Vibrations•-

impulses --- are transferred from one medium to another with-

out compromise of identity. _Sensations readily may be car-

ried to the central nervous system in the form of neural 

impulses without loss of character. 

Constancy of the character of things 1s a function 

of their behavior, rather than of manta.~· It is understood 

that the device underlying s~nsatio~ is :orie , of ~ra~mitted 
' motions. Selection is the basic act;v1ty in perceiving. 

V 
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Attention is 'rega;~ed 'a.s.:simply a name for'the' function.of 

1
_, s~lectlo~•· l¥loderI?- ·r,~al~s1~ vh.?lds t1'~hat. the, phy~~.~al and the 

,, · psychfca.l inte;s~c:t.' ~n, s'ensation,': 38 Sensation.a ~1~e r~garded' 
' i -< ' 1.' I 

as ~elections ~r' e~1stents' ·that dwell ,in envl:r•onment. · Thnt 

·, which is sensed-J.s·a. fo~ .of experience that can appear · 
~- \._ I I ; ' 

either fnside or outside of a human body~ ,'Heal'ism holds' ' 
\ ' I I ' ' ' 

,that a·pa~t of ~n object·may be perceived without .~he rest,. 
t \ 

1 
I i, 4 

; ' ) 

and that the rest !t18.J ~xis.t· ,vithout being peroeiv~d. · It 
·1n~·tst~·, hov,~ver, that the- 'part :perce~vod ·and the p~rc~p-· 

, , tlon of the ,·part ·.h~ve indistingui,shabl~ ~onta~t,~33 

Experience ._denotes the' activity of thought, plus its 
' ,. t ' '( , 

·:~ontent~•· Aotivity,is the ,·expe:r1e'no1ng, content the expe-· · . ' ' ,.. 

rim.cad". Content·. is not manufactured by manta.1 funotioriing. , 
',' 

· There ·1:s alv1ays, ·the act ·of perceiving plus .:something P.er-

.· oeived~ Matters-of-fact are analyzed into. elements whioh 
> ! " I Ii ' 

are c'iven in expe,;ience and.are ·C~lled,se~e-d~ta. A i'toal-

:1.st bolds that a ·peroept1.on 1s a· complex ·of sensations 

whereas .~o;,.oept1o~· la ··a b~s ically different prooess •.· n In, . 
/ I < > \I< \ l 

.perception'reality 1s iive~; 1~.oonc~~~ion it ia ~ascribed. 
' ' ' 

Through perception ·comes the stuff or which. :our world is 

constituted; thro~h co~cepti<;m' r1deation, intelleetion) 
\ ', l 

' •; 

"\ 1-, 
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' • t 

/66 · 
'' ' 

the.nature or this .stuff is ·1nd-ioa.ted.1134 Perceptual ·ex• 

perience is , esa'ontial in tho development or c~ncoptual ex-. 

porience. Perception, in truth, ,is a· process of measuring 

in amount tho qualities of 'objects., The object or percep• 

t1on is a combination of qualities. To measur~ these quali• 

ties one must measure them in amou11t. E~ery, quality- exists 

in some amount and thus can be measured. It possessas·niag-: 

nitude, either extensive or intensive. 

Realism: Treat~ent of learning and thinking 

A realist's position is that lenrning is a.process 

of physieal respo~e, or an organism t:°,. a physical environ• ... ' 

ment. It is the impressing of new rsaotion-patte1"na upon.' 

a ~lastio nervoua·system. ·we 'learn by doil'lg, by,format1ori 
,. I 'l "!' 

of bonds in the. nervous system. Learning is a notor proo-
.. ,1 t 

as~. in which ~~act~on 1s oonst1tut~ve or 'thought and _learn-
, 35 

_1ng. ~he meohan1sm of a.sense organ nots much like the 
,r , -~ 

transmitter or a telephone; Vibrations of sound are oa~r1ed 

1n the form of neural impulses to the central nervous sys•: 
' , 

'" 
tem without loSS"Of character. Activity possesses form in 

' its - own right I and thu~, 'the forms ~r 'things are imported . : ' 

-into the experience of man as aspects of the things them-

34 Ibid.! P• 76. 
35 lE!£•, P• 84. 
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selvea,~36 A realis,t · attempts to bun1sh the hypothea 1s. that~ 

in learning, mind acts upo,n mind through the mediation · o~ 

no~-phys 1cal ideas.!! 
,, I ' • 

The reflex aro., with its receptor, oonductor, and· 
effector, .1s. generally regarded as · the 'unit mechanism 
or human b.ehavior. The simple reflex-arc is thought 
of as comoosed· of a minimum of two nerve cells or 
neurones,"' one on . the receptor aide, ,, the other on the 
errector aide. · In the s-n bond -theory, s.s commonly . 
taught, -lea·rnlng ·is represented as a connection petv1een 

· a stimulus and a ·response~ whiol1 suggests.,. on the struo-
tural side, a eonneotion between two -neurones of the , 

. types mentioned., Suoh oan still be the theoretic unit 
of learning and the simple reflex ·can at111 be• the 
theoretic unit of ,behavior, even though neither be re-
garded as an adequate axplanation of any human behavior 
observable,.37 . .. . . • _ , , . , 

This rerlex...;.aro,· conn~ctionistic idea is taken-by 
I :.'• ~ , I ~t. , , ,. ~•~.. 

·Breed ,to_ pe· the, fund~niental .c~noep't 11:t explaining ord_ine.ry, · 
( ,, l '< I l \ 

' 1 , '• < \ I 

learn1n.g situat'ions. Ha , does ·not . suppl~nt the bond theory 
1 '\... ' 

of learning although .he su~plements it with a theory of 

patter.ns of 1ntegrat1qn in the· si~ultaneoua occurrences of 

;reflexes. , , He_ finds , 1'; all human b~ha vior n a compounding 
l i t ,- , ,,. i f\ 

of .reflexe~,, .. •co-ordination of refle_xes simultaneously pro-
: t ' 1 .., 

ceeding., -and ~a-ordination -'of reflexoa sucioeasively pro-

_c eed :tng •. '' 38 
' . 

From tl1e standpoint or realism,, leax•ning is a 

.. 36 ''Philosophies ·~r Eduoati,on,·" Forty-Firot ·Yearbook 
of the National Society~ the Study .2f. Education, Par£ I, 
!'94~ p. 1i~. · . · 

37 Frede1~iek s. B:t•eed, .Education!.!!~!'~!!!, Realism 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1939), P• 151. 

·38 !b,id • , ,' p" 152 • . -', 
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stimulus-response, conditioning.process.· Lea~n:tng is the 

acquisition of a connect1ve·reaction to an object, stimulus,~,· 

or situation.', The two phases ·of intellectual behavior 
' ' ' 

I \ t I 

v11hioh seem to constitute the fundamente.l factors of'morltal 

life are revealed by analysis of the more complE;}X ,.functions 

; of the mind; These phases are· (l) s.eleotive reactions .to 

external data and (2) connective reactions by which'these 

data are associated~ integrated, and interpreted in experi• 
'#" '•j 

ence. Breed states that "~caching is the guidance of 

learning• tt :5g By this lie m~ans the. t a teacher d 1rec ts 
, ' 

learning throug~ intellieent e;uidano,e_ or the processes of 

learning, in light both·9..f. the present status of the 

learner and of ·the ends to be achieved.· 

' Broed rounds out' his the,ory of learning by taking' 

into account the integrative action of ,the. central nervous 
; '1' I f J- s "' 

1 

system. He includes, ,in the concept 'of reac~1on to impul-
' . 

ions ~rem wi th<Y1 
• ..1t • the organ~za t1on or th.es e impulsions• 

.".Integration cf impulsions_ takes place aa a result of the , 

connecti~e activity of ··the organism, sol~otivity cu1d con-

nectivity being the ch1~f aspects of its intellectual op~, .. 

erttions ." 40 

39 0 Ph1losoph1es. of Education.," l.h.! Fortl-First 
Yearbook of~ National Society £2£·~ ~tudy .2f. Education, 
Part .r. 1942 1 P• 126. .. , 

40 Ib1d·., P• 115. 
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Without , oontradiot1on one may. speak·, of the f.unotiona.l 
unit or human behavior in terms of, an alliance of re-

.. flexes (Sherr1ngton), .a .pattern ' of excitation (Lashley), 
a mode· ot" organizatiqn (Judd,), a oonf igurati9n (Koffka), ,. 
or supplement · the simple oonnect1oniam of a passing era , 
with , the· o·onoept of ubelonging'* ·.(Thorndike)• ·The , var~ous · 

. forms · of •expression all point to. a type of patternism · 
that ·we ' shall regard ss the basic feature., the precious 
substance, aa ·· it were, of integration or mental pro .... 
ceases,, ,1h1ch ·· 1n ·· ttirh ·is associated·· with ,integration of 

· neural ,processes •. . In other vior~s, ther·e · is a: psychol• . 
ogy of. integ.;'ation as· wel~ as a physiol:.ogy , ·or integra• · 
t ion. There i _s ala o a philos ophr o~ i~tegra t .i_on. 4I · , 

f\ l < I:"' ,., -

' A:realist oorwtnrttly 1 emphaaizes objeotiv1ty' ln his · ., 
' I ' 

study of humah· behavio~ and in his mothod,of acq~ir1ng kn~w- • 
ledge, Loarnind is a·t , its bes_t··~hen object1ve . 1n£oi~at1on 

f ;. .. ' 

is '·ob ject1 vely e'xpressed. 'is. 'assimilated by a. cllspe.s-. ' ' 

a 1ona te student. .P., ch1ld le~rns by be 1ng . tre.1ned ·1n the 
I ' r f ._~ 'I '\ • \l 

' ' methods of. acquiring knowledge as well as by acquiring . 
' . , l ' 

J ' ,, .. ' 

knowledge which has" .boen accumulated through· the scientific ' 

method. 
. . 

Breed in the pattern of new realism plaees consider-

able emphasis on habltua~ion, . 'in that it is considered a . . ' 

means of inestimable value ,for adjusting to the external 

world. This adjustment is a c·a.de of ''blologioe.i conformity 

to practical un1f~rm1ty.n42 
, ' 

The so1entif1c student, more· objective and less of a 
doc_trinaire, offers a plan ~f education that reoog11izas 

41 Fredericks. B~eed, Education and the New Realism 
{ New York: The Macmillan: Company, · 1~39 )-, p. 154~ 

42 Ibid.. P• 66. _, 
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stability aa well as· instability in experie~ce, habit-
uation as well as reflection, . knowledge as wall a.a , . 
thought. Ha loves intelligence not less, but habit · 

· more~~3, ·, , ,', 
, .. 1 .., 

The,essence o~ hab;t . ~o~at1on 1a the .formation or. 

wearing of .pnthwsys in a nervous system. Bonds are formed. 
\ . 

Tho prime mo·ver of .activity is the stimulus. ·rt sets ·orr 
the nervous action which in turn sets .off the response. 

' . , ' . 
Breed does, recognize that ·experiments show thnt tho stimul;s , 

I ,. • \ 

\ t I ' .,. f, ! 

for a habitual reaotio~ ~ay v~ry considerably without in• · 

terfering ,v1th t~e adequacy of the response.. "E:tpor1menta 

show that no habit can be ascribed to conduction .paths in · 
' 4A. a limited cerebral area." The harmonious organ~zation 

of varied activities is provided for in the network of the 

central nervous system. 

lieural arcs a.re intex·connected in such a. way that 
' they discharge as a system.into n final corm~on pnth. , 

The receptor portion of the system corrospondo to the 
wide inlet or a5funnel; the ·final common .path, to the 
narrow outlet.4 . • 

, The social .demands and the individual need require 

the acqu1r~ng of hundreds of skills. An set of skill 1s a 

reaction or the whole child focused in definite adjustment 

to selected elements or the environment. Ho.bit is a· produ~t • 

43 ~•,_ P• 66. -

44 . roid./ p~ 153. 
45 Ibid~· P• 164. ·-· .. -" , 

' . ' ,, 
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of learning, and it harmo,ni,zes witii, the principle of, inte-

gration in learning. 

Intellectual action 1s a process,, of disclosure; not 

of creation. , This ·process is asserted to, be a~alogous to, 
' ':. I 'l 1 
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or a prototr,Pe of, scientific' investigat~op. Intellection 

does not Create its objects, it discloses them. Breed 

iterates and reiterates ,,the thesls that 'there, is an exter-

, nal world demanding 'eonform:1:ty and that true. ideation oon-

,sists of ,formulating concepts which perform a guiding funo-, 

,_' t1on among_ exi:1tences, -- the existences being completely 

, , 1ndepende~t, of anf ideation.· 'A realist believes that the · 

laws of science reot on something much more stable than'the 

facts of human behavior. Hutnan behavior is recognized as 
t ' ' ' a faotor 1n ·,the discovery of ·thes.e lawo, but an idea or 

plan or ac~1on achieves the stamp of truth only by con-

, forraity with something externa,;t , ··to it and ··:not ofi, it:3 own 

creation. 46 , Witli repeated '~se,, ideas are'. less and ;t~s'a'·, , 

frequently carried out'to the1r verifioation;,henoe thought 
' I , l / 1 ! Ill, • \ ,. " 

· ( includ,ing, '.ideation, intel.lection, ,and ·consoiousnes_s-of) is 

, defined aa unf 1n1shed action'.: 

The'subtlest 1no1p1ency comes to stand for 'the fin-
ished product, the inception of a train of action for, 
the whole. The activity sequence, partial or total,.is 

' . ' 

\ ' 

46 "Philosophies of Education," Fort;r•First Yearbook 
of~ National Society £2.!: Studl .2f. Education,. Part !, 
1942, P• lOlw . , , 
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conceived as a series of related terms that have their · 
original home in the·environment, some (?f them under ·the 
epidermis .47 .. . . . 

' .... 1 

. The method or analytical thinking 1a· a probing which 
, ' ' .. ,. 

fundamentally oonsista in selective reaction to., or ap pro-

priation · of, the smallest elemerits possible. A rosoarch 

scientlst explores tho'· frontier of his ... science to the realm 
' . 

of the infinitesl~al.48 All o.f' the processes of thought, 
, ' ' 

from the simplest association to the most complex general• 
ization can be described in terms . of the slmplest func'tions.49 

' . 
A· realist ldent:tfies ;hinking and reasonl.ng with ~he 

"t ; "' I 

processes of natural science. Broed emphasizes that the 

best thinking bas been in pursuance of the method or ·ays-
.. ,, - -- ... r' ..... .. 

tematio analysis. 0 itan has come to his prosent intellec-

tual estate by studying the world now mathemat1oally, no~ 
chemically, now aatronomically.050 · · It is recoe:n1zed that 

... . ,. . 
the study of a new topic b_egun,by, looking at the world , 

or tho problem !n masse. nevertheless, it . is argued, schol-. ' ' 

ars have progressed by concentrating o'n 'the quantitative 

47 Fredericks. Breed, ·Education and th~ New Realism 
(Nevi York: The Macmillan Co:npany, 1939) 1 P• 84-. 

' ' 

. 48, "Philosophies of Education, n Forty-First ·Yetll"book 
of the National Society for the Studx of Education, Part I, 
194Z,-p. 1oa. - - · -

49 · , ~-. P• 115. ', '.' I I 

50 Frederick S~ Breed, Education ~nd' the .lli?.!!, Realism 
(New York: The Macmillan .Company, l939)j p.~7. 
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reaot1~:m of things, on the relations which ex1st',o.mong the 

a~orns ,of ,different, ,elen1~nts~ ,and on the rolat1ons ,which' the· 

celestial·bodies maintain one'to another. A reslist oon-s 

eludes th~t a .scientist,, o~,.,,~~e 'aoi'ne s_eient~tic:t .thinking.,. 
> i J ,J ; l \ f 

\ ,Ir 

is in ,contact \71th the facts' from the ·begiµnint:1 to the end , 

o.r' 'a process" His role ls .to 'analyze phenomena into simple 
,., 's I ,, J 

ideas end into · relations of ·1dentity,·and difference. Any . \ , 

co~structed aynthes~s are ffictual ana. objeot1ve, and thus 

ma.ttors of kn0'1nledge, · Sense-data arc 'the· basis ,of all 
;\ . 

mntters-of-f'aot,'•and all ideas of· l"Olation,are based on the 

relation of identity and d1fferenoa. A realist,racogn1zea 
' ' 

f 

the existence or probleimattc situations·._ He considers them 
I I I\ ' )-

~, I, -~ • 

as· ind1stinot1vencsses tha
1
t further :research may cause to 

disappear, As a· process or, investigation prooeods., the, 
'•• I , • 

\ 

material of study is disclosed in smaller and smaller units, 

working rr~~ the,goneral form or the·nmterial,down to pro-

~ons e.11d electrons. A. real.1st dog:na.tioally builds on the. 
. , 

belief that knowle~ge of the world is fundamentally.the 
, ' 
disclosure .2£., 1rre-cxisto11t, independent events .2! entities 

of the physical world. 51 ·., , 

The essence or r:eaaoning· 1s aelecti ve response to 

, 51 "Philosophies of, I~duoat1on," Forty-First, Yoarbook , 
of the ~1e.tiona1 Soc1etz for tho Studz or Education, Part I.1942. p-; 108. - - - ', , 
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identical elements in numerically different experiences.52 

"Just as selection is the basic activity 1n perceivinr.;, so .. . ' ' . 

association '1$ the basic act.1vlty in th1~k1ng.,',53 In the 

process of knowing about someth1ns, ap individual reveals 

only. bodily reactions to an object. Linguistic reactions 

are obvious and prominent. The relation :from item , to i'tem 
, ' 

is one of assoc.iation. Henctions consist or relating items 

of . content, ttsome of which lie in the fi~ld of general ob-

. servation, others under the skin, 11 54 To a realist, percep-

tion and conception are entirely different processes. 

~•stress has been pl~ced on· the importance of perceptual ex-

perience in the development of ponceptual e,xperience •" 55 

Conceptual experienc~s are derivatives of those which are 

perceptual. However, in last ·analysis, all ·1s perception. 
• I' I 

Derivation of concepts from precepts typifies. the develop-

. ment , of knowledge. Kn~wledge later serves the practical 

function of guidance of activities 1n the stream or lif.e'a 
' ' 

experience. 56 'Breed -~ckno~ledge~ · that tt thinking may p rooeed 

.on an 1nfrahuman level without · the use of general terms, 

- 52 •Frederick ,S. Breed, Education and the New Realism. 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, l9~9)-;--i;,.""'2Yo:--

53 Ibid P• 83. _,, 
l • 1" 

54 ~-- P• as •. 
55 ~-, P• 136.· 
56 .. P• 161. 

' 
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but· not, at 1ta best on the huma~ levei.057 \':ihen one faces · 

an experience in v1hioh. a solu~ion has not already been, 

charted in previous experienoe and· prese:rved by a habit, he, 
, , 

tllinks in order to find, his vray out.58 

Creative imagination to a realist is the'formatlon 

of new relationships out of old' stuff ... new_ combinations 
' I t / , •',! I \ \ • 

.of old bonds, Emphasis is given to the assumption'that.~~e . " 

stuff or the ma'terial of 1mag1nat;on is· not. nav.r. Imac1na-. 

tion 1s not ooµceived.as manufacturing its material. ,Hath-· 
er, it is.interpreted as merely_tak!ng what has been pro-

vided by the other 'prooe~sse~ and weaving it into a ne1tv· pat-

tern. These items may be combined in ways fantastic, ei-

ther true or untrue to· lire. 

, 57 ~., pg.135 r. 
58 "Philos~phiea of Edu~ation,'~. Fo~ty-First Yearbook 

.2£.~ National Soeieti for the Studl of Eduoa£ion, Part 11 1942, 
P• 98. - - -- , 



CHAPTE.R IV 

THE TENETS OF .PH.AGMA'l'ISM IN EDUGATIOM 

Pragmatism, 11ke realism and 1de,a.l1sm, is a name for · 
' ( ,, 

a basic outlook Vlhich colors "the .~hought, ideas, and actions 
: ' ' ' ' , • • I ' • ' •, ' ' • ' ' • 

of all who hol:d to th1s philosophy. -' Pragmatism is also. 

desor1bed under the titles experimentalism, philosophy of 
... / • ' • I' 

1 
f 1 

experience, and instrumentalism. Websterl 1dent1f1~s ·prag-
( . 

' ( 
' ' 

matism with emphas~s upon the application of . ideas or upon , . ' , 

the practical· bearings of oonceptions and beliefs. ·, Thought 

functions_ as a guide to action. Truth 1s to -be ·tested by 
' :' 

its practical . conse_quenoes . - Pragmatism ·emphaa izes cr1 tical, 
I ' ) ' 

intellectual activity as oppos~d to met~physioal rormulation. 

The principle of relativity is taken seriously. 

- A thesis of relativity applied to human behavior is 

that a human mind cannot deal with :thit).gs· 1n isolation, but . 

only with them as related to oth~r objects. A 'pragmatist 

thinks of a 'proposition or conception as a product or hu• 

man minds. He does not deny independent existence of ob~ 

jeo ts, or even of other pers ans I ldeaa; but simply notes 
, , 

that a person sizes up his world as he finds it ln a way 

which makes_things fall into a pattern. 

l Webster's .fu?!!. International Dictionary. E.E.,• -ill•f 
P• 1938. 
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B,ode emphasizes ,that the asaumpt1omunde.~'Jlying any 

form of absolutism are .e,ssontially undemocratic. In · ·~urn, , 

the pr1~oiple of ·demooracy, because. of its very nature; i~ 

not an absolute. Democracy, as l;le sees it, represents , the 
' ' beat 1ns1gh~ ,that men ,h~ve, .up to ~ate, · as to'· vJhf).t ·is re• · 

qu~red r'or ful1es t 'deve,lopme,nt of an 1nd 1 vidual. The dis• 

,tinctive ' oharaot~ristio, ,which ·prevents ·aemocr~oy- from be-
' ' coming absolutistio is that, whenever human ins15ht is im-

proved, human standar9s will vary aooordlngly~2 · . 
, , ! ,. 

) ,'I ~,...... 

-~7ith~n · .. ~h,1s .·pragmatic,,: relo,t1v5.at1o outlook democraci 

comes into the .Pl~ce of fu11ctloning. as .th~, fran1e of refer-
, ,ti ' ' 

• l ' .> l ' • ~ , 

enoe y,hich, for the United States of Amerioa, _d,e~~r•tnines 0~ ' 
_JI t i. i-

0

y t 

· should determine much of tl~e nature . of education, 
' ' 

: .. . A. pr~gmatic approao~ to the ~tudy of, man and behavior 
J > > I i 

· develops within a frame of . reference of the field 
' .. \ f ' ' t ' \ ' ,', , The,. f1elc1 oo·n~ept le'avea rio room for' division of human life 

j : , • ; ' i ' 

·' into a : natural , and a supernatural realm • . The, .reorgs.n1.zat1on ,, ' , ' ' ' 

.o~ ' experience 1n hS'.l:*!nbny with the field ooncept concerns 
' ' ' 

thi~ present"'li_f~• ·· 

.The only thing that counts is the foreseeable oon-
sequenoes of a proposed line of ,donduct, in terms of 
their bearings on human relations. "By their fruits 
shall ye know them." • This 1a sometimes called humanism. 
or na tural1sm,· because it by-passes all theological . 
and metaphysical questions, such as the existence of 

. 2 Boyd H. Bode, Pro~ressive Education at the 
Crossroads (New Yorks Newson & Company, 1938}, p;-110. 
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God or a lifc ·after death.3 

Democracy as a way of life ls COl~'Uitted to, the propo-
sition that man must plo.oe sole reliance· on his unaided 
intelligence both for the discovery of methods for the 
exercise of control over his material and social envi• 
ronment and for conatruction of the enrJs to be achlevea.4 

, ' 

Pragmatism: Assumptions regarding the nature of, 
reality, and the nature of, and tests 

. · for, truth 

The ·term "reality" 1n 1 ts h1stor1oal sense .is an ab-

solutist1c ter~. The assumption back of suoh use· of the 

tenn ls that there is a pre-existent, transcendental real~ty. 
•, • ,' 

The problem _of philosophy within this-absolutistio frame 

of reference is to dete~ine _the nature .of this reality --

not to quostion the meaningfulness of the ~oncept. Prag-,. 
matism inveighs against those historical, absolut1st1c out-

looks and consequently makes no attempt to· define transcend-

ental reality which, 1£ it exists, oannot be known~ 

A pragmatist does no~ ~asert that there 1s~ or that 

there is • not, a, supernatural. His system of thinking, since 

it 1s not dependent upon supernatural existences, simply 
'' . does not assume and is not based ~upon the existence of a 

3 Boyd H. Bode and others, Modern Education and 
Human Values, Pitcairn-Crabbe Foundation Lecture Serios, 
Vol. I (University of Pittsburgh Press 1 194?), P• 9. 

' ' 

4 Boyd II., Bod~, -H~w lli!. L~arn (Bostons D. o. Heath 
· and Company, . 1940), P• 275 • , 



supernatural being. He feels tpgt he·1 can best deal with 
j 

, •1 i 

the world by assuming 1 t as' . a 11 . of one I piece O A pragma- ' . 

tist feels ,.that the histories~ outlook: in which men have . 

pictured a fim:ed,:· absolute reality ~-. a reality avowed . to 

exist~ independent of any per'cfjption: of 1 t •- has been a 

great stumbling block. to progre.sa • in the mod·ern \vorld. 
' ' 

Bode ,stat~s, "The;. c;e~tion of thi
1

!3 ,transcendental 
•, ' 

.. world was .at the same ' time one . 'of. the, most brilliant 
,.• if 

"' I ., • 

achievements and one o~. the major tragedies of human civi• 

lization t,n5 

~ing obliged to •have recourse to a transcendental 
reality is a stiff price to ·pay, and unfortunately we 
do ·not get our money's worth& The irony of the situa-
tion is that this transcendental reality refuses to 
help us out, ' even after v,a have sacrificed intelligi-

.· · bility in order to secure its cooperation.a 

A pragmatist assumes that wpat one takes to be 
! ' 

reality is the only reality with which he may deal. -This 
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pragmatic approach to reality escapes from the disagreeable 

· alternative of either 'providing a definite, absolute place 
' ' 

· for ' everythi~g or else having recourse· to dualismo 7 Prag• 

· matism, in viewing a human being as an\,organism in. inter-

. action with its biological ,and social environment, empha-

. -' 5 Boyd H. Bode, Progressive Education at the 
Crossroads (New York: Newson '& Company, 19381,~22. 

. 6 Eo-yd H. B~d~ ;~ov/wa La8r~· .( Boston: 
, ·and Company, ,1940), P• 72.--: , 

D. C • Heath 

'7_ 112!:!•, P• 222~ ,· < , 
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sizes rights and rospons~bilities of the individual in 

gaining knowledge and ,p~rs·o~ally testi~g. beliefs •8 
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It is recognized _that -eaoh of us is , unique, both in. 

purpose and in experiential background. The· ·only reality 

we can experience is what we make of the .~bjoots around us. · 
It is upon such a basis that we design intelligent action~ , 

and th~s· is unique for each of us. In any field _,. science, 

· sociai. relations, morality, and even reli~ion ·-- ea'ch indi• • · · 

v1dual is the maker, not of world but of notion ·£!:, 

the world. 

Roality 1s taken to be what makes a difference to 

our , behavior; that ls, what vie make of what comes to us, 

through' our senses or otherwise. That which oomea to us --

light rays·., sound waves, and the like -- we interpret 1n· 

the light of our experience, and act accordingly~ , The 
' s 

names and positions we a,..cr1be ·to such objects and ideas and _ 

the way we act .with reference to them lie not ·. in the objeots 
... ! -, t. I f "" ,• .., ,, 

and ideas them~elves, but in .what· we ascribe to them. 
A pragmatic theory. of truth stands i~ contradistinc-

tion to theories 0£ truth expounded 1n absolutistio philos-

ophies. In ha!mony with the Beneral o~tlook of pragmatism, . 

truth 1s considered a relative· thing. Truth is something 

· · John Dew~y, Democracy ahd Education' (New York: 
The Macmillan. Company, l9l6), P• 344. , •, , 
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which people are ae~t,-c~ng in trying 'to build a bet ten~. lif~• ,. .. 
\ ' ! I 

To a pragmatist, tru'th is ;·formulated,·. not discovered.~. 

Bode· neither· affirms nor denies the existence· ·or·. 
' ' 

absolute truths.: _Ir.··they do exi~t,.how are. we to know 1:f' 

and when vu3 have them? To assume tha. t they were / knov:n to the 

anoients and are· still known today, is mere~y to bow dO\Vn .. 
before a sacred past. •There must be some other way of ar-

riving at stand~rds tor the• true, the good, and·.the beautiful 
\ 

other than simply boi .. rowing from the past. nEterna.l. verH;iesn 
. ' 

have no labels by wh1oh they can be perceived and they have 
' \ ' 1" ,,. ' 

the h~b1t of colliding with one another. The· notions of · 
' ' I 

men in regard to ·what constitutes these eternal •~e:r1it1es do 
' ' ' 

not remain constant. 9 . It is granted t~1at history· has .many 
' ' ' 

important lessons· to ·teaoh,,' yet. there is always room for 
· - 10 lessons on these lessons. · 

,, . 

' It is understandable that a theory such as Plato's 
doctrine.of Ideas should be evolved when the world was 
still young., It is leas understandable that a modern _ · 
man should pass by all that so1enoe and racial experience 
may have ·to say, on the subject and. lightheartedly assume 
that this a·noient· theory makes ·sense or. that these ab• 
solutes.are.anything:but human prejudices invested with 
a .halo and put on.ioe~ll . . . . , . 

1' ) 

9 Boyd, ,H, Bodo, 1!2!£ Learri (Boaton: D. c. He~th 
and Company, 1940), P• 72. 

)' ;, ,. j. 

•,' lO Ibid., P• .293. , 
' ' 

: ll,Boyd H. Bode, Progrossive Education ot the • 
Crossroads (}Tew :York: Ne.v1son & Company, fg3eT, ~34. 
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Truth is taken 'to bo that·- body of reliable , k.no~ledge 
"' 

or insights by means of which man, oan predict the conse-
quences of his present and future sots with o significant 

degree of accuracy. Truth, · as 'prpv~11 · i~s ight, ,enables u~ 
. ' 

accurately to anticipate behavior.· The-~ truth or falsity .of 

a p1:opos1t1on is judged by v1hat it does, ·or would do 1f 

tried, to consequent behavior. Each human, idea represents 
. ' ' 

, a possible truth, to be .. tried. · Its truthfulness 1s measured 
' . 

1n terms of the consequences of the action implied by the 

proposal. A true idea is ona .. which·, takes into consideration , 

all available data and harmonizes it into an action-pattern 

which will uchleve what . it is designed to achieve. Thus, 

truth is e.n insight which serves as a successful guide t 'o 

conduct. A pragmatist recor;nizes that we often become sur-
-ficiently confident of certain truths to place e;reat depen-

dence upon th~m, but he r~oognizes that such truths may 
give · way to 'others at any time, as new da.ta1 are d·eveloped 

and brought. into one's outloolte 

Workableness ls both the nature and 1structure of 
' i • r 

truth and the test of truth. The pragmat1o test of 'truth\J 
> ' \ ' is the so,ient1fic method, the essence of which is under- ' 

sta~ding. or e.couraoy in predi~tio~• ·,-In ,finding his way 

out of p~esent confusion, modern man need~ to faoe the . 

challenge that comes from science -and the scientific method • 
., - • 1 

11 The refusal to consider how 'tar we'oan go in sole relianc·e 

',,. 
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on scientitio knov1ledge· 'and aoientifio method is an 1nvita-··. 
; l , h \ 

tion to disaster." 12 . · 
,-" .,, ·,., 

A systematic atudy of science ls· necessary in' order 
to unclerste.rdi ~he, ril:ethods .and the poi,nt .·or view of the 
scientist. Such. study should 'be made w'ith special re• 
ferenoe to the purpose· ·or,· gaining an appre'c1ation of 
what· is meant by the statement, that ··ror soienoe the 
world ,is all of one piece,, that the concept of mechanism 
1~ an artif1o1al a1mpl1f1oat1on of ~ha faots in the". 
interests of convenience, that the conoepta of science,· 
generally are tools with which the scientist does his 
work,. and,that truth is a ~ela~ive thing.13 

Soienoe, thereforet, is t1:rst or all, a refinement or 
the procedures, or ·the practical man. But in its bear-
ings or .1mpl1oations it 1.s vastly- more than that. 
Since it shuts the door on absolutes, 1t makes all truth 
subject·to the same·test. It ~rings truth, goodness) 
and beauty down from the clouds axid sets the.stage for 
a reinterpretation of them in terms of a better asso-
oia.'t;ed or democrat1o living. '• ·• • fJ.'he whole drift of 
modern science is toward the oonalus1on that the point 
of' reference in every 1nvest1gat1on falls within our 
three•dimena ional. ·world J and that our tes ta and a tand-
ards are not· derived from elsewhere but are constructed 
as we go·along. • •· • Thia general tendency.•• main-
tains that· man's future is in his own handaJ that social 
and ethical and esthetic principles are neither handed · 
to him ready-made nor so embedded 1n the atruoture of 
things t~t he need but look 1n ·order to discover them. 
Ha must create and recreate them tor himself, in the' 
course of racial history, out of the raw material of 
experience, jua t as,' th.rough the centuries, he has 
created, out or his cumulative experience, an industrial 
order and systems or mo~ey and,credit.14 

:lS Boyd H. Bode a~d ,.£{ode;~ Education and 
Human Values, Pitoa1rn-Orabbe Foundation Lecture $eriea, 

".~oi. I (University of 'Pittsburgh: Preas·, 19,47), P• 22. 
,j 1 

13 Boyd H. Bod,e, How'!:! L~a,rn (Bost,'on: "o. c. Heath 
-and Company, 1940), p • ,,271r;,· ,,,. · · .. 

14 Boyd H. Bode, Pr~p;ressi va· Educa t·ion at the 
Crossroads (New York:. Newson & C9mpany, 1938);-pp. 33-35. 

( , ' 
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The reality on which one bases what ·may be called 

intelligent action ·may, or may not, be truthful. ·. If it 
I 

is 

not, one is likely to encounter difficulties or failures. 

Thus man's notions of the world, · to be utilized in a fru1t-

~ul manner, must be dsvoloped in cooperation with that world, 
I 0,. . \ 

and they must be held 1n continual faadines·a .to be exp~ri-
., ! , \ 

mentally tested ' and retested throughout the , lifetime of the 

person. 

Pragmatism: · Theory ·or ~ot~vation 

A pragmatist assumes that _all human. action is pur-

posivo and must be interpreted _.in light of the goal it 1a 

designed to achieve. An individual acts in such a way as 

t~ achieve his goal or goals~- sat1sty his wants or de-
I ' 

sires -- in the quickest and ~asiest'way t~at h~'comprehen~s 

or senses as possible under exis .t1ng conditions• · When one 

is motivated toward _do~ng something, his description is 

that he wants or desires to do it. A conscious activity is 
' -carried forward to a goal by a process of constantly search-

ing out the conditions for the next step all along the way.15 
A prar,matist uses mind: to mean a function of pointing 

or leading. "The function ~f pointing or leading 1s na-
I • ' < 

ture's way of introducing foresight, purpose, intention into 

15 Boyd H. Bode, How We Learn (Bostont D. c. Heath 
and Company, 1940), p • 231. 
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behavior. " .16 
., ' • , I' 

M1nd is : capacity t 'o .reiar px-es·ent . conditions to fu-
. ture results,. · and future , oonaeque;noes , to present condi- ·· 

, tions • , And these traits :are ~Jus,t . v1hat 1,is mei?nt ,PY . , 
having an aim or a pu1"pose.l'1 1 

, ,
1 

.,.,_ .. , • .' 

' , , ' ' ~-
. The rnot1va t1ng•a.ffect1ve aspects of behavior are 

' ' 1 4 "'.-¥ I \ I • I .. \, \ t I < ' • j t .. ~1~ •{ 

· £eeli11gs in form of wants, ,des~ros, .(?~ ,-. P~avings. , Values, 
' JI .,,. '"'! / I < _., 

, ;, , ideals, or interests, with which the ~e~, : is 1.dentified., 
{ f l l ' l 

:arise. v1ith1n t~e ~.~,:1~ext or. e.xper~~_nce.· They ~re patterns 

·. or ·objectives for,, .. tbe .. 1mprovement'_o£ living .end are related 
' j ' o ~• ,~. I } I I I • \. -'I J , .. , 1 ' / I -., \ I "'> \ • I ) 

,, to· the s 1 tua tions in which an , exper1enc 1ng . ore;anism .11 ves. 
I , 1 ' I • , , l 'I• .,: "' I 

and moves and has ·, its ,being. , Motivation _r.1eans that a con- -

qition of tension or 'disequilibrium arises between an in• 
' . 

d1v1dunl (represent,ing the want ,asp~ct) ·and some feature . ' ' ,. \ ' 

, 01~ phase of the envlrornnent ·which represents the , goal. The 

individual then seeks lnaight into ways in which the wants 

may be satisf1~d, the goal achieved, the tension released 

or relieved., ·Tho ~ns~ght opens the ~ay for resolving the 
' , 

condition or disequilibrium and ·relieving the tension. 
' t ' • ') t ' 

Bode ,recognizes that there .are differences 1n ,tho 

motivation or children due to th~ir native endowments·, as 
' , , 

well as to environmental influences. He ,also note~ that,in 

16 ~-. ~· 226. , 

l~ Dowey~ ·..21?.• ill•, P• 120, 
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addition to original tendencies differi~g with different 

individuals, motivations,, vary -~,1:th,~the same individual, nwitll 

growth and opport~nity.ttl8 ,. N~w ·1nter~s~s '- are bu1lt on . 

native endowment. , "The child .,is father to the.•man. 0 19 
' ' 

All patterns or ideals "spring from the soil of 

experience'~; 20 they a~e creations ' ~f man and they serve as 

guides for the continuous reorganization or. experi~noe ,. 

These values or ideals are supject to continuous reconstruc-

tiqn as new conditions develop. - A ·person .adjusts himself 

to the social o·rder through identifying _himself with cer-

tain activities or concerns tha~ .are present in the environ-

ment.21 1 The development of ideals is the same process as 

the development of self, a ince the c·ontent or . the · self is 

taken to consist of one's cherished ideals and interests. 

"Interest, oonoern, mean that self and world are engaged 

with each other in a developi~ s ituation. 11 22 . , , 

Self 1s · taken t~ be that . body or configuration of 

matters with wh1oh we become identified or to ,wh1oh' we 

_ 19 Boyd H. Bode, How We Learn (Boston: D. c. Heath 
and --Company., 1940) 1 P• 113 .. -

19 Ibid. P• 113. _, 
, 

' 20 t ~ p. 256. 

21 ~•, _P• 262. 

22 Dewsy, .2J2.• .ill•, P• 147. 
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give al~aeianoe. 
· The ~el£ is 'not reacly me.de,'- but something in contin-

',uous formation through ohoice of action. • • • · Self 
and interest are ,two 11,e.me~,,for,the .same faot; .the kind 
and amount of interest aotively taken in a ,thing r§iGals 
·and measures the quality. o~ sel~hooq wl:?,ich exists • ..,,. . 

I< I l J l 1, J I t 

· A person's real self 1a,·h1a major .bqdy ~f all~g1anoea or·, 

·commitments-, 
J, ,, 

"The wider or larger self ,wh1oh means inolusion in-

. stead o~ denial o! reiationships ident1~al·w1th a self 

which enlarges in order to a~sume previously unforeseen 
~ies·.~lii4' , ,The, self 1s a kind, of ·;torehouse or depo~·. where 

life colleots experience an~ red1s~r1butes it to 11£e.25 

.· A self 1s not e. fixed qu~nt~~y .or atat1o thing. It,, 
, .. l \ ' \ 

1 

1 

1 

1 ., , , ~' " 

is, in the me.king constantly. It is ~n aohievenient as oon-
, ,,"' \ 

'' 
tre.ated with "the iae'e; :or an '1r.her'1"t~d p'ossession. Human_, 

,nature 1s not fixed •. '!i~n· is -n~t oonaidored· 'as originally 
' ' \. 

'" an ent'oldment ·or potentialities, to'ba permitted iater to 
" , -, " ,, ' 

,unfold. Human nstupe is de~eloped th~ough social ~elation• 
' ' 

ships as well as personal growth. ,, By means or·' such 1n-
, ' • .. "t ; ' 

' t ,I, ' ' ' :; ,. 

_'strumen~ality an ind1v;c1ua.l'-a~quir~a .1a1:1gµage, ·capacity for 

conceptual thinking, and moral," social/ a'nd relie;ious pre- , 

23 . 
, ~•, P• 408 •. 

, , ~4 'Ibid~~ P• 409~ . 
25 '.,M., 0~. Otto! Things and Idea.is (?iew York:, · He~~y 

Holt and porupany, l9i44), P•, 1'35"; 
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disposit1ono and insights. 

The self takes its r-ise•.from the development of 1n~ 
dependent lnteres ts·• These. int~u~es ts may be thirigs • 
schemes:, sec1"ets, or whatnot. ·. It . 1s th~ activity of 
appropriation., of adoption as , one •s , ow:µ,,· and the con•· 
sequent feeling of \proprietorship, .whioh mark the 
genesis of the self .26 

' ' ' I ' 
'' 

The self is a center C?f , ~nez:ey,- ~,goiilg ooncern ,wh1ch · 
' I 

is actinc; and be~ng aotod upon. It ~radually came into 
' ' ' existence as the native, impulsive life of the· individual 

, ' 
' ' 

was organized into tnea'!!-ineru+ habits under stress of a ' 

social and physical e~vironment. · · · 
' ' It is a fluctuating collection or desire~, memories, 

aptitudes, hopes, and the like, which, as . a result of 
the give-and-take relationship of an active organism , 
and an active env1ronm0nt~ have come to keep house to-
gether in the same body and are there felt to be mem-
bers of one family ,27 , . · · 

Pragmatism: Interpretation of perception 
' ' 

Perception, to a pragmatist, is thought of as an 

interpretation based on a kind of statistioel average of a 

g~eat many clues. The nature and position which we aa~1gn 
to an object lies, . not ,in the . obj eat as a thing . in its.elf, . 

but in what we attribute to it out of our own experience --

what consequences we sense as l~~ely to grow out of our : 

dealings with 1t. "It seems, therefore, tha~ the location 

· ~G .!!?.!£•, P• 142 
' , 

: ·_ ,2~ le.!£•, p • 143. 
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' ' , 

of a thing is a pract~cal matter; we locate a thing at the .· 
·point :where we may.a~t wltb reteren~e to it."28 · 

' ; ' .. ' ' ' 
. Perceptions are based on .the insights developed by 

' ' . 
·a pur_P,osive organism acting or proposing to ·ac~ ·1n nntici-

pat·1on of the consequences of his acts•, · These perceptions 
• I I ' ' , ' . .' .. . . .. \ ' .. 

come not simply from· the objects surrounding one, but also 
from one•s experience with the objects in terms or one's 
own acts and ·purposes. Nothing can be perceived. as a _thing ' 

I ', I I t -1 \ • l ! ! 

1n itself ·--. lt ·can be perceived,only in relationship to 
, · other th1rigs ~ ·, The relationships or .an object to its back• 

' ' -

grou~, as · they ,appear to its viewer,· are as essential as 
. : the· so-called : obj~otive natu~e of the· objeot· itself. 

A person sees things 1n · te,rms of the' responses he is 
' . ' . to make .to them. Speaking in .. hig~ metaphor, Bode says, 

11 We locate things by seeing ' them-with ' our·· mus~les."29 , Ex-
' : 

pe~ience is achieved v1he~: and ~:mly when~ w~ note'. the rela-
tionships b~twee1;1. ~hat· d,o ( or ~ight do)' and -~hat we 

' - \ <1• 

expect to come of the .doing • .. ,, 
I ... 1 

' ", 

On the. aoti va hand~ . expe.rienoe is , try1W,·~ • -• • On , 
the passive, it 1s undergoing. · \ fJhen we experience some-
thing we act upon it, we do something with it; then we 
suffer or undergo the consequences. Vie do something 
to the thing and then it·does something to us in return; 
suoh·1s the . peculiar combination. The oonneotion of 
these two phases of experience measures the fruitfulness 

2a ·Boy-d .,'H• Bode~ .How!! Learn {Boston: 
and Company, 1940), P• ,22!; '. , , 

' . 
29 ' ~•• P• 219. 

,, . ' 

D. O. Heath 
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of value of the experiance.30 

Bode in treating perceptiqn does not discard the 

terms stimulus and response, alt'.q.ough ,he' .h'ardly uses , them 

in the active-passive sense of th~ir behay1or1st1c origin. 

Behavior, for him, is not a poasiye r~spo~se to an activ-

ating environmental factor called a stimulus, He redefines 

stimulus and response to mark a distinction wtth1n a larger 

field. Since an entire field operates as a unit, stimulus 

and response cannot be separated from each other temporally 

but can only be contrasted in terms or function. 

j / ... 

The reason why we speak of a stimulus at all is that , 
the coordination or situation is inadequate; there is a 
drive or oressure towards a better coordination or ad-
aptation: The stimulus is that phase of the situation 
Y1hich requires to be made more definite or explicit J 
the response 1s constituted by the reactions whioh 
create the need for a more adequate determination of the 
conditions for further activity. , A st1nrulus, then, is 
a stimulus, in a psychological sense, only as long as 
there is this need of greater definiteness• When this 
definiteness is achieved; there is no longer any pur-
posiveness at this point; the resultant action becomes 
an element in the . next co-ordination.31 · 

. . 
Events such as seeing and hearing take place beoause 

already action is going' on. , uTh~ respons·e is not a conse-
. . , 

quence of a sensory experience but is ,a;-i - antecedent or · con-

dition of it.i,32 · ·~'The ,. ~eflex-arc' ·~on~ept., in which , the 

30 Dewey, ..2.E.• cit., P• 163. 
31 Boyd H. Bode, .!!2!:_~ Learn {Boston: D. c. Heath 

and Comp~~Y, 1940), P• 230. 
32 ~•, P• 227. 
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· activity. 1s a pure se9-uenoe, is ·all ·w;ong .• "33, Stimulus and 

. resp~nse operate ooncr~rrently and simultaneously. In any 
l I < 1 

' ' perceptual situation, the whole field, including the body,, 
I I ,II, f I ( I' ( • ' I ' ' 

\ • r , 

1s' act 1 ve · f;rom the start.· n All se·ns~, perception involves 
' ' ' . ) 

a· field-;· which ·is to say that the phiJ's,~o!ogioa~, processes 

, involved i~. sense perception ,involve c,orres'pqnd,1:ng'"changea: 
' \ 'f 

1n_the f~eld.' ou~s1de the body/•34 
' ,, 

To_a.caount for· flaming: 

sunsets , or noisy streets, "we ·need to assume nothing beyond . ' ' 
\ r" I ' 

~.physical organism in relation to ita 'fi9ldJ" 05 . As has 
' ' 

'alv.1ays bean taken tor granted by common, sense, perc~ptual 
' 

qualities havs an environmental status• Sensory de11otes · 
' . 

. ' 

, , an important ·~ondition • of, .the, ocour•ren:ee. of qualities, not ·. 
" ,,1 

', the nature'of the fqualities:·themsei'ves. 
' 1 .,. 

" \ ~. 
Every sense .quality 

"t :" 

belongs, to. a field_ •. , -In no case 1a, a sense quality.located 

in a mind. 
). l \ ,,_~ 1 > "' •; !"-,... / " I' ) 

The.re is no one ob jec ti ve color or size by· ·: 
' 

which the perceptions 1 of·. vari.ous observers a·re to be mea-

aured.36 

Lovier animals tend to respond to s1tui:i.tions as gross 
l < I 1 

· undefined wholes. 'Human beings are s~perior in the capacity 
, ' 

to analyze complex situations into aspects which oo.n be 

33 . ~•, .P• 226 • 
34 ~-- P• 217, 
35 Ibid. ·-' P• 217 •. 

36 ~., P• 218. 
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dealt with separately. "This breaking up of situations 
' ' eventually becomes the source of ·•ideas• and ' of those proc~ 

esses which we call , ~eason:tng.n·37 Each total situation 
, . 

\ has a unique "feel_. which distinguishes it from others• 
, ' Human beings through reasonine may single out various as• 

pects of the differences. This process is often.called · 
analysis. 

Experience is primarily an aotive-pasa1ve e.ffail"J ft 
is not primarily cognitive. But ••• the measure of· 
the value of an experience lies in the perception of 
relationships or continuities to which it ' leads up. It 
includes cognition in the degree in which it is cumula-
tive or amounts to something, or has meaning.38 

Since no two organisms and no two events or phenomena, 

are ever exactly the same, every perceptu~l field is differ-
e·nt ·rrom every other perceptual field. Thus, thf!3re is bas is 

for endless variety in the perceptual experiences of d if-
ferent perceiving organisms.39 11 The percetved object nec-

essarily appears _in some kind of context, and all the 

elements_ in .the situation modify one another reciprooally."40 
The field concept leaves no basis for the theory that our' 

37 12!<!•, P• 1~5. 
38 D~wey, .2.E.• cit., P• 164. 
39 Boyd H. Bode, How We Learn (Bostons D. c. Heath 

· and Company 1 '1940), P• 2!13; - : 

4012!<!:~ P• 222. 
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( .. •',.. 

I ~I I I I ' t 

experiences .are composites of sensat,1~ns, 1: images• and feel-
,-, / ) .. 

1ngs., The· unit of a ,given experience is"" not· a product of 
f., ' ,, 

blending or of ma'ntal cha.mis try but rather_ '~.an aboriginal. 

qualHy or chara~teri.atic ~f: tlie, a1tuatiox~? 41 · ,. 1 • 
,\ , ,. ,, 

; \ ,,• 

Treatme,nf;; of,· lear!-ling and thinking 
\l'._ ). :'1',·} ' ) 

Pragma.tism t 
) ' ' ! \ 

i 

· A pragmatist's deti~~~i<;:m ~r, le~r~l.ng, ~~nges .·,c11reotly 
( ~., ! 

Bode defines· mind.'as a tuno• 
'-f ,.,1 "', ~..,.,,..~) ,, ., t.~ ' l ' 4 

ti'on' of ,understanding or foros.ight, a prooeas of .Pointing 

or.leading. 

The function or pointing or leading 1a what 1s' meant' 
,by mind. This ru.i.~otion .1s hot anyth1Il8 separate; it is · 
som.ething that th1ngs !12• Through the medium of our 
responses future events or posaib111t1es get themselves 
translated into pt~sent fact, and thus they become er-

, f~etive :for tha control of behavior,42 : , · · 

The term. mind ia· a name for a combined,, person-environmen~ ·<: 
'function as contrasted with a substantive entity.or mental 

• state. In the transformation of a 'pe1"oept1on thrt;>ugh ex• 
' ' 

perienoe of the individual lies .the meaning of mind. Dewey 

:• d·efi.nas mind as "the power to understand things in terms o~ 
· the use made, of them.» 43 niund., is the capacity to refer 

present oond1t1ons to future results,,, a_nd futur~, oor1sequences 

41 P• 222~ 

42 p~, 225. 

43. ~aw~y; -22• cit., P• 39. 
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to present oonditions. 0 44 
' ' A theory of mi'nd must have as a correlate a thoory 

;, 

of matter. 45 For mind to be identified wlth a· function of 
' ' ' 

the environment, the environme~t 1n.~h~~h·a human organism 
'> II 

1s placed must be conceived in~term~ ot~er than mechanistic. 

The historical concepts of mind and matter represent 
' ' /' ' \ 

r 
aohievoments in t}?.inking. They have not been the starting· 

points of thinking, and neither a~e· they the last· w~rd • 

. In dealing with mind~matter' assumptlona·~ it seems 

impossible to arrive at an adequate theory of in1nd and. of 
I l ' l 

learning by considering mind and:matter,together or·by · 
,i 

taking either mind or matter sepnrately. To get out of the 

woods it seems necessary to revise dual1st1o conceptions. 
' ' 

Facts of phys l?logy indicate ~hat aots like perceiving, -

remembering, willing., and reasoning "are· only res'ponses fn 

which the whole ne1 .. vous systom 1s directed t,oward '.a· parti-
, ' ' 

cular situation~ with such ahiftings and permutations·as 

the ciraumstanoes of the moment may' requ1re~n46 The mechan-

1st1o concept o~ matter has been the basis :for the historic 

and 

·,44 Ibid~ p • 120 • _, 
45 Boyd n. B~de, IIow Learn 

Company, 1940), P• 285. 
46 Ib1d.,.p. 105• ,-

(nos ton: D. C. Heath 
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concept of mind.:..~ubstarioe. 4? With the chang~ 'from this 

'meoha.nistio idea of matter, it is essential that the concept 
' ' ' 

of mind be. redefined. · · · , 
I i JI j 

In pra9;matia theory this dua11s:rr~. is suporseded by 
the unity'"' of the "field." Mind t~kea 'the form of a 
function within this field. , It. is a function of "lead• . 

. 1ngn or ttp9int1ng, 11 and the.· exarois~ .or this funotion · 
has to do with the transformation ·or ·reoonstruotion of· 
the e1tper1ent1al situation. Thia· prooea's of recon-
struction goes on inevitably; the·sohool does not in• 
vent it, but·undertakes rather to.spee~ it up ~nd to 
give it directi~n.48 · · 

. · A pragmatist arrives at ,a· definition··or learning by 
1 ~.._ , I i> , ! , 

first reoognizing the inadequacy of ~echan1st1o ~onnect1on• 
. ' ' .·." ''', ' 

ism such as that propounded by Thorndik~• ..... ·, , 

we· are obliged to ins 1st· that• the responses are· inte-
grated in a distinctive,' nonmeohanistio fashion, which 
is· a learned and. academic way of saying that we ~o not 
know what goes on in the nervous system.49 · · _, · ' 

' ' \ 

I " l J" • 

·. Bode points to· the· fact that the. I'eflex-sro,· tri.gger-aotion 
' . ' 

, hypothesis 1s altogether too simple. He refers to studies 

or K+ ·s. Laa~ley and ~the rs which· seem to heap doubt upon 

the validity or, the reflex~aro hypothesis even when applied 
f ' I ., 

to spinal reflexes• Bode hypothesizes ~hat it1 some way the 

•, nervous system acts as a unit. The, terms '1 1ntagra~1on° and 

"dynamic patterns1t are used in rejection of any meohan1st1c 

47 .12!.9.•, P• 215. 

4a Ib1a., P• 254 •. 

49 .12!.9.•, P• 289, 
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·ex.planation~PO .A prngmat;.s.~ soe:f hea~1ne;, se~1~g~",and feel• 

1ng as ovents ta.king place• "This res pons~. ,,is n'ot, a conse.:.. , 

cµ ence of the. sensorY,·. experiertoe but is an atiteoeden1; ·or,, 

condition of lt.0 51 

Stimulus and response m~rk a. d1at1.net1on within .a, ,. , 
larger oo•ord1na.t+on or "field•" The enti:ro f .. 1eld • 
operates as a unit, and so stimulus and response cannot 
be separated from each other te~por~lly. But theyoan 
be oontr1?-s ted in terms or function.~2 , 

Learninfi is not a matter of training hypothetical .. 
n faculties' nor yet of producing n conditioned reflexes~• 
in order that the affairs of every-day living· may be 
carried on with a minimum of attention and reflection. 
Stated in positive terms, learning 1~ a process by 
which experiences are change~ so as to become moro ser-
viceable. for future guidanca.53 .. , ' ', , , , 

· Logical organization, social insight, appreoia. t1on, 

information, and skill -- ail blond in the same p:t•ooess. ·or 

. ,learning; Distinctions represent only differences of em-

phasis. All forms of learning have s common ~lement~, ''They, 

all involve a change in the· experiential situation which 
.. . 

gives greater control in relation to subsequent behottior."54 

"To 'learn from experience' is to make a backward and for• 
• ,,,_ I '- ". . ' ~· ...,, .... 

ward connection b~t~een v;hat we do, to th1,ngs and what we 

50 ~•, PP• . 210 £ •. 

51~._:;·p6·227. ,.·· 

52 .flli:/ p.· 230~ 

53 B~~d·','11. · -B~de., ·.·P~og~ass·ive Education at' the' 
Crossroads (New.~ York: , '.Newson & Company, 1938)-;-p-;-,;l. 

· 54 Boyd .. ,H. ,,.·Dodo, How We Learn {Bostons D. o. Heath 
and Company, 1940), 'P• 2T.-
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1 ,' 

enjoy or suffer from ,phings 1n 0011saquenoe ~n55 Lea.i-Jnirig a.s 

reoo~strtiction or exp(H•1e11ce' combines. thinking, skill, in-
' t 

,,r'ormation, and appreoiation '111, ~~~_singl~I µr1ita~y process• 
1 

I 1 ', 1 I 

I \ l ' ' 

,This' concep~' of learning S~lOVJS flexibility' in,' that' it con-
\ \ \' 

s ta.ritly- must adapt i ts~lr to thfJ eir~ur11s~ance·s ·, 'of any s itua• 

t1on. · The s1gn1f1oant· point of the pragmatic definition of 
\ '- I\ I 

f I ' 

learning is that all lear~ing is oo~oeived, to be the devel• 

opment of insight, insight being•one's sense of·.relation~ 

ships involved, or onats feeling .for pattern~ 

.The.clear perception ·or rolationships is_what is 
sometimes designed as insight •• • • It seems safe to 
assume that. all learning involves some peroeption of 
relatio:nship, however d1m.56 . , 

l ' ' 

The result may be achieved without any knowledge' of 't• 

· how it \ll'/8.S done. But., even so, the lee..rning · is a proc- · 
ass· of ·getting the nreel''. or the thing; which is to 
so.y that.the experience is changed so as to provide bet-
te~ control for behavior.57 

• Meal'.lirig,1.s not regarded as a·r1xed tping. Emphasis 
. ' ' 

is placed no,t .. on fix~d reactions but on 1:3rnthesis or reoon-

s truotion •. ' ' 

All'learn1ng is a matter of making over experiences 
1n terms of what we o~n do with things and situations 
or 'in terms of what the~.will do to us; and so this 
oonoeptio.n of. learning -links up'. directly with the doc•, 
trino of tt operat1011,e.l oonoepts, ". v1hioh . is_ a denial or 

't ., \J '-

,.. \ 

55 Dewey, .2E., ill!, p • 164 • •·, · 
' I 

, 56 Boyd l-I. Bode, ·11ow·.we Learn·. (,Boston: D. C • Heath 
, and Company,. 1940), P• 241. - , , . ,_ . , 

57 ~•, P• 241, 
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all absolutes.58 

The theory that leax11ning is, a matter or ,reconstruoting· 
experience in the interest of better adaptation creates 
an insistence that the prlnoiple or the oont1nu1t·y of ... 
experience must be respected at all t1mes.59 , ·.: · -

Pragmatism plaoes conoeptuallzation at the heart ,or -
the learning process. A student ,learns by get~ing the ,idea 

or feeling the pattern or a life .situation., "Vih1le immature·'.', 
, ,, I 

students will not make discoveries from the standp~1nt or 
I I i \ 

ad vanoed s tuden,ts ,, they maltE/ them from the 1 r own standpoint,,. 

whenever there is geniune learning.''60 .A pragmatic teacher , ,, 

co-operates with a student in esta~l1shing generalized pat-

terns and then. looking for exceptions• The idea or transfer 

is not repud~ated, but 1s redefined ~n,terma decidedly dif-

ferent from those of mechanistic or· idealistic outlooks. 

Transfer involves the powert"'to deal with new situations• It 

· is facilitated through improvement of the quality of the 

concepts that 'are dev~loped.61 

Learning as a process or adjustment'means that'there 
is n problem or some kind to be solvedJ or, in other . 

58 Boyd H.:Boda, Prosressive.Eduoation.!1 
Crossroads 0Tew York:- llew.s:on & . Company, 1938), P• 42., 

· 59 Boyd H. Bode, H~~-we·~e~rn (Boston: D. o. Heath 
and Company, 1940), P• 248. :-- . 

York: 

60 Dewey, :2.E.• ill•, ·p. 354. 
61 Boyd II. Bod~, !Jrode:rn Educational The·or1es · (New 
The. Macmillan co., .. 1927), P• 2d4. 
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words,· that. the environment makes a demand which must , ., 
be met. ·• • • The experience of inventors and research 

· men· la all to the effect that the· solution of problems 
is a matter of ca toll-as-ca tch•can. , , If lea rn1ng is ro-
la ted to problem-solv1ne, then pupils are in precisely 
the same position as inventors and research men. , •• 
All genuine , learnine;, whether 1n·or'out of' school, · 1s , 
much more like the ' process by .which an inventor finally 
arrives at, his goal. -: The , inventor, clearly has no se-
·quenoe •of steps for solving his problem. He tries one 

'1, thing a.fter another, he makes detours 11 ha mixes up the 
s taps in all oonoei vabie ways. ·ne lias to do th.is in 
order to be t'creat1ve." To the pupil a lesson that~is 
well learned has· an ·element ·or ncreat;1veness 0 1n it, no 
matter . how familiar ·the : thing learned may be to others.-
It is as prepoateroua ' to concoct a recioe for learning 
as for 1nvent1on.62 · .- . · - , 

I - ', 

Although in soh(?ol the 'p ~~(?ass· of reorganizatio~ or reinter-

pretation of experience takes . place under the ·guidance of a · 
' ' '" ' ,.. ' 

, , ' J 

teacher, it is , somet~ing that ·a. pupil must do for himse~r. 
' f ' 

A achoo+, ,accord.ing· to 'pragma,tism, is a i~ply a place 

which is es pee ially designed to f ac 111 t;;a te the business or. "· 
I ~,., J 

securing .desired transto~ations , of experience·. Pupils go 
• \ f \ ' 

to school to· carry ~n certain ac'ttviti,es from which certain 

reconstructions or reor_ga'n1zat1ons of ~xperience are ~x-

pected ·to result. All learning, regardless of v1here · .it 

t ,akes place, involves the transformation of experience in 

the interest of better controi.63 "Learning does not 

62 Boyd H. Bode, How Yf!! Learn (Boston: D. C. Heath 
and Company, 1940), PP• 154 rr. 

63 Ibid ·., p; 245. 
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normally come to a dead stpp under a.ny o1r~umstanc~s."~4 

A sound ooncep.t1on of learn1:ng 'enta11f( that the process of 
I ' .,. 1 • 

le~rning is g:uided by an equ~lly sound· oonc'eption of s oois.l . 

progress. The problem of transfer 1s· a·pr9blem because of 

· defects in our educetiohal aims· and. ideals·~ When the school 

is brought into proper relations with life .outside of school,. 
. ,, 

the problem of transfer.will take care of itself. If people 
I I ' 

devote themselves ~o the_ proper develo.pmen~ or. concepts, 
I i 

' ' 

transfer of tra1ning·w~ll cease troubling them •. The prob-

lem of transfer. has. a~,ia.en because there has .been failure 

to develop ·concepts in,suoh a·way that ·they oan be adequate-• 

ly usef~l outside of classrooms. Education should be to• 
' ' ward generalizations or insights which have transfer value. 

Students need opportunity to use their, insights in varieties 

of situations. 

"There 1s no surer guarantee of transfer than the 

cultivation of socia~ context and l~gical organ1zation,.tt65 

The course of training starts on the level of· everyday , 
l 

living and it has to do with the ·changes made in things by 
' ' 

our responses• Through· the process of development of in-, 

sights, we speed up ·these chan~es and make them more exten• 

' ' 

65 Boyd H. Bode, Modern Educational Theories (New 
York, The Maami,.llan CompanY:, 1927), p. , 205. 

- ,.i• .. ' 
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s1ve~ 
With familiarity this relationship of pointing drops 

out}' •the new elements become 1nc.reas1ngly absorbed into 
the original experiences; recognition takes the place ot 
inferenoe. The exper~ienoes· as ·thus modified become the 

, basis for a repetition. of the process; and thus expe-
.rience continues to grow or to become enriched without 
any assignable limit.86 , · , , . . · 

. Habits.do not function'in isolation in fixed, un• 
. . 

· varying ways,· but in a context of ·other matters to wh1oll 

·,they somehow be~ome adjusted. $!nae ~he pragpiatic outlook 
' , \ t 

\'' ~plies no such thing a,s exact repetition in behavior of 
t , ' ' \ ' " : 1 , .,_ • , "' " ' -; ' 

. any 'kind., it follows that the ordina.'ry notion of habit. form-
\ ,, . . 
i I L ' \ ! / ,. l \ I I 1, I '; / ., 

. atlon must be· :revised~· 11 Th·e· :''essence I of habit-formation is · 

'not repetition but smoothness of. oo~o;di~ation.''67 Evidence , 
' . ' 

,,\ • I., 9 y lf .I, f 

indicates· that ."repetltiontt. of even th~"••~iJnplest behavior 
1 l '>' " ... "- ,.""- < t : \ \ I i ' i " 1 

., involves a reorganization: of soma 'ra~ge_. :·, H,abits are th~ 
' ' > I > I ' ' f ' ' J :, \ 

, outcome of previou~. experience~ ':l'hey are acquired tra 1 ts 
t \ l j. 

·a11d they normally have a. degree' ~f flexibility-.·,: ?aan· forms 
,, I 

hab1 ts as ·e. means ,~f · dealirig :v1ith . the. env~ronment and gi v:1ng 
.., i l f ,;a ,, ~: 'I \ ,, 4 ".,_ ,_ ' ' \ 

expression to his impulses. He has a capacity for var1ing 

his mode of re~po~e whioh is shared.by no other member of 
. , 

. the animal world~ 

It appoars·that habit is not a fixed sequence of 

I 

ss·a;yd.~. Bode, .!!2! !12.·Learn (Bostont D. c. Heath 
and Company, 1940),·p. 2430 

67 ~•, P• 249, 
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acts and thus is not to be explalned by pre-formed pathways 

in the brain. Bode, in discuss!nr; habit formati~n1 draws a 
- ' . \ 

contrast between the aoti.vity of a living body and the be-

havior of a, sheot of paper that has boon ,folded. • The she~t 

of papo1' shows a tenci'ency to be, folded 'only v,hen the paper 

is handled by someone. An unfolded piece of paper .does not 

try to fold itselr when 1t is let alone. The habits of a 

living body,--9.2. try to express themselves apa1"t from any ex-

ternal stimulus. IIobit 1s flu~d, effect1ve,,efficient act;on 

arising through an organism operating on the basis or'tha 

insieht which he possesses. Habit, like all other human 

activity, is ,assumed to be goal-directed. 

Bode ~mphasizes "that ail nor~l behavior is con-

trolled by ends, in some sense and to som.e degree.u68 

. Dewey stutes, 

Thought or reflection, as we have.already seen vir~ 
tually if not explicitly, is the discern.~ent of the re-
lation between, ·,uhat we try- to do and what hapoens 1n 
consequence. No experience havln~ a 'meaning·ls possi~le 
without some. e~ement of t~ought.61tt · , . 

Man's thinking is largely responsible for ·~ha great differ-
, ' . 

ence between the world of the savage and'the world of.civi-

68 ~•• P• 250. 

69 Dewey, ..QE.• ill•, P·• · 169 • 
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lized man. nThinking is the method of 1D;tel11gent lear~ing.1170 

Intelligent learning is le~rning that. employs,· and .rewards 

•mind. tJ.the praematie theory of learning· grows out· 'of the 
I 

concept of· continuity, of experience •. Thu~, thinking t t1nds 
. :, . \ ' 

to receive great emphasia,\vithlri '.tre 'pattern of pragmatic . 
.\ ; j 

philosophy.·. · 

The field approac\·f of 'pr~gmatism supersedes the idea 

.of a dualism of mind and matter. Th~ leadings or po1ntings 
, .. J ; 

. which are• identified. ·with mind '.are, relationships· between 
' t ,, 

present acts and future possible experienoes. The accurate 
< ' 

' 1

prediction o~ antioipat~~n· o~ these· relationships is the 

, role of thinking., Thinl-cing., is a proceas 'or work1nr; out , 
j ' ' ,. ,. • l ' ( 

truths when a porson does not innned_iately see what is true 
I 

in a situation which·, 'confronts' him. 
Democracy as a way of life is committed to the prop-

osition that man muat,place sole reliance on his un-
aided intelligence both for the discovery of methods 
for the exercise of control over his material and social 
environment and for construction of the ends to be 
achieved. A systematio,study of science is necessary 
in order to understand the methods and the point of 
view of the scientist.?1 . 

Bode. thinks of a classroom, conducted according to 

pragmatic ~he~ry, as somewhat like a scientific laboratory 

70 B~yd H. Bode, 1.!2.!! Learn {Boston: D. c. Heath 
and Company, 1940), P• 251. 

71 ·1£!9.•, P• 27?• 
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where research is eventualizad. The teacher 1s·analogoua 

to tho head scientist or director of the laboratory,/. The 

assistants; and in like manner.the pupi+a, cooperate in 

effecting the investigation..<J. "~e, investigation of the 

acient1at·1a frequently of·great complexity~ but 1n ty~e• of. 

principle the procedure is the aan1e as i'n everyday lif~ ~0 ,72 

"But all thinking is research, and all research is native·; 

original, with him who car1--1es .it on. even if everybody , 

else in the world already is aura of what·he is still look-

ing, for. 117~ nThinking •is as much ~n." individ~al matto1" s.s 
,, I /' p \ 

is the digestion or food.« 74 , 

A pragmatist, in defining,' thinking~· ten.de< to uae 
l ' 

thirtJdng and ;reflective thinking as synonymous terms• He , 
" • .,.• ! 

avoids -using the term thinking when alluding either to re-
collection or to on-the-spot recognition." ~ode quotes 

.. Dewey's de1'1niti~n of reflective thinking -- ~Active, per• 
f .., I •,. 

, ' 
sistent, and careful oonsi~erat;on of ~ny bel_i~f or ,sup?os.ed 

' ' 
.form of knowledge in the lieht ·or the grounds that support 

t ' ,... '• ' ,, 

it and the further conpluaions to :which it ·t~nds.n75 He 

72 Boyd H. Bode, Fundamentals of Education (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1921), P• lll.-

73 Dewe1, .2£• ill•, P• 174. 
74 · · ill£•, P• 353. 

' 
75 John Dewey, How, We Think (Boston:, D. c. Heath 

· and Company, 1933), p.-g; - . 
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then states 1 

We think: becau~e 
1

our former habits of re.sponse are 
iriadequa te, and the reaul ts of thinlcing show themse 1 ves 
·in the modification of our habits. Thinking may be de- . 
fined as a process of: finding and tes1;ing meanings. In .' 
t .erms of bodily :reaction, ·.1t ls a process of• ,r ,eorgan-

. . 1 zing ha b 1 ts 7 6 . . , , , , , , . 

A:· man or a child gains a sense of his own ·dut1es and privi-
. ' 

leges through ~eoonstruction ~r his old notions or habits 
' ' ' 

of thought. The prooess ,of reoonstruotion of old notions 

or thoughtsis . the proo~as of thinkina • . Montal develop~ent 
" ..... .. ' 

requires continuous reconstruction of .past experience to 
' ' I ., ' .j ! \ •1 • l' ,, ~• t' I , • ,o / ' ' 

provide place ·:ror· new experience~· As :a. res~t · of the proe~ 

ess, , of thinki.ng, 'the .new bo~?me~ 'ha.rmonizea·•with the old 
1~ t'l I 

· and the old takes on meaning deeper . than before. n Unless 
I 

·. there is such a · ~roce~s of reo~nst~uct1Qn, .through the me-
. dium pf thinking, l~a~ning degenerates,. into' momo1~1zing.'~ 77 

Yillowing is the :,outcome , of· th~nking and thus thinking, 
' . ' 

' ! • < '/ 1,t , 

(in the sense of refleat1on) reprea'ents ·a ,prelude to action, 
' ' 

rather than action itself. .one t~inks ~hen one , is not quite 

sure how to aotJ thus, ·thinlcing is a process of finding the 

· meaning of situation if and when the meau.1ng is not im-

mediately clear. 

76 Boyd H. Bode, . Modern · Educational Theories . (New. 
York: The Macmillan Company, lU27), P• 200. 

' ' 

· 77 Boyd lI. Bo·d~~ l?undamentala .'or EduoE~tlon {Ne~ York: 
The :Macmillan Oot1pany1 1921) 1 P• ~41.- . ,' . ·. . -
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' ' 

To say that a thinz , has acquired mean1~g is . to say . 
that it now points to some further thing; the th1ng thnt 

, 1s present bas become a sign of something that is ab- . 
sent, and in proportion as things csn be so used they · , 
become instrumentalities lor our pur.roses ~78 .. ,, 

The 'meanirg_ of a~ e~ent or. ~ propos1t1on, .the~efore, is that 
. , 

to which 1 t points. This '' pointing" involves the . kind ·· or 
future action which 1s approprle.te to the event or proposi-

\ 1 ' 
1

i 

tion, e.~d. t_nua· ·w<.?ald succeed · ·1ri handling it au~ceasfully. 

Throu~h a thinking process a person,'~! trying out different 
" ,t ; ' .. 

meanings,.. is building a riew meaning• Thought !unctions as 

an instrument of adaptation· o·r a :guide to act1~n. "Think-
• I "'/ ' 

1.ng ••• is the intentional endeavor to discover speciflo 
< 

- " -, \ ' t If 'l,. I 

connections between somethlng whl:c_h we do and the oonse-

quences which res~~t, so t~t the two become oontinuous."79 ' 

Thinking is an a1d to intelligent behavior but different.· 

from it. Intelligent behavlor is acting on the basis of 

insights which have been ~chieved. A situation requiring 

thought or evoking thought usually meana that sensed data 

do not appear to fall into a harmonious pattern. ~e pur- , 

pose·- of thinking ·1a to find a ,harmonious pattern for ac-

cepted or recognized data. 

As a method rather than an outcome, th1~king is' an 

integral part of a situation and cannot be discussed i .ntel-

?S ~., ..P• 105. 

' ?9 D it ., 0 ewey, .2.E.• .£.......:.•, P• .7 • 
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i' ', 

ligently ,vhenitaken as separate from the situation of v,hiab: 
' 

it is a part ti' node·, quotes' Dewey' I ' 
,. ' f ; I 

I 

"Thinking which is not connected with increase of . 
·, etfioienoy- in action, and w:Lth learning n1ore about our-

s el vea and the v1orld in t-Jllich v;e live, ho.a something 
the matter. vlith tt just as thought., And skill obtained 
-apart fron1· thinking ·•is not oonnected ~ti th any sefl..ne of 
the purposes for which it is to be used.uao 

r ' /. > 

' ' 
) 

Thinking makes it.'possible for .the resources of oiv-
. 1l1zat1on as represented by, the cor1tents c-£ our courses 
or study, to become so inwoven•with the ·experience of 
the learner as to enable him to• respond intelligently · 
and appreciatively to all forms of human needs and as-
pirations, to all the things that enrich and beautify 
life._81 . · , · - . 

' . 
The outstanding feature of scientific method as - ' 

envisioned by Dewey and Bode is that scientific explanations 

are treated solely as.working hypotheses. Truth is consid-

ered not as conformity to an alleged 1:nt.~utable cosmic order, 

but as a relationship of meanin,gs for guidance and control 

of action. 

The point of reference is provided by human expecta-
tions· and: purposes•. The requirements ,to be met are set 
by the situation in which these expectations and pur-
poses operate, and metaphysical and theolocioal explana-
tions become beside the point.82 · ' · · 

Actual thinking advances to' ·1ts oonclus ions along. a zigzag 

route. Training in thinki'ng oannot be accomplishe~.by 

00 Boyd H. Bode, Mod,ern. ,,E;duca t 1onal Theories ( New 
York: The, Mac~1llan Company, 1927), ~•. 209. 

81 . Ibid.~ P·• .213~ 
82 Boyd H. Bode, 11 Pragmatiarq. in Education,'• !!.! 

Republic. CXXI: 15-18. October 17, 1949. 
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adherence to a detaileq_ progrom anteoedent1y ·1a1a·down •. Aa 

a thinker gathers his facts, he 1s constantly entertaining 
' ' 

suggestions or making guesses which he uao~ to ~nterpx,et 

the facts available or · to anticipate ru'rther facts. 

In the pattern of a pragmatic, outlook the general 

or universal with w111ch ~ts proponents ar~ oonoerned in · 

thinking ~s not neceaaa.~lly ,a law., 'rt ·1a a name for a sug--

, gested hypothesis. The hypothesis serves to knit the facts 

together in a con~on meaning. "It,appl1es to all the facts 

of the case, extends to _all or. them., . ~ut is. not itself one 

of tbesa fe.ats." 83 nThe_inductive.character of a· thinking 
' ' process cannot bo determined by inquiring whether the aim 

of the process is the discovory·or a 'newt principle or 

law." 84 Any process of' ~hougl~t . is neither inductive nor 

deductive alone but rather :it is botli., . · Induction is siiuply 

a name for the hypothesizing aspect of a complete act of 

thought. When a parson follows out the pointing or meaning 

of a p1.,oposltion he is ~e1ng ded~ct1ve~ Bode emphasizes. , 
' { .. 

that effective teaching involves an attempt to develop all-

round think°ing rather than to· stimulate induction e.nd ' de• 

duotJon as separate processes. The process of thinking is 

83 Boyd n. Bode,.Fundamentals of Education (New York: 
The Macmillan Cot'lpany, 1g21), p. 121.-

841£!.1;, P• 130. 
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reflective throughout. , . 

"Thinking requires the finding and the elaborating 
/ I \ '" 

and the testing of hypothese·s. ·• o ~.,, The· final meaning' may-

. be made ac~essible ~nly k~ugh a lo~g line Or failurea.u86 
< j f i i I I -,, 

The feat~es of a comple~e, act ,of ,thought are (1) a,probl~m, 1 

(2) tormulationot hypothesis o~ hypotheses,,and (S} teSti?lg 
! .. I ,.. 

• "' ,. I 4, 

hypotheses through the pro~e·s,s of _discov~ry-explanat:ton and 
) l lo 1 ! J, 

' ( ,, 

pred1ct~on-!er1fioat1on • ·\ ~h~ . starting, point. -- 'the pr~blam - -· 
! f ) '.,I " ,_ ) I I 

mean~ tba t there is somethlng · t~ be explained,: something -' · · 
, l .., I 1 ' 

that requires thinking, ..... :Thei-,e, is" a··:situation; · the meaning 
+ ' , I ~: I ,• •, I 

, , of which, is'·, not immediately ol~ar·.· :,,The starting· point of- · · 
< \ \. ( "1 I \ ! (, I f > " 

.... I- \ .t 

··any,'prooess of, thinking' 1a s'omething· g~ing on,· something,· 

which Just aS it is incim~lete .. ~r ~f'ulfilled."86 · 

At the ,outse't of. a procesf(,of tlJ_inking, the hypothe-
1 t, t._ 1 \ I • 'I I \ 1 \i/ ·~ r, t ' 

sis or ~be -auggest.ion 1 is, __ me~ely. a· tentative ·explanation or 
' I 

' ' interpretation-~ a possible ~eaning •. The suggestion offers -
' ' itself as something to be tried out, and accepted or re- . 

. jected on its merits. · It will be used only ~s a point of 

orientation, a first step of a ·method for securing adequate 

evidence. Until a suggestion does occur, there is simply 

a problem. An indiyidual is not ,yet thinking but rather 

merely trying to think. A hypothoe1s is formulated' through 

the pl~ of the imagination. Hypotheses are possible solu• 

, ~5 ~•, P• ·114. 
86 Dewey, .!?Ja.• £.llo~ p.·171. 
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tlons, possibilities, . guesses, cues·, hunches, or ideas• . ' ' 

Bode desc'ribe~ 'the 'two-fold: na~ure , ~1.". th~ process of 

testing hyp~theses -- diacovary-explanat1on and prediction-
• ,. I I 

' verification. The discovery-explanation phase of testing 1a 

an attempt or a problem-solver to fl:,nd which of the possible , 

solutions best fits the data he possess·ea. The hypothesis 

which is tentatively ·adopted as· a solution· 1s the one that , 

best harmonizes -the d~ta already available. Facts a.re de-

duced after they .are found. 

In testing a hypothesis through pred1ot1on-verif1ca-

tion, facts are deduced before they are found. The hypoth• 
f . 

esis 1s used in the prediction .of further data. Accurate 

prediction requires greater accuracy and care 1n thought 

than does explanation of existing facts. The test of pre-

diction manifests all the ~railties of subjective human 

mental proces~es,· in contrast to the· test of d~scovery and 

explanation .which is a ~elatively objective event, publicly 

observable and usually easily recognized by others. , The 

act of thought does not occur in any fixed sequence. The 

problem, and the suggestion of hypotheses, may occur a ilnul-

taneously. In some oases proof, may ' be adequate without re-

sort to formal prediction whereas;, . in other cases, ·the 

noed and function of prediction and verif1oat1on may dwarf 

the importance of observation and explanation. 
. ' 

The process ·.'?~ thought doea .', not alway~ ~ead to 1m-

.,. ,. > ~-
, ,, 
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mediate success. The final'solution of a problem may,,become 
,, 

accessible. only through a succe}3~i~n or failures. Failures 

, , br~ng sweat ancl agony but, ·1n the· long run, the ·very m1s• 

· ~akes may-help to produc~ a valld solution. False stat'l~s,, 

random experim~ntat_ion, and forays into blind alleys ·each 

may ~ve important bearings upon.the outcome.87 
\ I ,, 

Proof requires the removal of reasonable doubt, a.nd 
the truth of a suggestion or idea consists ·ln its abil-
ity to. organize all the relevant facts into a body of 

· evidence to. the exclusion of reasonable doubt.BB . 

Evidence for proof is gathered by -scrutiny and explanation, ' 

and by pred1ot1on and verification. 

The invest1gat1on·is. completed when the conclusion 
is supported by a considerable body of evidence and 

, when it is impossible to find any faots that contliot 
with the conclusion., There must be no evidence to sup-
port a rival hypothesis.a~ , · 

A proble1n ca11 be considered .solved., t;,eyond reasonable· doubt 
' :' ' 

when and only wb.e~- the :p'roposed ,solution form~ 8 pattern, 
( ' ;, j' • ... ,. ' ' ; 

which harmonizes ·all or 'the data that 'have been ,obtained by 

any means whatever; tnere~•are n~ data.:·v,hioh are inooL1patible 
I f \! ' 

-w1th that proposal, and the,data achieved have beon adequate 

in lig:ht of':the nature of the problem e.ri.d the o1:rcumstances 
, I ' ,/ -< l., 

'surrounding it. 

I.,- I ,.1 

87 Boyd H. Bode, Fundamentals, of Eduoat1on' (New York: 
The Macmillan Company," 1921), P•· 114.~ .· , . · . 

, 88 Ibid~_. p • 118 • 

' 89 ~.,. p. ,11 '7. 



To explain means to recreate or to reconstruct the 
situation by means of concepts •• , • A meaning that 
is marked off is called a concept. Concepts are sub-
stitutes for things that are, not present.90 

Bode proposes that •a oon~ept ca~ot be derived from a me• 
,. L • • .. ,_ 

chanisti~ · system of 1nert _matter and that neither is it a 
I ' 

product of a substantive mind, Human nature is not fixed 

but is developed through soc_ial , .. relationships by means of 
i 

which the individual a.cqU:ires:, l~nguage and capacity for 

102 

conceptuai thinking, and ~hrough ~~1ch he achieves moral, 

social, religious, and ~ther predispositions and in• 

sights. 91 Concepts constitute the instruments by·means of 

which people normally bring to bear their past experiences 

upon new situations. When one says he has a concept .of nn 

abject, what he seems to mean is that he knows what to look 

out for and what is worth.trying in case he is obliged to 

deal with that object. 

"The concept represents a wide range of possible be-
havior in condensed and concentrated form. ·In epito-
mizing a wide variety of experience 1t becomes both a 
record of the past and a guide for the .future. To the 
extent that the concept is rich in content, the new 
situation calls forth a variety of suggestions or ex-
pedients, and _so opens the way for adaptive behavior 
as contrasted with the fixed responses of purely me• 
chanical habits or reflexes.92 

90 l!l!.9.•, PP• 107 ff. 

91 tt \"Jha t ls the . Meaning of Freedon1 in Educa t1o~?11 

Educational Freedom and Demooraoz (New York: D. Appleton-
Century Company, 1938), PP• l•lB. , 

- 92 Boyd n. Bode, Modern Edu~ational Theories (New 
'York: The Maa~illan Company, 1927),, P• 202. 
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,Habit formation and thinking are not contrasting 
'\ ' 

processe~. Ratherp thinking is a process .of remaking old 

habits ~nd forming new ones. It is ·a process of building 

up new total responses~ ,, Meanings o:r concepts are, first ot 
, ' 

all total :z,,esponses.~;, or' comp;~xes or syst~ms of response, 

, which one develops•· systems of response for classes of 

objects which may be so diverse that no.single trait is 

common, t·o all, its members., 

Thinking, appreciation, skill, and information are 
intimately interrelated. Thinking bas to do i.td th' the 
removal of obstacles, and this involves an element of 
concern or value; else why take the t~ouble to think 

··at all'? The successful culmination of thinking has an 
attendant esthetic quality, as when we speak in mathe-
matics of a ubeautiful demonatration. 11 , Thinking, more-

, over• 'involves the gath~rlng of data for the testing 
, . of hypotheses, which, in. turn 1s related both to the '. 

acquisition of info:ttn1ation and to the development of 
-skills or techniques in observation, in analysis, and 
in the organization :.of material.~3 

93 .Boyd Ho Bode, How We Learn·(Eoston: D. c. Heath 
and Company, 1940), P• 245"';-. 



. CHAPTER V 

HARMONIES A~ID COI-IF1LICTS OF PRINCIPLES OF TOPOLOGICAL 
AND VECTOR PSYCHOLOGY WITH 'l'ENETS OF ID:GALIS:M, 

· REALlSM, ,AND PRAGMATISM REGAHDIUG THEORIES 
OF MOTIVJ~TIOM · · 

Introduction 

Kurt Lewin was bo~n,.•i~ Germany. in 189~. lie studied 
'I ./ ,._ 

at the University of Freiburg at Munich .and .,reoe.ived his 

doctorate at the University of Berlin. He ,was .. introduced to 
. ' 

psychology by Wertheimer. After se·rving four years in the ·· 

German army during World War.I,·he was professor of psyohol-· 

ogy and ph1los.ophy at the University of. Berlin r or six years. 
. ' 

In 1932 he came to the United States; ·where he subsequently 
' ' ' 

. taught at Cornell and the State University of Iowa. In 1944 
) ' ' ,. 1, • 

he became director or the Research Cante~ for Group Dynamics 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. At the time 

·or his death in 1947 he was still widen;ng the program of his 

research and.refining his experimental prooesses.l 

Lewin considered psychology a science. closely related 

to the real business of living •. His studies were in tune 

- with tho times. He was vitally interested in interpersonal 

relations. His studies involved problems of minorities, 

1 Kurt Lewin, Resolvip.g Social Conflicts. Seleoted 
papers in group dynamics (New York: Harper.& Brothers, 
1948), P• xii. , 
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demooracy, ,war·, and other features o~ .. co~~emporary ·.society. 

His ereat curiosity led to creativity in deve.ioping ~ew , . . 
problems ,and new methods or' solution,. His center of inter-. 

• I .,' • ' ' I ' 1\ " 

est was ln. -the motivating ,oondit.;ons ·or. contemporary situs.- . 

' ,1 • I ,, 

Lewin's followers sp'eak of him as one ' who VUlS truly a 
i - ., '\ 

democratic leader. Hi~ ideas 'and met'.q~da'__ma~~red through 

group discussion. L·ewin believ~d 'that s.ot~ai_ ,~.iperlrnents on 

groups oo;ld be perro'rmed und~r precisely ,controlled condi-

tions. In.his ' late~ ·years he was enthus'iast1cally working 

with ~•ao~ion resea~~h.',t This concept 1mpl1e~ the c~rrylng 

out of ' group'·atud1es,.w1th. an ~dditional feature·that key 

individuals in an actual social oonf'liot under i~vastigation _ 

should · themselves be draw'n 1n , as cooperating recorders, , ob-
. . 

servers, and analyzero.2 
I - I' ' 

. He was -extreutely in~ereated , in demoa~acy &l"..d probably 

was its outs·tanding psychological exponent~ Studies which 

developed under his direction show 1n concrete operational . . 
terms "what 1t means to be a demooratio leader, and to create 

a democratic sroup struotura.,n5 Lewin ' apparently saw the 

2 E • . c. Tolman, "Kurt Lewin 1890-1947.u Psychol. ~•, : 
1948, 55., 1-4. ,.~ , . , 

3 Kurt Lewin, Resolvin1. ·social Conflicts.; Selec,ted 
papers on group dy·namics New York: IIar•per & Brothers, 1948), 
P• xi. 

' . 
' . 

. , , 
t ... l I t 
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dependence of democracy on social science and· felt that know-

ledge of and obedience to the laws ot; ,human behavior . iJ?, . . , 
t ' \ ' 

group settings w~~ , essont,ial ·to the success of democracy. 

Lewin believed that psychology somehow had mi.ssed ' , , 

much that was at 'the heart of the scientific modes of thought, 

developed since the time of Galileo. His purpose was to · 

devolop these ~odes for the utilization of psychology. Re 

believed behaviorism to be an inadequate psychological ap-

proach. In his concepts, he developed a psychology basically 
' ' 

different from that or the behaviorists. 
I 

In fact, it is possible to determine and to ,measure 
psychological atmospheres quite accurately • . Every child 
is sensitive, even to smell changes 1n social atmosphere, 
e.g., in the degree of friendliness or security, The 
teacher knows that success 1n teaching French, or any 
subject, depends largely on the atmosphere he is able to 
create• That these problems have not beon properly 
dealt with in psychology until now 1s due.• • mainly , 
to certain philosophical prejudices in the direction of 
phys1ca~~st1c b~hav1orism.4 . , 

· . ),ewin•a system 1s unique. in that its foundational 

constructs are comparatively elab_orate. These constructs , 

provide conceptual tools -necessary for theory and principles. 
Lewin insisted upon directly observed facts; however, he 
believed that data 1ri themselves may present problems ·but 
do not solve them. 

4 Kurt Lewin, nField Theory and 'Learning/' :F'orty-Flrat 
Yearbook .2f. Nation.al · Societ;£ ill~ Stud! £! Education, 
Part II (Chicago: The U~iversity of Chicago Press, 1942}, 
P• 218. ' 
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Lewin's basic formula is that, 

Behavior (B) is '·a function (F) of the· per-son (P) and 
o:r his environment (E), B :a F (P ,E) • · This statement is 
oorreot for emotional outbreaks as well as for "pu;rpos i ve" 

. directed activities J for ,dreaming, wiahl.ng,. and think-
ing, a.s well as fpr talking and aotfne;.o 

-In ·this. formula, the atnte of the person and that of the en-

'vironment, e.r'e not 'mutus}-ly independent •. In a sense, the 
.. 

, state or tl~a enviroma.ent d~pends upon tl1e pers en and, in-

: versely, "the state, o.r the person depends· upon his environ• 

ment •'' 
,Lcwin's system is identified as topological and vec-

tor, or field p~ychology •. A study in the framework of 

Lew1n's.".f1eld theoretical.approach," 
,at- I >~, ,, ., J I \ 

Ins'•t'ea.d ' of .. picking out one or another isolated element 
,·.~within a situation, the importance of which cannot be 
_ · judged without oonaiderat1on _of the, situation as ,a, whole, 

.,. , •.• • finds .1t.advant.ageous,<s.s a rule, to start with a.· 
·characte:rizatioi-1 of the situation as a.whole. After this 
first approximation,' the 'various aspects and parts of 
the situation unGergo ·a n1ore and more speo1fio and de-
tailed analysis• .- • • ,Such a -method is the be;3 t safe• · 
guard ag~ins t be1._ng rq.isled by one or another element of . 
the situation, 7 , . . - .. 

In developing his topological and vadtor psycholoe1 

5 Kurt Lew1n, /'Beha-~io; and development as a function 
of the total ·situation/' In L. Carmichael edition, !rfo.nual 
.2f. child psyohologr·(New York: .W~ley), P• '791. 

6 ,, ' '. 
1.!2!g_ • t P,•. '792 • 

' , 

7 Kurt Lewin, "Field ·Theoz•y and Learning, tt Forty-l~irst 
Yearboolt of 'N'at1onal Soa1ett for the Stud~ .9.f. Education, 
Part II (Chicago: The Un!versI y?cIIToago resa, !942), 
p • 218. ' . 
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Lewin held to the point of view that "to permit scientific 

derivations, psychology must use a language which ' is logic-

ally strict and at the same time in line with constructive 

m~thods •" 8 

Topological and vectorial concepts combine power or , 
analysis, conceptual precision, usefulness for deriva• 
tion and fitness , ror the total range of psychological , 
problems 1n a way which., in my opinion, makes them supe-
rior to any other known conceptual tool in psyohology.,9 

Topology, as a non-metrical g~ometry, uses concepts 

such as - inside, outside, and boundary. No distances are de-

fined. "Topologically there 1s no difference between a 

circle, an.ellipse,~ regular or irregular polygon with any 

number of s1des.nlO "A drop of water and the earth are, from 
, . ' 

a topological point ·of !1ew, fully equivalent. 0 11 The con-
. ·• 

oept vector la borrowed from a mathematical syste~ used in 
' t ' j 

mechanics ,to represe~1~ direction an~ .s~rength ~s , two pf the · 
"' I> I 

three properties 9f a force. The ~h1rd property ?fa force 
I • , • .. '-. I I f J I 

ls 1ts point of application. · Lewin d1agramma t1oally repre-

sents a vector by an arrow. The length of the arrow denotes 
!' -.- .- ) I 

its strengthi 
_, " 

8 Kurt ·.~ewin; , 11 Field 'Theory and Learning," Forty-Pirst 
Yeorbook .2f. the .. National Society £9.!: Study ..2f. Education, 
Part II (Chicago:,, The Unive;rsity of Chica.6 0 Frasa, 1942), 
P• 2l9e 

. . 9 _~•;_ P• 219 • . . . , 

10 Kurt Lewi~, Principles of .Totologic~l PsycholOeY• 
. Translated by Fritz and Grace ,Heiaerl\lcGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1936), p{ as. · 

11 ~•, ,P• 53. 
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THEOFrl Ol? MOTrVA'rIO! 

Motivation is of oont,rnl .lmportonoe. ,within the theory· 

of topological· and vector psychology .• ·Motivation is a p1"e-

dom1nent rnctor of th~ life . spao~· as Lewin's topological 

dieg;rams il~ustratee, 1~. The life sp~ce consists -of .tho 
l ' ' ' ' ' · totality of the 'oonstellat1on of, interdependent factors 

• \ ' ' • .._ \ ! I I f I 1 I r ' < • ' I , 1 I ; ,. 

which determine the behavior of an ind1v1dual at a certain 
I "- l 

moment• ' · It 1a·· a psychological ·,fiold • It represents the 
' . 

· totality :of -p~as1bl'e . events ~;fid includes the pe1.-.son and , his 
., ' 

ps ycho~ogioal' env1ronme'nt • . 
I< ' I ' \ '\ ,r ~I t, ,I ..,_ \ J Z,- \. '4 I 

In this . gr.eat emphasi~ upon motivatio.n· topological 
,, 

and 'vector psycholoe~harmon1zes . with pragmatism:and _con-
1 I I i , 1 , > 

½ fllcta ' v1+th r~allsn1..- ' Both 'Lewi~ and B?de (page _ 74) empha-' . ' 

a ize . the goa1:...a1.rection 6:r behavior. Realism,. in, contrast, 

gi~es mot1vat1o~ on~y 'minor importance (paee 4i)~ When 
motivation is diaoussed 1t is in the fr9:mework of. physical 

and social. determinism. Idealism emphasizes motivation, but 
' . 

' -motivation is soen in a different sense •. Whereas Lewin-re-

sorts to ~o kind. ~r supe~natural1~m in treating motivation, 
. ' , Horne, in mak~ng peI'Sonality of supreme worth, gives great 

emphasis to the supernatural, motives .or man (page 20) •. 

Lewin .thought that in the past it had not been suffi~ 
. . . 

ciently recognized that the behavi·or of a person depends . 

above all upo~ his momentary situation. Ilis principle or 
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contemporane1ty approaches behavior and development ns a· 
' ' 

function of the total situation. "The effect of a given . 

stimulus depends upon the·stimulus· constellation and upon 
, t t 

the 8 tat e of the pll rt ioui~ r pe.rs e. t t~e. t time 11 12 

He as~umed that in representing ·the· psycholog1oal 
I 

situation it• is necessary to .include physical, social, and 
' I) l ; T 

conceptual. facts in so ~ar as and 1n the manner that they · 

influence the person under 'cons1derat1on~l3 Psyoholoeioal 

events are determined by conditions 'e.t the time when beha .. · 
~ l' .-

v.iar~·CX',Curs. One cannot derive beha. vior teleologically from 

the future, neither ·o~n he derive it from past events. A 

psychological event is always a result of the interaction of 

many facts. and ls to be .explained 1n terms of e~istent rela-

tions. 

The concept of the payoholo51cal field as a determin-
ant of behavior implies that everything which affects 
behavior at a given time should be represented in the 
field existing· at that ti~e, and that only those facts . · 
can affect behavior which are part of the present fiela.14 

- ' 

A psycholog1oal field is conceived as a space having 

12 Kurt Lewin, "Behavior and development as a function 
of the total situa t1on.n In L. Carmichael edition• Manual 
.9£ chlld psyoholoe;y · (Hew Yorkr Vi1ley), P• 791. . 

13 Kurt Lewin, Princ1oles .2£. To ological Psycholop:y. 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1936), P• 25. 

14 Kurt Lewin, "Behavio~ and development as a ru'nct1on 
of the total situation." In L. Carmichael edition, Manual 
.2.£ child psychology _ {New York: Wiley), P• 793. 
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, 111 
, 11 I -~ . ' ' e. certain characterfstio at every point. A p~rson,ts psy-

·chological field which _exists _, at a. giveri time contains the 
L :, 1 1\, • 

) 

views of that individual about uls futu~e and past as well 

as th~ environment of the·.,present. It 1s· emphasized that . ' ' 
' ' ' 

the _ ps ycholog1cal ··past,. ~nd the ps ychologica.l future are 
t' I ' " 

simultaneous parts of a' 'psychological field existing at a 
I \ I I 

given time. Lewin pred~ca tes that ,an ind! yidual' s, ·views 

about - the past s.nd about.the .rest ~f the _physical Emd , so-

cial :world are ofto~ ip.correCt / '~ut n~vertheless 'thef ~on- .· : 

. stitute in bl.a, own life· apace the reality•leve·l o~ the past .15 · 

. · Objectivity in psychology demands representiru6 the , 
field correctly as it ex.is ts for the indi v1dual in ques--
tion at that particular tlne. · For this field the child's ·. 

: friendships,· coriscious and "unconscious" · goals, dreams 1 · 
. ·. ideals, and fears are ·et least as .essential as any phys-

ical setting • . Since this field is diffei,.ent for every 
· age and for every individual, the situation as oharso-
te r:tzed by physics or sociology, which is the same for . 

·everybody, cannot be substituted for 1t. It is imper-. 
tant, however, to know the physical and social condi-
tions because they limit the variety of _possiblo life 
spaces. -- probab116:1s . ~ound~ry conditions of the psy• _ 
chologioal field. . ,. , . : , , ~, 

•( .. : ,, ' . 
' , . 

In 1943 Lewin reoognized that,' in psychoiogy as in 
t \ '\ • 

. ' 

physics, adequate description ·of a •a1tuat1on at a given 
' 

- n1oraent is impossible without observa~tion of . a certain time• 

period. 

15 Kurt Lewin, ·, "Dqfi'ning the . 'field at a given time~''' 
Psychological Rcview,. ' 50, No, 3, ~• 303• 

16 Kurt Lewin., ~'Behavior · and development as a function 
of the total situation.'~ .In L. Carmichael edition, Manual 
.2£ child ,esyohology (Mew 'York: · Viiley), p • . ?93. · 
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An adequate psych,olo:gioal' description of the charac-
ter and the direction of an on•going prooess oan and . , 
has to be done on va.~ious m1croacop1c and macroscopic . 
levels.17 , · , , , 

. ' 
w·ithout altering the principle of contemporaneity 

ns one of th~ basic propos1~1o~ of field theory, we 
have to realize that to determine the psychological dt-
rect1on and velocity of behavior (the meaning of the 
psycholoeioal event) we~hava ' to take into account in 
psychology as in physics a certain time period. The 
length of this period depends in psychology upon the 
scope of the situation. As a rule, the more macroscopic 
the situation is which has to 'be described, the longer 
is the period which has :to be observed to determine the 
direction and yelocity of behavio~ ,at a given tlme.18 

I 

Within his contemporaneous scheme, 'Lewin g1vea an 
' important.position to goal. The eoal as e ' paycholog1aal ,, 

fact lies 1n the present . and it constitutes an 8S$ential 

part of the life space. · A "person strives towa·rc1 a goal , 

which exis'ts psychologically in the present life spaoe~ 11 19 

The content of the goal lies in the future --, in fact it may 

not occur· at all. The nature of the expectation is not de• , , 

pendent upon the event coming to pass. This goal-setting is 

-· largely dependent upon certain ideal goals or the ideology 

of the person. 

l'7 Kurt Lewin, "Defining the 'field at a given time. ,'" 
PsycholoRioal Review, 50 1 No. 3, P• 300. · 

18 Ibid., , p. 301. 

19 Kurt Lewin, '!Behavior 'and development as a function · 
of . the toLal -situat:t ol'l. 11 In . L. Carmichael edition.,. Manual ,, , 

ch1ld ps:,chology (Mevr York: Wiley) t . P• 37 • · . ; . 
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Goal levels 'within one ··goal ~structure may include a 
high dream goal, a ~omewhat more realistic wish goal, 
the le,rel-· ,vh1ch the person expects to 1.,each when he 
tries to judge the: situatio11 objaotiw;ly, and a low · 
level he might hit 1~.~uok were aga1rtst h1m. Somewhere 

• on that :scale -v1ill ,be ·.what can be described a.s the ac- · · 
tlon goal; a • -g~~, what· 'tne· person ''tries for" at that 
t1me J somewhere ·- his ;t~eal goal will be located. Some• 

.times the individual :. c~mes closer to his ideal goal, · 
·sometimes ' the d-istanee between tr1:e ~deal goal and the . 
action goal becomes wider. ·Thls is called ·0 inner dis-
crepancy~u20 .. · 

In the ~ormula · B =. F (P ,·E), · B•behavior is produ~ed bY, 
1 I • I 

the to~ality of o.oex1sting facts. This totality is a psy-

~holog~oal .field. Th.ls. ··psych:o;og1cal field is not defi.ned 

in terms of, consc1o~snesa or.' aware'ne~s. Rather it is a 
• ' I 

I 

dynamic whole o'r s 1.:wll naturo '. that a change ln any part af- ... 
facts other ·parts, and every change depends upon tne whole. 

P-psyoh~l~gioal , person and E•ps'ychologiaai environment ·rune-
, ' .. . 

tio~ as sub.:.wholes of ·.the' psychological fi~ld · 01~ .life space. 

" Lewin'a pr1no1plo of contemporaneity harmonizes with 

the outlook •of pragmatism. ' It conflicts with both realism 
l 

. and idealism •. Lewin:'a, insistence that , behavior is. goal-di-

> ,rected_. but, that tho goal l~es in th~ prese~t, harmonizes 
I I 9 l 

· · v.,1th .Bode•s po~~t1on that all, ideals apri,r,ig from .. the soil of 

experience, that a person adjusts to the soo1al order thro~gh 
' -, ,. " 1,1 ?! ' f{> I ' ,i ' \ t J ,I,. 91 t ' ' 

identifying himself with certain activities or concerns 
f : ,, ' .. ' ... .. i " ' ' 

. . 20 ICurtf Lewin :and . ~the rs; ·"Level of asp1ra tion. '•' In 
J • tlfcV. Hunt ed • ., .,Handbook E.£ r~rsonal!t* J?1!2. behavior 
disorders (Ner, .Yorio ·Honald, , 944), P• .335,, · 

'l , 
,, , 
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present in the environ,.iient, and tha.t . self, a dynamic achieve-

ment, means· present interests (pages 76-77) • 

· Realism (page 51) in contrast to pragmatism and topo-

logical and veoto~ psychology i's committed ·to a stimulus-
. ' 

response-conditioning theory of _?ehav1or which giv~s primary . 

emphasis to influences of ,the past upon present behavtor. ·A 

person's behavior at a certain time is ·depende'nt upon his 
' ' conditioning prior ·to that ti--ae. Idealism also conflicts 

with Lewin in this regard but in a way different ·from real-

ism. \vhereas in · realism there is no place for eternal time• 

lessneas (page 48), idealism·(page 22) emphasizes both past 
' . 

and future as determiners of present behavior. The substan-

tive mind of idealism has a remembered past end an antici-

pated future, 

Lewin in treating psychological person·and psycholog-

ical environment as sub-wholes of a dynamic whole shows the · 

influence of idealistic thinking, yet he does not use these 

thoughts in a way that an idealist would use them. His pos1-

, tion in this rega~d harmonizes very closely to that of prag-

matism (page 78). fragmatism emphasizes the self as ·a going 

concern, acting' a~ ·being acted upon. Lewin's holistic ap-
.. 

· proach conflicts with the atomistic method to which ·a real-· 
., 

ist is pledged. A realist sees all psychological forces and 

existences as being ultimately reducible to matter (page : ~9). 
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To .understand behavior, one needs to determine the 

struc~ure of .the field., i.e. interpoait1onal relationships 

. between parts in sps.·ce, and' to as'certain the dynamio p:i;op~ 

erties of the field. "Obje~tivity in ps·ychology dem~nds 

representing the field. correctly as' it exists for the in-

dividual in q~~s~io~ a.~· that. particular time.n21 A dis-

tinction, is made be'tween the structure and the d'ynamios. of 

. a field. · ~i'he struct·ure of tne 11.fe space determines ·what 
' J 
If l1, i,•, 

locomotions are ~poss ibl·e at a given time·. What change ac-

tually 'occurs depends ~n the' oonstellat1on of' psyohologioal 
, • ,, , , ' , ' I' , , 

'forces .u22. The topol9gica.l atructu'.'re of the· life space ex• 

·, pre.aaea, tl~e behav1o~ ,that is poaaible and the behav1.or 

. , which is impossible. 11 In general one may say that the, topo--
l? > 

'1 I • 

logical tools e.11011 us to determine ,vhat events are possible 

ln a given life apace ,and which a1 .. e not poas1ble~0 23 · 

Topology is important 1ri motivation because '1t lo-

cates·the person within the total psychological field and 

the positions of other parts of the field 1n relation to 

one another~ 
,, 

The determination of the position of the person with-

21 Kurt Lewin; "Behavior and development as a function 
of 'the total situation." In L. Carmichael edition, Manual 
.2f. child 2sycholo?-X (New York: Wiley), P• 793. 

22 ~•, P• 805. 

, 23 Kurt Lewin, Prinoiel~s of fopolo~ical Psycholo~l• 
Translated by Fritz an6 Grace heider (New York: :McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 1936), P• 85. 
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in the .life spaoe is the first prerequisite for under- · 
standing behavior. His _social position within or out- . 
alde of various groups .should be .known; his •p.os1tion 
in regard ~o various activities, 1n rega~d to his ~oal 
ree1ons, and ·in regard to physical areas should be de-
termined •••• The region 1n·wh1ch the person 1s lo-
cated determines (1) the ·: quality . of ·his immediate sur-
roundings, (2) what kinds of regions are adjacent t,?. · , 
the present region·-- that 1s, what possibilities tne · 
1nd1v1dual has for his next step•- and (3) what step 
has. the meaning of an action toward his goal and what 
step corresponds to an action away from his goal. Most 
behavior can be oonce1ved of as a . change of position, 
• •• a.a a locomot~c;m of a person.24 . , · 

' ., 
, ' Poten~y- refers •to the relative weigh~ which a· certain 

area of the .life 
1

Space has to other areas• This ~oncept, 1s 
.. • r ii 

particularly valuable .in case of "overlapping situation~, n 

where the pertinent feature ls belongingness to two groups . 
' . 

or the involvement in two .or more activities · at the same 
time.25 

Any part of the life space is a region. Each region 

is coordinated to ev~ry discrete part of the .life space. 

Also a region 1s coordinated to each . part of a psy~.hological 
person. The positl~nal relation of need regions to other 

regions is important. Some structural changes of regions 
are differentiation, integration, and restructur~ng.26 

Lewin thought that the task in psychology 1s, first, 

24 K~rt Lewin, t'Behavior and development as a function 
of the total situation." In L. Carmichael edition, 1,Ianual 
of child psycholosl {New York: Wiley), PP• 799 r. 

25 Ibid.;~-p. 796 • . 

,, ·26. Kurt Lewin~ ),;1nc1ple~ ·of Topological Psyohologz. 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider (MoGraw-11111 Book , 
Company, Inc., 1956}, P• 155. · 



to describe positional relati?nships •,' then, to seek the 

causal oharacte~istici of e~ch.fact • 

. Tho task or· expl'a1nlng behavior then becomes iden• 

117' 

.· ·tical .with' (l) -findinr,s a scientific representation of 
the life space and (2) dete:ri11ning ~he function F which 
links the .behavior-to the l1fe space. This ·runction F • 
1a· what one -usunlly calls u l&\v.27 . . , 

, I ' -1- \ .,. I • 

,.' 1" ' (\ f I ' >, , ' I / \ \ • ,- < \ \ L 

In add1_tion ·.to ex1ireasing ·whn't ·1s poa~ible· and 1m-
. t,. 

possible~ one must anticipate what will occur. Thus 1t is 
> 'I 

.., l f l J J ' 

· in his handling •of •,dynamic p'roperties that he treats ex.ton- ·, 
J \;, ' " ,; 'J \ ' 

,s1v~ly.' the· prob~em of ,moti~at1o~~ : 

Meed~ ~alenc;e·~ and forcie ·are pi v~tal eoncep~s in 
' (, ' ' ' 

,Lewin' s dynamio's 'of' beha. v1or • . ·~ A need 0°0rres ponds . to a 

tension ~ySte~; of the i~e;-P~rSon~l region.11 M A need is 
' . , 

a ,state of' a person .. ,which, when
1
• ex1st1~s in relation to a 

' ,. ' 
, , • I \ 

goal, determ1hes behavior to~ard that goal. The state of. 
< I "J \.-; 

_the , p~rs?n in itself does '•~~t cause behavior; _part ~f the 
' ' env1romnent-goal ,must alao be aoti~e in a situation. The 

. ' 

construct tension was used by: Lewin as, a , logically defined 
' . 

conc~pt -1n·desc~1bing rieed. Tonsion is "a state of a rogion 
' ' 

relative to surrounding regions. It involves r ore es at the , 
I I < • > 

boundary of · ·the region v,hich tend to produce changes auoh 

2; Kurt LevtJin, 11 Behav1or, and development as a function 
of the total situation." In L. Carm1ohael edition, Manual 
2.£. child psycholOPi;i (Nevi York: Wiley), P• 792. 

> ' 

28 Kurt Lewln, Principles .2.f. Topolo'gical PsyoholoP;Y• 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider (McGraw-Hill Book . 
Company, Inc., . 1936), p. 218. 
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that di.fferencos oi' tens ion are diminished .u29 nThe carry-. . , 
ing out of. a ' ·1ocomotion or ·the, :reaching of ,a goal can at 

the same t ~me · moan the . re leas·~ or a tens ion." 30 Al though 

it' is true that a looomotion··1n,rolvaa the pe~son as a whole, 

it 1s also recognlzed that .one ~en satisfy difforent noeds 
' , , 

more or less independently. Thus tensions of different 

systems of th~ person 09:n change relatively independently .• 

There is a tenden~y to~ard equilibrium of tensions 

within a system and within the whole o~gan1sm or person. A 
system con come to equilibrium n1n a state or tensio~.n3l 

Generally speaking, needs may be changed. by changes , 
in any part of the psycholog1oal environment, by changes 
of the inner-personal regions, by changes on the reality 
level as well as on the irreality level (for instance, 
by a change in hope), and by changes in the cognitive ., . 
structure of the psychological future and or the psy-
chological past. • • • · Thia is well in line with the 
fact that the total life space of a person has ·.to be 
considered as ono connected field. The problem of e-
mergence of needs lies at the crossroad of cultural an• 
thropology, developmental psychology, and the payohol-
og-y of motivation. Its investigation has been hampered 
by premature speculative attempts to aystematlze needs 
into a few categorie~.32 · . ' 

Behavior 1n a ,s1tuation usually results from a com-

29 Ibid., , P• 2180 

30 ~., ·p. 174. 
3~ Kurt Lewin,! Dynamic Theory ·or Personality. 

Translated by Adams and Zener (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Ino., 1935), P• -58. .-

32 Kurt Lewin, "Behavior and development as a function 
of the total situation." In L. Carn!ichael editlon, 2.~anual 
of child psycholog~ (New York: ,JV~ley), p. 824. 
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bination of several needs. . Indi vldua,l' '. -needs . lare;·ely are de-

termined _by social, f~c·t~;~~ ·. The culture in ·which. a child 

e~ows ' up affects .Pr&~-t~.~~l~y every ne~d. · ~l?ing develop-

'mcnt new needs may arise by different1atlon from previous 
, ' , 

' I ~ ' l 1 ' • • ,, 

onea. . n A change _in goal~ depends on the ch~pge 1n the oog• 
. ~i.tive . s truoture and· on, ~;d·i~idual ~if'f~~encas .n 33 

~ho law of ,parsiiaony- holds for psycholog1cul means,. 

but not.for ends. Althoueh ·a person trios to aohiove hio . \ 

,ao~l: · i?, the quickest and ·.~~aaiest way ·he sees possible, ~e 
does ~ot . level . his. a~pirat,1on to a task .· requiring no. effort• , 

' ' Chilqren,- like ndul ta, will prefer a ·goal which is . 
·. , more difficult to reach, provided that the bar1'\ier is 

not too strong· and that both goal objects are not fully 
identical. This preference · is observed if the object 
itself has the ' nature of a goal, but not if it is merely -, 
a means. • For instance the ohlld will prefer (every-
thing else being equal1 a toy V-Jh'ich is slightly more 
difficult to. reaoh. If., however, he has to choose be-

, tween two tools with which to get .the same object, he 
will prefer that _ to'ol ' whi~h ls easier to reaoh.34 

' \ 

Needs hu va the character of orgnrii,zing behavior. 

: They are closely related to valences -- tt ~mperative . environ-
menta1•·'racts .• 035 . Th~ .vale~oe· of a certain ·o~jeot or aotiv• 

' . ' 

1ty depends upon the nature of, .the . object or activity as 

related· to the state o:f , the needs of the perso!l at that tirae. 

33 Kurt Lewin·., . ·0 Behavior and development e.s a function 
of .the total s '1tuat1.on.tt, In L. , Carmichael ed1t1o~, Manual 
.2£ ohild ESYchology (N~\'I York: . \•~_il?y) ; · ·p,. 825 • 

. 34_ .ru£~, P• 82~. ,, . . ' 

, , 35 Kurt. 'tewin, . "Envir~nmental .Forces in Child Behavior 
and Development.,tt Handbook of Child Psychology (Worcester, 
1iass •: Clark :University Presa., 193!}, P• , ~Ol. 

. ,, 
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An object acquires or loses valence in accordance with the 

needs of the organism. "A ps.yohologioal valence ,may be 

positive (attracting) or negative (repe~l1ng) •1136 "The va-

lence of an acti~ity is related to its consummatory valu~ 

for satisfying the need." 37 Any statement ~bout , chranc e o~ 

needs can be expressed by a statemont concerning certain 

positive and negative valences. One can establish a hier-
.• 

archy of needs based on valences of objects and activities. 

ttA valenco 1s not ident1oal with a foroe" although there is 

a close relationship.38 Valence is associated w.ith goal or 
1 . . .. 1.J 

purpose, whereas . force 1s· a tendency to act. The force or 
the action is related to valences of objects and activities. 

Th~ .p~rson will ch~nge the d~rect16n of his action if the 

position of. the . goal' is changed, 
' .' 

Valence and for•oe frequently go hand · 1~ hand, yet 

they should .be clearly distinguished. An object with a 'p?s-

itive valence might ·not have a satisfaction value in case of 
'i ; ., 

consumption. on ··the o~her hand, an object . with no or even a 

negative valence may have satisfaction value. 

36 Ibid., P• 101. 
37 Kurt Lewin, ·"Behavior and development as ,a· function 

of the total situation." In L, Carmichael edition,· Manual 
, of child ~sychologz (New Yot'lt: W~l ey) t P• 819. , 

3B Kurt Lewin,' Con~eotual· Repr·esent~tion ·and the · · 
ltieasurement Et.. Psychological -I11 orces (Durham, N.O.: Duke 
University Prass, 1938), Vol. I, No. 4, Serial No.: 4, P• 88. 
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Valences determine· the di~ection of bahav1~r. The 

· kind, strength, and distribution· ~f ·valences · are among the 

~~st' important prop.erties of 'the ·environment/59. 
, I I 1 

' ,' 

r .. \ 

. If the ohlld is forced out or its original direction 
by d1ff1culties. •. the .d1recit1on of the field force 
also obanges in accordance with the changed local rela~ 
t1ons between individual and goal. Further, the ohange 
of d1reot1on is• or such a character that a vector in 
the direction or the goal constantly arises and 1n1t1• 
ates the corresponding behavior. ·The-behavior thus· 
makes a pronounced goal-seeking 1mpress1ori. A .natural. 
teleology· reigns. VJhat: 1a .ordinarily designed as teleo-
logy and taken as the criterion of the behavior of liv-
ing beings is 1n large part nothing . other than the ex-

, press ion of the following facts: a positive . valence . 
controls the situation in such a way that with changes 
in -the position of .the person the direction of the field 
forces changes in the manner just descrlbed.40 · 

'\: ,. ' 

' ' There are numerous ways· ·in, which different valonoes 
l • ,. ' ' , ,._ 1 1 / .' ' ~ 

may .inte;aot, e.nd needs 'may b~•,,'1nterdependent ln a a1tua-
• I , \ ,. • \ 1t .r ~ ' l 

' tion.41 . . ,;;Q o'r nio-;e ·~~e-ds o~h:b~ · in communications; that 
i ' , ; I. • 

','f l ' ' '~, 

their need ·,tensions vary oonoom.1tantly. Mee~s may be inter-

dependent in such a w~y that ,' need rules another. There 

may b~ a oommuni.aatlon, between t~vo (underlying need systems . 

in such a wa/ that · ~etisrying the ~ne . alSo satisfies the -

' . ' 

39 Kurt· Lav,1~~ "En~ironrnental Forces in Child Behe:u,ior 
and Developme~t~ 11 Handbook of Child Psychology (Worcester, 
Mass.: Clark University Press, 1931), P• 101. . 

"-'I- " ( ' ; I 

40 Kurt Le~in, ! Dynamic Theory of Personality. 
Translated by Adams and ,,Zener ,(l-lew York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, .Inc., 1935), P•. ~19. , · 

•, 41 Kurt · Lewin, ttEri;ironme~t~l Forces in ·child . B.ehavior 
and Development." Handbook of Child Psychology (Worcester, · 
Mass.: Clark .Un1vera1ty Preis, l93i}, ' P• 167. 
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othor. Thia substitute sat1sfaotion·depends ·partly on the 

cognitive similarity or th~ activiti~s. This cognitive 

similarity' is contingent upon the nature of the situation 

and the developmental state of the person. Aotivlties which 
' ' 

have subs t1tute valence do 11ot need to have· aa tlafact1on 

value. (Spontaneous· substitute aot'ions frequently ~1ave no 

· permanent substitute value.) 

An object th~t a person wants has for him a positive, 

valence. It may be ~epresanted by a voctor which indicates 

a force pushing· the organism towar~· t~a desired object. An 

object with a negative, valence is indicated by·a vector 
which pushes the pe'rson a.way •. 

The term .force ,denotes the tendency to act in acer-

tain direction •. ,' Its P.ropert~es 1nolude direction, magnitude, 
' C 

or strength, and point or application •. "The combination of 

a number of fo~ces acting at,the same point at a given time 

is calle·d the resultant :t:()rce .u42. "The construct force char• 

acterizea, for a given point of the life space, the direc-

tion and strength of the tendenc:, to change.tt43 Psycholo-

gical force corresponds ~o a relation between at lea.st two 
,1 "/ ,, 

, reg~ons of the lif a. spec~. Force 1~ analogous with driv~ 
' . 

or excitatory tendency as used in other psychological 

JI ( 

42 Kurt Lewin;, "Behavior 'and ,develop~ent as· ·S. function, 
·· of the total aituation.t' In L. Carmichael j3'd1tion:, Manual 

.2f. child psychology (New York& ·,,Wiley)~ P• 806. 

43 1B..!2.•, P• 805. 
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systems •. 44 Psyoholog1oal force presupposes a need. It may 
'. ' 

lead ei·the:r to locomotion in. the d1reot1on of the force or · 
' , " t ! f ' •• 

to a .. obange in.the.cognitive ·atruct~re., ~eversed·, it holds 

that "whe11ever 8. · locomotion or change .·or 'atruetu1--e exists, 

resultant :.foroes exi'st·- 1n: that .. 'difeotion.n.45 The oonstr•uo~,, 

vector·· r~preaents two· of the propert'ies or a foroe -• d1• 
'~ • t • i 

, ' \ 'I \', ' \ 

reotion anq strength~.- . The thi~d:,property · is its point of 
• \ l \ <" ,. • 

application~. Le\vin uses· an arro,v to represent a veotor. It 
1 points in' tlle direction of -the f Ol''O'e and its 'length re pre-

'<. ~, ¥ ,,~ 

·· sents the' property of strength.· "Payohologioal ·fore es do 
I ' \ ,, ! 

c,.' \-, 

not ~arry a person' fOX-\vard_' me~hanically, but generally by 
' . 

way of '1notivation. ,n46 . · 

,Lewin distihg?is~es between'dr1v1ng forces .and re-

straining' fo11cea .4'7, Driving forces· are forces toward ,a pos-
' . 

· itiv~ or a,1ay- from. a' negative ,valence. ..Restraining forces 

are barriers to loe?mot1on consisting or physical or social,• , , 
' ' 

obstacles. ·.The same physical 01i soo1al obstacle -- constitutes 
' , ' 

44 Ibid., . .P• 798. 

45 Kurt Lewin,. "Behavior and development as a function · 
of the total aituat1on.tt In' L. Carmiahael edition, Manual , 
£.!. child. psyoholoe;x_ (New York~ \~1ley), Pe- 806. 

·. 4~· Kurt· Lewin, ·1l1he· Cono·eetual Repre~ents.tion .!.Ef!. 2 
Measurement of' Psyoholog!'cal Forces (Durham, M.o.: Di.1ke 
University Press, I938), Vol. r, n~• 4, Serial No. 4, P• _9?• 

47 · Kurt Lewin, "13ahe.~1or a11d development Sff a function 
of the total situation.'' In L •. Carraichaal edition, Manual 
.2f. child esyohology (New Yorkt Wiley), P• 808• · 
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From another approach, forces are oategorized··1t:1t·o .· ·rorces 
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.corresponding !2_ onets .2YL..E. needs,' induced forces -- foroes 1 

acting on 8. person•,bu,t ' \Vhich do not ·. ~orrespond to his o~n 

wishes but to those of another-~ and impersonal forces --

fo1"ces v1hich correspond to the .wish· or no .one but have for 

the pe1--son an impersonal,· ma.tter-of-~act doinand • Lewin at-
,· . 

taches great importance to whether ,a .~oroe, is personal or 

impersonal., 'induced or self-initiated·. Forces may oonflict 

in several different patterns. 

Definition or conflict -- A conflict situation can be 
defined as a situation where foroea acting on the person 
are opposite in direction and about equal in strength • . 
In regard to drivlng forces three oases are ·poss1ble: 
The person may·be located· between two positive valences, 
between two negative valences, or a positive and nega-
tive valence may lie in the.same d1roct1on. There may 
be, also, conflicts between driving and .restraining 

.· forces" Finally, there may be conflicts between ·ov11'n 
forces and various combinations of induced and !~personal 
forces. The effect and the developnent of conflicts · . 
vary with these different constellations, although all 
conflicts have certain properties in common.48 

A oonfliot in which a person 1s located between two 

positive valences of nearly e~ual strength 1s readily re- · 
solved. A person tends to ste.y in th.e field ' and psy?holo-

gically move toward one -of the valences~ .A more severe con-
flict·exists when a person is located between two equal neg-

48 Kurt Lewin, "Behavior and dev9lopment as a function 
of the total situation." In L. Carmichael edition, JJanual ·, , 

. .2£ child psychology (New Yorkt Wiley) t P• 809. 
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at1ve vale.~ces.· .. ·He . ·c~~ot move· .1n eithe; d'-.ract1on, and 

thus te~S -. to · ie~ve ~he· field. c ·o~not' ~l~o may exist. where 
' . 

,, ...,. J , ... ' ' 

a positi've and: a. ,n.egativa valance lcie in .the seme direction, · 
) , ' 

or wh~r~ a dri:ving force ,'and a. ro•~.t~ain1ng. force (barrier) 
J ,' l 1 ' l ' > "" t I: I '< ,• J • , : f I 1 ' , f I 

· lie in · the · same , direot1on,; .. In , a conflict situation between 
' ) ' 

< l ' • f t 

a ·~erso;;_ 1s own forces· ~nd_.yarious c.·or~b1nat1011s of 'induced · 

·and imperso.nal .force~, .··,an ~q~i11brium is sought; and the 
I '- I I 

' ' , 
' ' ' 

. perao:p.. tends to stay in the. field. 
,. 

1 -. • I I 

· .A·choice usually 'means . that a ·person 1s located be-
•• ' ' # _1 I 

tv1een· two ·mutually- exclu~ive positive or negative vnle~oes •. 

In the case or two nega~lve valences there is a resultant 

·fore~· in th~ direct .io·n of leaying the fi~ld •. ·when there.is 
' \ . 

a choice bet~een two posit!~e vaien~ea ~he ,per~on will de-
' ' 

I a ire . to reach both goals. A most., <H)m.'non ,type: of oont'liot 

arises when a barrier:·p~dvents one from reaching his goal. 

· 'The per~on may be ~urrounded by a bar;ier with the goal out• 

aide or the goal may,be· surrounded by a barrier with . the 

person outside. A person ,may leave t~e field paychologioall:r 

·. while manifesting very little or no· physical ·looomotion.49 -
•• ' I 

A aituat1on ·or choice may .be v1ewed as an overlapping . ' ' ' . ... .. •' 

situation.· The potency or the variou~ ,possibilities flue• 

· tuates~ · A ~ecision means that one of .the situations pe~man-

49 Kurt ·Lewin, "Behavior and development as a function 
of the total situation." In L. Carmichael edition, Manual .' 

, or' child psychology , (Ne\q York: . Wiley) 1 · P• 811, 
'1111 ( " 
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ently acquires a -dominant pote·ucy. i The possibility of. sue-, , . 

cess or f~ilure influences 'sucli a' choice situation. The ef-

fect of group ·customs on the child ls conducive to .a choice 

Situation. · The chlld.'s needs and goals 1na.y ndt ha1".tnonize 
' 

with those or society. , The affect of the. various groups of 

which the person is a member .depends on the relative potency 

of these groups at that time. Emot.,ional tension diminishes ·· 

when the child accepts belongingness to a definite group. 
' ' . . 

Topological and vector psychology is greatly con• 

earned with the results or frustration. ·Barriers to the 

achievement of a goal subject or activity are erected and 

the resultant behavior is observed. 

, Barker, Dembo, and Lewin found that the frequency or 
negative emotional behavior increased with the intensity 
of frustration. The same ,holds for ' the amount of re• 
gression as measured by the constructiveness of play. 
One of the simplest expressions or emotionality is rest• : 
less movements, movements which are not directed to a 
certain goal but are merely an e~presslon of tension. 
The ·1nr1uence which the background of a situation has on 
behavior can be undorstood as an overlapping of an· imme-
diate situation and of the situation at large. A back• 
ground of frustration decreases constructiveness or play 
even if the play itself is not hampered from the outside. 
The amount of regression increases with increasing po-
tency or the background of frustration.SO ·· . 

Ilegression may be either permanent or temporary. It 
is a common phanomenon and may be due, for instance, to 
s icl~ness, ~ru~tratio~.,-, ins'e~uri;y • or emotional tension. , , 

' ' ' 

SO Kurt Lewin, "Behavior ancl development as a :function 
of the total situation." - In L~ Carmichael edition, Eanual 

-E.f. child psychology (New York: Wiley), P• 815. 
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·,t\ 

Regress ion, in the sense of a na'rr~wing-down, of the pay-
ohologioally present area., may.result from omotional 
tension, for instat10e, '1f :, ~h:e child, is too eager to 
overcome an obstacle,- Regression may occur not only aa 
a· result of·such·,frustration in the immediate situation 
but· also a.'a the result' of a background of frustration,51 

' ' 
Lewin :makes much of u success" and tJ failure" in his 

' ' treatment or motivation. He sees behav~or as goal-directed. , 
' ' ( 

The experience of , success' and ·railure depends not upon a- , 
,~ M I 

chievement as such, but upon the relation between the O.• 

ohievement and tl1e person•~ expec;ta:t1on~ · Objective achieve~ 

ment cannot be correlated v11th the feeling of suoce~s or 

failure. Too easy or too diffic~lt' do not lead to 

feelings or suooeas or failure. Thus the. experience of suc-

cess or, failure 'depends upon the level of performance within 
',.' i52 ' ' ' ' ' 

,,,., a .fraine of reference, Although the scale of possible di:ffi-

cult1ea is 1nf'in1te, the seal~ of possi~le achievement baa a 

definite' upper limit .for a given individual at a given time. 
) 

, Success or failure occur only when the di:ffioulty of a task 
• JV""' ''$'. 

ls near the upper limit of_ achievement:' The feeling,of 

failure oooUrs,o~:i ~here there 1s S'ohan~e o~·suooess; vice 
' ' ' versa, t~e feeling or su~oess oocurs only.if there is a 

chance for failure. 'l~us a conflict situation is involved 
in success or failure. 

5l Kurt Lewin, ~'Behavior a~, development as a function 
of the total situation.", In L. Carmichael edition, ·JJte.nual 
·of child psychology; (l~ew York: · Wiley), P• 798, 

52 ~•• P• 830. 
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,. Level of aspiration a tudiea focus et tent ion on as-

pects of goal-cix•ectee act1 vi ties wllich have been neglected 
' ' 

by psychologists prooccupied with reward and punishment. 

· Some studies have attempted to ascertain factors 

which influence changes ' in the level of aspir~t1on, and to 
I I , I • .. ,If'-

gain.understanding of determinqrs ,o:e success and failure. 

Some s11e concerned with the role of 'Personolity traits in 

setti~ l~vels of aspiration.53. , 

Experimental psychology has shown ' that tho forination 
of .goals depends upon the laws which govern· the level 
of aspiration, psrticularly upon the effect which suc-
cess or failure has in rais-1ng and lovtering the level of 
aspiration. • .·., The level of aspiration 1s groatly · 
influenced by such social facts as the presence or ab-
sence of other persons or.by the comEetitive or noncom-
petitive character of the situation • . 4 . 

· The level of aspiration is closely related to the i 
tlme perspective with respect to both the psychological, 
past and the psychological future. According to· 
Escalona (1940), . the level of aspiration &ta given time 
depends upon the strength of the valence of success and 
failure and up~n the probability of success at that time. 
By representing this probsb111ty as the potenci of the 
future success or failuile situation, the basic facts 
concerning the level of aspiration can be understood.55 

53 Kurt Lewin and others, 11 Level of asp1rat1on. 0 In 
J. McV. Hunt ed. Handbook of personality !,E£ behavior 
disorders (New York: Ronald), P• 356. · , 

54 Kurt Lewin "Field theor;r and experiment in social 
psychology: Concept: and methods. Amer. J. Sooiol., 44, 
PP• 868•896. . -

55 Kurt Lewin, «Behavior and development as a function 
of the total situation." · In L. Carmichael edition., Manual 
.2f. child psychology (Hew York.: Wiley), P• 832. , 
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In summing up, his approach to motivation, it is noted 

that, Lewin means by ob jeoti vi ty in pa yohology' 'tha t the tield 

la doacribed s~, 1t eidsts'for a parson at a'.partioular time. 

·ri•o understand behavior one needs to. determine the structure 

and the dynamics of the t1eld. Needs, valen~~, and f~rce 

· are.p1votal'concepts.1ri ,treating th~_dynamics of'bohavior. 

Psychological locomotion,-,-:- not necesaarily' physical move• 

me,nt -- 001lfo1"'llls to the law ~r parsimony' in' achieving goals, 
'' 

but not in setting them. ,, Success ·vs. failure an.d ego ln-
' . . 

volvement are critical terms in ~ealing w1th.mot1vatlon, 

Conf11ot and frustration are phenomena worthy of careful 

psychological study. 

In treatin.g,motiva~ion, topological and vector, psy-

chology is, in nearly 'complete, harmony with pragmatism. De-

scribing the f1e~d as it exists for a persor1 at a given time 
,, 

\ ,, 

and .follo~ing the +aw ?f parsimony Jmrmon1zes with the state-

ment· of pra.gm.at:tsm·{page '74) that a.n individual acts in suoh 

a way as to achieve his goal or goals in the quickest and 

easiest way that he comprehends as possiblo under existing, 

conditions. Lewin's use or· noeds, valences, and forces 1a 

in harmony with pragms.t1sm 1s descr:tbing the mot1vating-af-

feeJive aspects of behavi~r as feelings 1n form of wants·, 

desires, or cravings (page 75). Lowin'a use of success vs. 

failure and ego involvement attunes w1th,Bode•s· treatment 
bf the content or the self (pages 76~7~). 

' I \ 

\, 
\ 
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Lewin observes that ~hanr;e in needs may be effected 

by change in .the ' cognftive structure . of the psychological ,, 

past or the psychological future. This agrees with Eode's 

vlew of the role of . 9ognition in motivation (pagea 14-75). 

Real1sm, . w1th its mechanistic outlo~k in regard to 

' motivation, approaches tha subject in a manner entirely dif-

ferent from that of Lewin. 1Shereas Lewln emphasizes the 

purposiveness of behavior, nr,eed (page 48), to escape super• 

naturalism, denies purpose in a teleological sense and con-

tinues his denial to cover a concept of purpose in any sense. 

Reelis1~ studios ~he individual as a complex object su~-

rounded, and acted upon, by a vast organization of environ- • 

rc.enta.l objects. Breed recognizes a phenomenon of mcchan1st1.~ 

selective reaction but considers purposefulness only an ide-

ation of this mecha.nicol process of selection (page ·5·3) , 

Thus Breed •a mechanistic approach stands in contro.dlstinct1on 

to Levin's dynamical psychology. 

Since idealism treats motivation entirely in a tx,an-

soendentnl frame of ~eference, there is very little in common 
. , 

between idealism and Lewin's approach to motivation. Lewin 

approaches motivation in a framework of needa of a person in 

his life space. Horne, in contrast (page 21) 1 thinks that 

motivation must b.e · developed or·.stin1ulated in the individual 

in order that he may conform to ·a· -~ranscendental, purposive ·, 
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universe. In practical application, Horne has an atom1stio 

appronc~ ,to motivation:. , He spea:;cs of motivation a1'ising 

through presentation or new subjects ~s ,extensions of old 

interests (page 25) • This also contrasts vd.th Lewin's field 

approach. I ••• • <' r 



· CHAPTER VI 

HARMONIES AND C0~1PLICTS OF PRIHCIPLES OF 'rOPOLOOICAL· AND 
V'.C:CTOR PSYCHOLOJY WITH TENETS OF IDEALISM, EU.-:.1ALISM, 

, , AND PRAG1lfATI3li1 nEGAHDINO INTE!tPRETATIOt'S , , 
, 011' ;p.;,:_ :teEPTIOl'! 

Lewln's central interest was 111 problems of motiva-

tion. He alluded to perception from time ,to time in his 
writings, but in no one place did he give a detailed account 
of his def1nit1on and 1nterpretation·, or perception. It 

seems probable that, being fam111ar with the extensive study 
! It I 

or perception that had been developed ' by members of the 
Gestalt school, he w'rote assuming a general knowledte of 

Gestalt principles of perception such ~s those involving 

phi-phenomenon, closure, and figure-ground relationships •. 

. Lewin's approach to the atudy of human behavior was 
phenomenological. He was concerned with the way in which 

things and events appear. His purpose was to inspect phe• 

nomena as they appeared and then to bring constructs to bear. 
His theoretical concepts were connecting links between em-

pirica'i data {appearances) and reality. He·1nterpreted ob-, 

joctivity in psychology as dete~1ining oondltions as they. 

exist for a person. Constructs were inferred from direct 

facts. Ha seems to imply that all psychological phenomena 

are to be interpreted according to oommon over-arching prin-

ciples. Thus perooption is studied ~n conjunction with con-• 
cepta such as motivation, n1ovement, and ,cognitive structure., 
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tl 'rhe~e .are a numl?~r ,of ,indications that the laws which deter-
' < 

mine the patterning in percepti~n are more or less the' same 

as those in thin.1:dng·,s11d,. me:noi-•y~"l 

, , Lenvin,'s , tJ:-,eatmdnt of ·pe,l"ception ,:ts preface~ by the 
I \( I 1 

basic nssumption ,that "the conoeption of the perceptual world 
I I f I \ 1 f I \ 

as a sum of sensory ele~ents _ ~1ust be given' up. ·! •. • The 

stimulus. to 'perception 1.~ust be assessed not according to its 

physloal intensity but , accordine to its psyc~olog1cal reali-

ty.112 IIe disapproves nny elementaristic proce~uro whether 

it involves sensations, 'reflexes, · or u.ncoridltioned 1"'esponsea. 

He . views perceptions clearly ln te~ns of uholes or figures. 

Relations~lips., not factors, dete1,,mi11e an event~ 
' ' The dynamics or the processes ·or,perception are to be 

deduced not from the single elenents of the perception but 

from its ,·thole structure·. It 1s impossible., th~oueh mera 
\ ,,' l 

cons1dert.1~ion or its ~lelllents, to define a figure in lts 

broader sense. The life space is a Gestalt -- u systom whose ' 
< ' 

parts are 'dy11amically connactod in such a way tho.t a change 

or one part results .in n -change of all the parts. Perception 

' < 

l Kurt Lewin, °Field Theory and Learning.," Porty-F'irs't 
Yearbook .2£. the National Societt for the ,Studi of Education, 
Part fl (Chicago:, *l'lie Uni vers 1 y of Ol11caf_;o ress, 19'12), 
P• 238. 

2 Ku.rt Lewin• ·~ Dyna~ic Theory .2f. Personalitf• 
Translated by Adams and Zener (New York: McGraw-Hi l Book 
Company, !nc., 1935), 'p. 47,. 
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centers on the problem of org~nization,. The dynamics of 

perceptlon are cantered in the ,person • . 
- ' ' The dynamics of the processeo ls always to be derived 

fro:11 the relation or the, concl:'ete 1ndi vidual to the con-
crete situatlon, and, so far as intornal forces ure con--, 
earned, from, the mutual relations of the var•ious func-
tional systems that make' up the indivldual.3 

A psychological event is al\,ays a result of the interaction · ' 

of t1any factors. 

Lewin uses the term perception ~Jith a broader conno-

tation 'than do associationiats. "we ahould g.et aocustomod' 

to includo within perception psycholoe;y also ·the perception 

or the character or' other persons and of social fo.cts.n4 

Social actlon no less than physical action is steored 
by perception •• • • If we grasp an object, the move~ . 
ment of our ha~d is stecred ,by its perceived posltlon in 
the perceived surroundings. Likewise, OUI' social aa- . 
tions are steered by the oosition in which we poi~oelve - . 

4 C'" ourselves and others within the total social setting.~ 

A person in any situation aots 'aocordlng to 'the field 

he perceives. Two aspects of a . field are that whioh ,con- , 

3 Kurt Lewin, ·!;_ Dynamic Theor;[ E.f Personality. 
Translated by Adams . and ¼ene:r {l~ew Yorlc: !.1cGraw-Hill' Book 
Company, Ino., 1935) 1 P• ~l. ,· 

4 Kurt Lewin, "Field Theory 'and Learning," Porty-First 
Yearbook .91,~ National Society ill, the Study .2.£. ~ducation, 
Part II (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1942), 

I")' 8 P• ,;,3 • 
5 Kurt Lewin, Resolving Social Conflicto. Selected 

papers on group dynamics (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1948), 
P• 61• 

I t- ' ,;, • t 
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oerns facts . and that which concerns values. The basic task 
, ' 

of :re-education can thus be viewed aa one of chang1:ng the 

1nd~vidual 's so·c1al' porception. 
I " ' r , 1 , • .... ' 

Since. notion ls ·~led by perception, a change .111 con-
. duct presupposes that new fao·ts and values atla perceived .• 

· These have to be accidpted not merely verbally au an of-
fioial 'ideology, but as an action-ideology• involving 
that -pa1--ticular, · ·frequently non-conscious sya tem of 
values which guides conduct. In other. words, a change 
in action-ideology, a real acceptance or a changed set 
of facts .and values, a. chang·e in the per~celved social 

· . world -- :all .' ~hree arle bu_t different expresa:tona of ,the · 
same process. I , • , 

• ,'- '\ I 
1 ri .J I ; \ \ 

· ·, · ·.Behavior is observed 'from the point of view of the 

individual himsel£. · ·It is that whioh exists for. the person. 
' 

It is not descr1bed ·1n physioalistio 'terms• 

·one or the .b'asio' ·•cha;a·cteriatica ~f field theor•y in 
psycholo5y, as I see it, ·is · the demand that the field 
whloh influences an individual ·should be desoi"ibed not 
111 objective physioalistlc ter.ms, but 111 the Y1ay in 
which it exists for that person at that time •••• 

· To describe a. situa,tion "object1velyff • 1n psycholo6y ac-
tually means to describe the situation as a •totality of . 
those' facts and of only those ,facts which mske ·up the 
field of that individual.~ .. . · 

The action of an . individual depends Up<ln· the way in- ~,hioh he 
I 

\ 

6 Kurt Lewin, Resolving Social Conflicts. Selected 
· papers .'ol"l group dynarnlos (New York: Harper ,& :ar~thers, ~948), 
P• 63, 

. 7 Kurt Lewin, "Field Theory ~nd Learning,tt Fortz-First 
Yoarboolt .2f. Ma'l~ional Society f.2!: ~Study,££ Lduoution, 
Part II (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1942), 
P• 217. , 
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perceives a. situation.a In any situation we act, ther1~fore, 

according to the field wa , perce1ve. 

Perce_ption as well v.s cognitive st1:1ucture i~ depend-

ent on the neods and emotions of an ind1v1dual. 9 Le·win 

denies the principle of adhenion -- one thlnr; ' being attached 

to another so that the revival of the first brines f~rth ~be 

second. The· existence of an assoc la tion does not produce 

the motor for mental activity. A tenslon system or need is 

always nccess~ry for activ~ty. Thus perception is clonely 

llnked with need. 

The - closa connection ••• between the perceptual · 
field and the course of the .process must not let us for-
get that the forces which control the course of thi 
process remain without effect or simply do not arise _ 
when no psychical energies are present, when there ex-
ists no connection with tense psychical systems which 
keep the proaess in motion.10 , . , 

The perceptiou of an object or event can cause the 
- . 

formation of a tense psychical system ~hioh previously did 

not exist, · than in.fl uence an· already exist lng state of. ten111on. : 

8 Kurt !Jewln, Resol vinp.. Social Conflicts ·. Selected 
papers on group dynamics (new York: Harper c;. Brothers, 1948), 
P• 139. 

9 Kurt Lewin, "Ii'1eld Theory and Learning," Po:rty-First 
Yearbook .2f. the National Society £2.!: the Stud~· Ef. Education~ 
Part II Chicago: ?he Unl ve.rs 1 ty of C:ilcago. Press., 19<12), 
P• 238. 

lO Kurt Lewin,! D~namio Theory .2£ Personality. 
Translated by Adams and Zener (I~ew York; McGraw-Hill nook 
Company, Inc., 1935), P• 50. 



There are .two cases iri which the life space is influ-

enced from the outside. {l) A perceptual process ohangos 

· the oog~it,1ve structure of the field, with reference .to the 

object in ' question. (2) A gross somatic 1nfluenee 1s ex-
... > .. t , ' ' ;, 

erted; .for ex.ample, one is . hit. by ii . s to1~e ·ln Bl,l~h a way as 
' ' ' ' .. ,.. \. ' 

· to cause injury oI' .los~. of ~ona~iou~ne~s O · T~e. s~one need 
- ' 

• not appear in the'perceptual fi~ld of the person to influ• 

~n~e· his , life spa~e.1~ 0 The :·trans1t1ori"froih the grossly 
' .- t ~· t ' . 

s~~s.tlc effects of ph~~i~a.l objects , to the1~ effects as · ob• 

jects of p~rcep~lon is,· ~o·t ot all .an e.b~~t : one."12 An ex-

ample is· that of a man>noving . n 'heavy ,t1mbe~ and being 
' .. .. ,, . 

lifted up by it. Thus changes effected by . phys1c~l objects 

I Which occur in the environment and in·: the ' otate of the per-
t , 1 ', • 

sori are not the result or perceptual.processes alone. Fur• 
1 l ,..., ; \ 

tharmore, t~e efre,ct or , perception may go beyond a· ·change _in · 
cognit,ive structure or the life space~ F~r instance, it may 

, ' 

produce a change of goal and lead to a change 1n direction 

of aot1on. 

Lewin interprets experience to be- a dynamic , process• 
, ' He emphasizes not constancy and -association .but continuous 

change. 

11 Kurt' Lewin, Principles .2f. To olo~1cal Psychology. 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Helder McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1g35), P• 2?. 

12 · Ibid., P• 28 •. 
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The effect of exporience cannot be sufficlently char-. 
acter1zed by me~ns of the concept of association. The 
effect of experience always consists in the fact that a 
person (P), upon the repetition of a situation, reacts, 
not in the same way but in another way than that in 
which he reacted the preceding time •••• The effoot of 
experience is always a cnan3e of, the perso;} ox· or the 
psychological meaning of the enyironment .lv · , 

'Lewin's constructs e.re centered either 1n a person or 

in environment, yet in the formula B = F (P,E), person and_. 
' . 

,' . 
environment are not independent variables• "The structure, 

of the environment and the constellation of forces ·1n it 

vary with the desires and needs, or in general.with the state 

of the person."14 

In reality it 1s impossible to derive the psyoholog-

ical processes 1n the life space without includ~ng, in the 

representation, changes in both person and environment. A 

bipolar relationship of person and environment determines 

behavior. The vector for the·goal is outside of a person, 
' '' and abilities mediate between perso~ and environment. 

11 ~he con~eption ·Of a person 1n an e11vironment is one 

of relative position.''15 The use or life space enables one 

13 Kurt Lewin, A Dynamic Theori .2£·.,Personalitz. 
Translated by, Adams and Zener (New Yoi--ka McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc • , ·1935) , p • 239, · 

14 Kurt Lewin, Pri~cinles .Q.f. To olo~ical Paycholosl• 
Translated by Fritz and Grace .aeider McGrav1-Ulll Book 
Company, Inc., 1936) 1 P• 166. 

15 .!2.!£•, p. 41. 
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to represent person and environment in common te~s as part 

of one situation. ,All ' bodily changes ~n the person also are 
. ' ' 

1nqlu~ed in the 11.fe ape.oa.16 1'Env1r'onment is understood . 
• I t 

' ' 

· .psychologically somet.~~es to mean t);le rnomen~ary si~tmtion of , 

the · child., at other t~m~s to mean the m111au, in the sense 

of .' th~ · ·chief cha~aote,;1at1cs oi the, ~ermanent ·situ~tion."17, 
1, > ' It ' ,. • - 11 • • 'I • ' ' ' I J' • \ \ l \ :, 

. "A9tually,· ill aspe~ts or the child's . behavior, hence 111.- ,. 
1) • \ l I > I 

stinct~ve and volunta~y :behavior, play~ emo~lon, speech, 
. . . 

expras s ion, s re co-determined by the exist 1ng · envlrot1lllent .'' 18 
... ' • ,. I ' • \ . ' ' 

The motor-per•oeptual stratum of a person ha.a the po-
... ) j .. .,,! , 

si~~on of a bounda.ry zone · betv1een the 1nner-.personal regions 

and· the environment. The person is a highly differentiated 
• ,• l , 

object ,,as ''contrasted ·with tl~e csmcept of its_ bei~ ·~n ,en- · 
f ' \ ~-

t ~rely ho~ogene9us unity. krn. reali~y the pe1~0n ia :not an 
..,\,- " I 

'' 
entirely homogeneous unity- but a h:1ehly _d1fferent1ated ob• 

' I 

jeot.«19 · 
The child, · to a ·gren~er extant ~hen. the adult, is a 

16 ·~•, P• .29·~ . 
' . 

· 1 "I K~rt Lewin, "Environmental · Fo;ces in Child Behavior 
and Development~" ,. Handbook .2!. Child Psychology _(VJorcoster, 
Mass.: C~ark Unive1--aity Press, l931)., P•, 96. 

lbid,, .p.·94. · 
· 19 . R\u't Lewin, Principles 2£ Topological' , Psychology. 

Translated by f'rltz and Grace Heider (McGrnw-I:Illl Book . 
Col!lpany, .rno., 1936),. p •. 166. · · 

• f , " 'I" 
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d~nam1o unity:. The infant, for example, acts first with 
its whole body and learns only gradually to separate. out 

·voluntarily oe~ta1n ports of its environment, to "con-
oe nt rate • "20 . . 

"For the child, the boundary ~egion between the , self 
1 0 

• \. > f I 

and the environment is loss defined than for the adult. 1121 

The ' ."lif~ spaoa11 of the infant .is extrer.~ely small and 
undifferentiated. ·This, 1s · just as t 'ru.e of. ·its peroep- . · 
tual as of its effective space. With the gradu~l ex-· 
tension and· differentiation of the· child's life spa.ca., 
a larger environment and essentially' different facts 
acquire psychological existence, and this 1s true also 
with respect to dynamic factors. The child learns in 
increasing degree to "controln the environment. At the 
same time -- and no less important -- it becomes psy-
ohologioally dependent upon a growing circle or environ-
mental .events.22 · 

The psychological environment is the environment as. 

it exists for the person. It is not physical enviro~ent, , 

neither is it conscious ef?.vironment. Everything in which, 

toward which, or away from which the person can perform 

locomotion is part of the environment. 

The self is experienced as ' a region within the whole 
field. One oan treat everything as environment in which, 
toward which, or away from which the person as a whole 
can perform locomotion.23 · 

20 Kurt Lewin, 11 Environmental Forces in Ohild Behavior 
and De~elopment.n Handbook .Qf. Child Psychology (Worcester, 
Mass.: Clark Universitiy Press, 1931), p. 121. 

21 Ibid., P• 120. 

, 22 Ibid., ·p. 99. - . 
· · 23 Kurt Lewin; Pri,nciples .2f. Topolop:1cal Psycholor:z• . 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider . (McGraw-Hill Book , 
Company, Inc., ~936) , . p • 167 . ... . . . · 
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. Lewin implies that external processes ha·11e an exist• • 

enoe independent of the11~ being perceived, an.d that the pe:r-
l ' 

caption of them depe~As, upon a total situation. 

Perception and coGnition often effect the life space 
.in such Q VJQY that the struotur'e or certain of its parts 

· corresponds in .. a high degree to _the objective structure 
of what is perceived. How far .and at what polnts the 
two structures correspond· in,concrete.oascs ls very im-

. portant for the success of an action, and 1s decisive 
. for the value of a plan. The comprehension or the ln-
trinsia nature of the alien tac·tors, whether or physical 
relatiQnships, of mathematical problems, or of social 
groups, is therefore of the greatest importanee for 
evory achievament,24 · 

The properties of the "life apaoeu of the individual 
depend partly upon the stato of that 1nd1vidua1 as a 
product of ,his history1 partly upon the nonpsychologio 

, -- physical and social -- surroundings .25 . 
' ' Stimuli from tho physical and social surroundings are 

considered as boundary conditions -- not inner parts of the 

life space. 11 Th1s does not mean, howevar., that it ls per• 

missible to treat st1n1uli as if they were iru1er parts of the 

11.fe space (rat11er than boundary conditions), a common mis-

take of ph7aicalistio beha~iorism.'' 26 The life space is a 

limited and closed region which includes 1ts own boundari• 
j 

The physical and social conditions limit the variety of pos-

24 Ibid• p • 71. -_, 
"'6 ' ' 
4';, Kurt Lewin, "F1ield Theory and Learning," Porty-First 

Yearbool<: .Qf. National Society .f..2!: Study of Educf.ltion, 
.Par•t II (Chloa,.30 11he , Uni veps 1 ty o.e Chicago Press, 1942), 
P• 217. 

26 1.E.!!!•~ P• 217 .• 
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sible life spao~s, .Pr~bably as boundary conditions of the . 

psychological field .2'7, T~us, Lewin recognizes the e:>tis.tence 

of "alien factors, that :ts, those phys 1oal and soo1al faa- . 

tors which may be viewed as the boundary conditions of , the 
' 

1 itos ife space. /;., 

. It 'is obvious that "psychology 'must take into account 
also physical and social facts which, obey non-psycholo• 
gical laws and whloh control the events in the "foreign" 
hull of the life spaoe.29 · . 

Within the realm of facts existing at o given time 
one can distinguish three areas in which changes are or 
might be of interest to psychology. 

1. "The life space," 1.e., the person and the psy-
chological environment as it exists for him. We usually 
have this field in mind if we refer to needs, motiva-
tion, mood, goal, anxiety, ideals. 

2. A multitude of processes in the physical or social 
world, which do not a.ffect ., the life apace, or the indi-
vidual at that time. 

3. A "boundary zone" of the life space: certain 
parts of the physical or social world do affect the 
state of the life space at that time. The process of 
perception, for instance, is intimately linked with this 
boundary zone because what is perceived is partly deter-
mined by the physical stimuli; 1.e., that part of the 
physical world whioh affects the sensory orga11S at that 

27 Kurt Le'1in, "B-~havior and development as a function 
of the total situation." In L. Carmiohaol edition, Manual 
of chlld psychology (Ne.w .York: • \'iiley), p • 805. 

28 Ibid~, P• 805• 
' 

29 Kurt ·Lewin, Princioles .2f. Topological Psychology. 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider {McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1936) 1 P• 75. 
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time._ , Another process io~at·ed in' the boundary zone la , 
the "exeoutton" .of an action.30' 

The boundary conditions of a field are considered. 

essential charaoteristics of that field. Processes of per-· 

oeption which are relate~ to ·the boundary ~one· depend pa.r~ly 

on the state of ·the inner part of the psychological field·-, 

and par•tly ·on· tl1e stimuli distributed on the receptors as 

. enforced by physical processes outside the organism.31 The 

. ·11.fe space et a given t'ime does not include the parts of' · 

the physical or social wo·rld wh1oh do not affect the person 

at that time·~ 

Lewin's underlying assumption seems.to .be that nature 

and reality a~e organize~ existences. His objective in~-

nalysia is to perceive the functionally significant sub-

wholes which are·also-r~al •. He states, 

Perception and cognition often affect the life space 
in such a way that the·structura of oerta1n· of its parts 
oor~esponds in a high degree to the objeotlve structure 
or what is perce,1ved.32 . , .. : 

In Reso~ving Social .conflicts Lewin avers that •taven 

extensive first-hand experience does not. automatically create 

30 Kurt Lewin, "Defining ·the ·•rield at a g1 van time, '" , 
Ps~chologioal Review,, Vol. so, No. 3, 19431 P• 306 • 

..,.1 ' 1 , . . J 

v filg_ • I p • 307 • ,: 
' ' 

32'Kurt Lewin,! Dynamic fheorI·.£!. Personalitl• 
Translated by Adams and• Zener (New York:, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1935), P• 71. 
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correct concepts (knowledge).033 Man's everyday experience 

with falling objects did not.bring him to a correct theory 

of gravity. EJ::periments were necessary to replace less ade• 

quato with more adequate concepts. Ile further otates, · 

Our inc ight into the conditions which determine the 
correctness or incorrectness of perce·ption 1a still very 
limited. It 1s ,known that some relation exists between · 
visual percepti'on and knowledge. • However, the lines 
which appear ourvod in an optical illusion do not 
straishton out aa soon as we "know" they aro straight.34 

The holistic field approach ·of topological and vector 

psychology 1s in clear conflict with the dualistic approach 

of idealism. This contrast is in bold relief when the ideas 

of the two outlooks in regard to perception are compared. 

Horne (page 2B), in contrast with Lewin, posits that the 

mind has a body, 'and that mind or aelf as opposed to mattor 

or body is the essential factor in experience. Whereas 

Lewin writes of the .bipolar relationship of person a.nd en-

viroTh~ont, Horne (pago 29) emphasizes that the self is ac-

tive and the environment passive. Horne would agr~e with 

Lewin that reality is organized ex1stenceJ however, he would 

disagree with Lew~n 1n positing all organization as a funo-

53 Kurt Lewin, Resolvi Social Conflicts. Selected 
papers on group 'dynamloa Now York: Harper &. Brothers, 
1948), P• 60. : 

34 lli.£•, P• 61. 
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' ' 
t1on of mind as contrasted •with body. Horne (page 28) . 

' \ ' 

taught that atomistic matte~ is ·knov;-n through the senses in 

the f~rm of mental ·states, b~t :i..ts !de·a ·or principle is 

grasped thl?ough mind. , '!'his ass~~ption is in complete con-
, , i 

flict with Lewin 1s definition of 'dynamio experieno~~ 
I ' 

Son1e of Lew:tn's be.sic assumptio'n~ underlying ·111s 

t .reatment or' pei.,cepbion evidently a:ra realistic. E:e seems 
' ! t , •• .f i• , 

~o assume .that ex.ternal '\proce;aes· have ~;t:istence . independent 

of being perceived ·cp~ge 1f.t..) • -·His fo~eign hull : of the life 
' ' 

l ' ' ' ' ' ' 

· space implies this . independent . e;ids tence as described by , 

realls~ (page. 53)~ which sees , p~rc~ptual data' as simply be-
. ' ins there as brute facts. Lew1n 1s ',point of difference with 

) 

Breed in r~ea\>d to independent exi~ tence is that Lcrv; in pro-

ceeds on the underlying a ,asumption (page 14'8) that nature 

and ~eality a;e ,o~~anized, ex-~s tenbea. 

In weighing; the __ ·importanoe of .vmnta and needs in per-

ception, topolos1cal and vector psychology conflicts with· 

rea~ism. Lewin (page 136) avers that, in perception, struo-
·ture _1s dependent upon .the needs and emotions of an 1ndiv1d- · 

, ual. , Breed (page 5~, in contrast J assumes · that conformation · 

to this world is primary, and wants and needs are subjeotive 
' ' 

and seoondar~; Thia assumption of . realism leads i~to an 

atomistic approaoh to perception whioh is in basic conflict 
' ' to tho methods and constructs of topological and vector psy-

chology-. Realism operates in a. frame of reference of an 
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environment impinging upon a phys1oal .organism (page 5~). 

The mechanism of sense organs and nerves ia analogous 'to 

transmitter and wires· of a telephone. Impulses -- vibre.• 

tions -- a.re transfel."red with no oomp1"omise· of identity • . , ., 
Perce~tion is a procesa of a meohanlca.lly selective. nervous 

system (page 55) combining a complex of aensations. Ex-

perience co~sists of tho .activity of thought plus lto con-

tent. Topological and vector psychology, 1n contrast, ne-
' • I 

gates the conception of the perceptual ' world as a sum ~r 
sensory elements (page 13'3} • 

In its hol1stio and confiGurational approach to per• 

ception, topological and . vector psychology ia in harmony 

with a pragmatic· outlook. Lew1n'a ~heory (page 135) that a 

person in any situation acts according to the field he per-
. . 

calves and that the ·f1eld is described, not in objective 

physicalistlo terms, but in the way it exists for a person 

at a certain time agrees with the pragmatic position, al-

though ~he latter is stated in somewhat difrerent terms. 

Bode {page 82), in regard to the problem of ao't1on and per-

ception, asserts tha~ experience is not primarily cognitive 

but active-passive and includes cognition. 

Lewin's bipolar relationship of person and environ-

ment determining behavior (page 13·1'), and his view that psy-

chological environment ts the environment as it axis ts for · · 

a person, hsrn1on1ze with Bode'a contentions that the unit.of 
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a given exper1enoe is not the product of blend1np: or mental 
' ' ' 

chemistry but rathe1" an ne.bor1g1naltt quality' or character-

istic of the sit~ation (page· 83) )'. that perceptions arc in-
• J 

a ights, developed by a purpos 1 ve organis1n aatl~g or propos-

ing to net in :antioipati'?~ or con~'equences (page 7'1); ~nd 

that behavior; ia not ,a passive res1,onae· to an active.ting . 
I • ' 

environmental· 'factor. oalled a stimulus but, rather, expe-
,• ' 

rionce is trying something then·undergoing the consequonoes 

{page 79) • 

~
10 recapitulate, one might .s·ay that Lewtnts method of 

treatment of perception is ~1milar to pl'agmatiam, wher~as 
l I , 

the bas io asaumpti~ns'' underlying .his treatment ~re real is tic. 

LertJin, like Bod~:,· emphasizes that motivation ,1a essontial ~o 

perception and the, two seem to agree that a thing is per-

ceived only es a relationship among the object; the· v1e\ver,' 

and 'the background•:, Yet Lewin, unlike Bode, aeems to pos-

tulate an independent, exis~ent ~eality, the basic tenet of 

realism. 



CHAPTER' VII 

, HAF..i,lONI:tS AND CONFLICTS OF P11I1ICIPLE:3 OP TOPOLOGICAL 
AND VECTOR PSYCHOLOGY Vv!IJ.'H TEnETS OF IDEALISM, 
H.EALISM, AND PRAGMA'l1rs1.: REGAHDnm T.ITZ TH.iiA1r1tJ1NT 

OF LEARNING AND THINKING 

Approach to the Problem of Learnit1G 

The concepts of topological and vector psychology are 

not developed and presented as a theory of learning. How-

ever, Lewin has written a good deal on the application of 

his theories to the concept of learning~ Learni.ng, as with 

other activities treated by Lewin~ is discussed from a sit-

uational poi.nt of view. The process is studied wlth1n the 

framework of the life space of an individual. 

Leuin considered an atomistic approach to learning as 

erroneous. 

It is usually possible to divide· psychological whole 
regions into part regions but this can not be carried on 
ad infinitum. An analysis which attempts to do . this . 
is not more accurate; it ia psychologically wrong.l 

Ris psychological theory is in opposition to conneo-

tionisnt. Connections are never causes of everits. He.ther, 

in 01•der that a process .may occur., there must be a freeing 

of energy capable of doing wo1 .. k. "One must therefore inquire 

l Kurt ·Lewin, Princioles of Tooolo~i.cal Poy:cholor;y. 
Translated by Fritz aud · Grace iieider 0'1cGraw-H1ll Book 
Company, Inc., 1936), P• 163. 
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of every ps.ychical event whence the aausa,l energies come.n 2 

Lewin assumes- that couplingo ·or connections are not· to be 
regarded· as .sour~es or ene~5y, Yet he ·aoes not deny. the 

exiatence of these coupli~~a •· , He further does not r0g!l1"d 

the presence or absence or ··· couplings ·as unimportant• 

To say that couplings are not to be regarded as 
,sources of energy is'by no means to .say that there ara 
no couplings, or that their presence or absence is un-

. important, They are, indeed, · not sources or energy for 
.events, but th~ form of the ev0nt dopends in large de-
gree upon them.3 · · 

He believed. that the historical development of psy-

chology has confused rather than clarified the situation. 

He observed· that 

Assoc1ationism reached out farther and farther until 
it prided itself on ' explaining with one law not only 
the process of rote learning but any kind of intellec-
tual process, behavior habits, values, anu particularly 
directed actions. • • • 'Association was auoposed to 
explain both motivation and cognitlon.4 · 

He interpreted Ach ts theory of "de terming tendency" 

and Thorndike's "la.w of ·effect" as attempts to recognize the 

particular·role of goals, needs, and other directed factors 

2 . Kurt Lewln, A Dynamic Theory of 
Translated by Adams and Zener {New York: 
Company, ,Ino., l935r, P• ·45. 

3 ' ,. 
~~·, P• 46. , ·. 

Personal1 t1. McGraw-Hi 1 Book 

4 I{urt Lewin, "Field Theory 'and Learning, n Forty .. First 
Yearbook of the National Society ill the Study .Qf. Education, 
Part II (Chicago: · The University or Chicago Press, 1942), 
P• 221. - ' 
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in behavior, but without surrendering the basic position of 

assoc 1a tionism. 

One is tempted to say that a theory of needs vary 
similar to that accepted in field theory has ·been·taken 
over, although a somewhat peculiar .type of termlnology 
makes this fact less ap9arent. Instead of spanking, for 
instance, of "consumption ft" conditloned reflex theory 
speaks of "goal response. 15 

Lewin predicates that no force within mero associa-

tion leads to reproduction. Items are linked together in 

memory, not by virtue of connection or association but by 

the way each expresses the (ield brganization or the task as 

a whole. He assiL~es that learning results 1n building 

traces which affect future performance. Memory processes 

refer to the structural sL~ilarities and differences between 

life spaces of an individual 111 ·existence at different times. 
' . 

' ' 

Ass-ociationiam implies that the past is the cause of 

behavior, whereas topological and vector psychology predi-

cates that behavior depends on neither the future nor the 

· past, but on the present field. 

All approaches to psychology are apparently becoming 
more and more aware that the theory has to include the • 
particular pattern of factors existing at a given time. 
Such a leading conditioned reflex .theorist as Hull reo-
ognizes this point. On the whole, however, this recog-
nition has led toward a complication rather than a clar-

5 Kurt Lewin, "Field Theory and Learning, n Forty-First 
.Yearbook ..2.f.~ National Society for~ Study ..Qf. Education, 
Part II. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1942)• 
P• 221. 
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if1cat1on of the .theory of the conditioned reflex. This 
emphasis on the past has contributed much to the over-
emphasis on the.problem of learning. • • •, Causal ex-

, planations actually mean a derivation of behavior from 
the present field -- a princi'Ple that is basic to field 
theory.6 

One finds very little in Lewin•s approach to the 

problem of' learning whioh agroes with the idealistic outlook. 
' ' Idealism recognizes aasoo:tat1on1sm as a'loarnlng process and 

emphasizes its use' ,111 habit-formation and inculcation {page 
' ' 

3¥-).. Horne ts idealism makes all physiological cons idera-

tions secondary to spiritual growth, {page 32), yet it does 

cons 1der association as a. type of learning. Lewin ·1ea ves' 

no plaoe for aasociationism as such.· Neither does he treat 

spiritual growth in the way that the concept is' used in 1de• 
' ' 

, ' 

al.tam. There may be _s omo s.light, vaguely defined 'similarity 

between 1daali_.smfs e~phas1S upon 1nd1vidual g;owth 1n learn-
( \ ' 

· ing, (page ~)-' and Lewin 's basic concept of the person in his · 

life space. In Horne's descripti~n·or a learner as a culti• 

vated personality (page 3~) as oontro.stod vlith a comp'l16ated 

mechanism, with ,a set of conditioned reflexes, or with a 

oultivat,ed vocat1onal1st, there ls •some slight hs.'rmony with 

Lawin 1s position (p~ge ·149) that he,d~e~ not deny the e~ist-

ence or couplings but that they are not to be regarded as 

sources of energy. Idealism (page 33) assumes teleological 

6 ~•, P• 222. 
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purposiveness in learning, in contrast with the 41 preach .of 

topolocical and vector psychology which.emphasizes the con-

temporaneity of pu1"lpose as a function of the, prosent field •. 

Lewin•s topological and vector psycholoey- and Br·oed •s 

new realism. a1""1e antithetical in re3ard to their treatment of 

the specific problem or learning. The essence of Breed's 

learning procosa centers around reflex nrc, con~ectionism, 
. ' 

stimulus-response, and comraon nervous pathways (paees p6-57) 

All this Lewin inveigl~s against. Breed, when ho tries to 

interpose goal through the back door under the headings of 

selection and integration ,in lea1.,ning, reprosents the pat:-

tern of behaviorism proscribed by Lewin. 

Lewints situational approach to learninG, and his 

view that behavior depends on neither the future no1" the 

past but on the.prese~t fi~ld (page 145), agrees with Dode's 

position that a field approach supersedes the idea of a 
' . 

dualism of' 'mind and matter -(page 93) and that learning is o. 

reconstruction or experience through continuity of, experience 

(paBe 88). Lew1n 1s psycholocioal field which exists at a 

elven time· contains the vlews of that individual in regard to .. 

his future (page 1~7). This harmonizes with Bede's position· 

that goal :ts ta.lean to mean the future reference of a present 

fact or datum.. The anticipated future is pa.rt of the life 

space. 
. . 

Lewin's opposition to atomistic conneotionism (page 
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'148), and ·his criticism of the behavloristic-oonnectionist 

attempt, by means of n goal response/' "determining effect," 

. , or. "law of effeotn to recognize directed factors in behavior·· 

without surrendering the basic posU;lon · of assoc1ationism 

{page 150), agree '\'!~th· Bode 's, , stateme~ts ·1h reeard to this 

practice. Bod,e (page 85) states that mechanistic conneo• 

tionlsm is inadequate and that the' reflex-arc, hypothesis is 

too simplo,. Stimulus and response can be contrasted 1n 

tonns of function, but they cannot. b~ separa tecl temporally 
' ' ,, 

{page 86)., IIablt is ·not a fixed sequence of acts and is not 

to bo explained by pr~~fonned pathw~ys in the nervous system 

(page 91),. .·. Bode agrees with Lewin's ·assumption or purpose•· 

fulness or• ~_lr~~tion in ·lea~ning -in_ his postulat.ion (page 92) 

that all learning activity,, including· habit formation, 1s 

goal-directed• 

Lewin's predications (page 15~) that learning _results 

in building traces whlch affect future performance and that 

memory processes refer to structural similarities and dif-

fetences between life spaces of an individual at different 

times fundame~tally agree with the pragmatio definition or 

learning (page 86) aa a process.by which experiences are 

change~ so as to become' more serviceable for future guidance. 

Pra~atism continues to posit, in harmony wlth topolo~iaal 

and vector psyohology, that all for~s of lea~ning have a 
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common element a ·chan,se in the experiential situation 
• I I I 

which civos greater ~ont~ol in relation to subsequent be-

havior. 

It is asserted by Lewin tha:t the term lcnrnln3., as 

eenerully used, refers to several different procassos which 
; ' l I 

do not lend themS'el v·es to one 1nclus 1 ve theory of learning. 

Each process is to be trer:.ted a·ccordlng to lto psychological 

nature. 

Within what is called learning, w0 haye to distinguish 
at least the .following type·s of chances: (l) learning · 
as a change in cognitive structure (knowledge), (2) 
learning as a change in motivation (learning to like or 
to dislike), (3) learnine as a change 1n group belong-
ingness or ideology (this is an important aspect of 
growing into a culture), (4) learning in the meaning of 
voluntary control of the body musculature (this ls one 
important aspect of acquiring skills, ·such as speech and 
self-control).? , 

Lew1n's writings seem to,recocnlze a coen1tlve or insiehtful 
aspect of each of the four categories. Yet he consistently 

divided learning into , these four categories for treatment. 

Learning as change' in cognitive structure, 

A change in cognitive structure may occur in any part 
of the indlvidu.e.l's llfo space, including· the psycholog-
ical future, the psychological present, or the psycho-
logical past. It may occur on the' reality , level or on 
the irreality level (wish and fear level} of each of these sectlons of the life space.ti , · , . 

7 Kurt Lewin~ "Field '11heory and Learning, n Forty-First 
Yearbook .2.f. National Society £2.!:, Study of Education, 
Part II (Chicago: The University of Chioago Press, 1942), 
p • 220. ' , · . 

81E.!£•, P• 237. 
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The cognitive structure consists of the way a person sees 
' ' the physical and sooial world~ including all his facts, eon• 

cepts, beliefs, and · expectations.9 Insight is viewed as a 
• >' \ , ' J 

,ohange in ~he cognitive structure 
1

of ·the situation.10 The 

prinoip~es q~ ,change in cognitive structure can be applied 

to social, and mathematical problems .as well as to physical 
i t ' \ 

problems. 
' ' ' The problema of insight, of acquiring knowledge, and 

of other kinds of ohunge in cognitive structure; seem to 
be closely related to those laws which govern perception 
and determine the structure of_ the perceived field,ll 

Lewin holds to the centralist position•- namely, that 

an organism reacts to what the central processes make of the 

, stimuli which come. in. -The type of forces leading to a 
change in cognitive structure is .very similar to, if not 

identical with, those forces whioh govern tpe perceptual 

· fields. They must be considered when discussing problems of 

·figure and ground, and problems of specific pat~erns and 

their internal equil1br1a.12 

9 Ku;t Lewin, Resolving Social Conflicts. Selected 
papers on group dynamics (New Yorki Harper & _Brothers, 1948), 
P• 59. 

10 Kurt Lewin, "Behavior and development as a function 
of the total situation. 0 In L. Carmichael edition, Manual 
of child psychology (New York& ·Wiley), P• 802. 

11 Kurt Lewin 11 Field :Theory and Learning, n Porty-First 
Yearbook of the · Nat!onal Societ{ fOr the Stud~ of Education, 
Part rl: (Chicago: •rhe Univers I y--or U'fiicago 1.,eas, 1942), . -
P• 223. . · ' · 

12 ~•, P• 238. 
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·Learning as a change ;n knowledge or cognitive. st~uc~ 
ture is manifested through differentiation of' unstruc.tured 

I 

areas; restructur1zation involving psychological direction 
or meaning; eleme·nts of t1rno ,perspective; and levels of psy, .. 

chological reality and irreality.13 : 

In· differentiation of unstructured areas a previously· 
vague and unstructured -area becomes cognitively structured ., 
and specific. This.factor looms important in regard to de- . 

' . ' · velopment of language, knowledge, social interrelations, . e-, 

motions, and actions .·14 · ··An example of this . type of learning 
( 

is the cognitive change or 'a psychological world as a whole 
during the development of a person~ : 

' 1 
' ' , . 

From all that we know, tha :newborn cannot distinguish 
between himself and his environment; slowly certain 
areas, for instance, those connected with eating., take ·, 
on a specific character,·become more· and more differen-tiated; the parts of his own body become differentiated 

, from each other nn~ frpm the rest of ·the world; social 
relations develop and becpme differentiated; needs, emo-
tions, lan~uage·go ·through a similar process of differ-entia t1on.I5 ., · . , , -~- · · · 

This emphasis on differentiation is presented as a more ade-

13 Ibid• p • ,224 • _, 
14 Kurt Lewin, "Behavior and development,as a function of the total situation." In L. Carmichael edition, Manual ££ child psychology (New Yor~: Wiley), P• 796. · 
15 Kurt Lewin, t1Fiald Theory and Learning/ Forty-First 

Yearbook .Qf. the National Societ:y: fQ.!: the Study .Q£ Education, , 
Part II {Chica.go: 'l'he Uni ve,rs ity o.( Chicago Press, 1942), 
P• 226. 



Q.U:ate alternative to association or conditioned-reflex 

theories. 

1517 

A shift from, the ,,theory- of assoo1a tion or conditioned 
reflex to a theory of d1ffer·entiat1on (or similar changes 
in structure) means a change from~ physical analogy 
(namely that, of links in t:f chain) t·o a more biological· 
approach • • • • 'Associations, so'- far as they refer to 
changes in knowledge, may well be reinterpreted as rela-

. tively simple· oases of oh,ange in structure.16 , 

Sometimes a. cha,nge in.,,cogniti;e structure occurs with-
, ' ' 

out an increase or decrease in the degree·of differentiation 

-- subdividing regipns into smaller.units, The life· space 

may be restructured -- separating certain regions which have 
1_,. 

been connected o.nd connecting regions v1hich have been sepa-

rated. Restruoturization of 'the life apace determines psy-

chological direction and meaning. In a.n unstructured s itua-

t1cih "the person feels insecure because the psychological 

directions are not defined; 1n other words, the person does 

not know what action will lead to what result. 111?, Orienta-

tion means the structurization of an unstructured region. 

Thus, through· orientation or restru,otur;zation, direction 

within the life space becomes determined. 

The, totality of the individual ts views of his psy• 
oholoBical future and his psychological past existing 
at a given time can be called "time perapective.'t ., • • 
The reality level of the psychological past, present,. 
and future corresponds to the situ~tion as they actually 

16 Ibid., P• 227. 

17 1.!?!g_., P• 228. 
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existed, exist, and will exist according to the individ-
ual's belief. Aside from his "expectations" for the 18 future, the individual has certain wishes or daydreams. 

, The time dimension of the' life· space of an individuai 

grows with increasing age. Thus·more·and·niore distant fu-

ture and past events affect present behavior. 

The behavior of an individual does not depend entirely 
on his present situatlon. Ilis mood is deeply affeoted 

. by his hopes and ,vishes and by his views of his own past. 
The morale and happiness· or an individual seem to depend 
more on what he expects of the future than on the pleas-
antness or unpleasantness of the present s1tustion.l9 

Normal development brings with 1t, in addition, an 
increased differentiation in the real1ty-1rreality di-
mensions of the life space. The young child does not 
very clearly distinguish wishes from facts, hopes from 
expectations.20 

· Learning , as change in motivation 

Learning as change in motivation is distinguished 
, ' 

from learning as change in ' oognitlve struotura.21 Some areas 

of factors which determine motivation and personality devel-

opment are "the basic laws of needs and satiation, goal 

structures, the level of aspiration, and the problem of 

18 • , P• 230. 

19 Ibid. _, PP• 229 r. 
20 Ibid., P• 229. .-
21 ~.; P• 237. 
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gr~up belongingness ~"~2 . 'Moti11ationa1· 1earning involves 

changes in goals or needs and . 1~ o.ne •~ learning to like or 

to dislike··. It is a proces~ whereby e. -person 1s valences and 
I < 

. values are modified. · Lew1n 1s , definition or need (page 114) 
( ' ' .. \ . . 

· re,cognizes that a need may · exist without being in relation 

· to a goal, · 

Learning as ·related· to ·change in m~tivati'on· deals 
either with a change in needs or·a change in the mea.ns 
of their satisfaction • . To , these processes belong, not 
only such examples as becoming addicted to ·or breaking 
away from .a drug habit, ' and any - ideological conversion, 
but also the normal process of acculturation during 

·childhood or after entering a new social group. Ob-
viously, forces governing this type · of learning are re• 
lated to the total area of factors whi'ch determine mo-
tivation and ~eraonality development~23 · 

' ' Lewin describes two principal ways or bringing about 
' . ' 

a des ired change in goals : · · : 
' ., ' 

The ·one implies 'a oha't1ge of ·th·e person's own needs or 
interestsJ the other leaves needs or interests more or 
less untouched, and compels the ·1nd1vidual to do the un- · 
desired action either by direct .. foroe or by setting up a 
constellation where other, .stronger,·· needs overbalance 
the effect of tne first naed.24 ·_ 

"Mere fore~· plays a oo~s i9~rable r'ole in all eduoa-· 
tion."25 A perso~ learns ' 'by ~orce· when ha is pushed into a 

situation and he adapts-' himself ·to it •. ·A :step-by•step meth• 

od is more efficient·: ~p. .brea.king ~~.aistanoe than the all-at-

22 _ill.£., P• 238. 

23 ~-. P• 238. 
24 
~. J P•. 232. ,, 

, 25 ~., P• . 232., 
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. once method. Reward and ·punishment are psychologically 

something more specific t~an a mere linkage between acer• 
! , 

tain activity and a pleasant or ·unpleasa.~t to,ne. 

An a~alyt1oal· .trentme~t' ~f-·th~ t;~ical situation of 
the threat of punishment; for instance, shows the fol- · 
lowing constellation. The tndlvtdual dislikes the ac-
tivity "T." To make him carry out this activity, a sec-
ond even more disagreeable possibility is set up in .such 
a .way that the individual has to face one of them. • , • 
The individual is in a par•t1cular type of oon£11ct sit• 
ua tlon, namely, in a confllot between two fora es. • • ·• 
Such conflicts' lead to a tendency to "leave the field, tt 
to run away from both activities. To tnake the .threat of 
punishment effective, barriers against this way out have 
to be established -- barriers strong enough to keep the 
individual within the conflict area. These barriers 
usually consist of social forces imposed upon the indi-
vidual by an authority. By detailed analysis of the 
field in case of threat of punishment, one can derive 
the tension re~ultlng from the conflict.26 

"Neither the promise of reward nor the threat of pun-

ishment creates the same constellation of psychological 

£orces as a change of interest in the demanded activity it-

self."27 The promise of reward does not involve a prison• 

like situation -- the person is permitted more freedom in 

other directions. "Still a ?arrier has to be .kept up around 

the reward in such a way that· the goal' cannot be reached save 

by the vm.y of the ~isliked 'but'· requested aotivity."28 In 

the end a reward may lead ·to an actual change of interest. 

2 6 Ibid., P• 232, 

27 ~--, P• 233~ 
28 Ibid., P• 233. 
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The originally disliked,activity may become liked. On the 
' 

other hand, 0 the repetition or punishment usually makes the 

dew.anded activity only more hated• However., a state of ap• 

a thy and gi v1ng•in may, be reao~~d, a.a· shown bf experiments 
on, social clinua.tes .t,29 , 

Failure frequently leads to, rationalization, emotion-
al outbreak', overperslstency, or rapid discontinua:noe. 
• • • This ttleo.rning to talce it,'' is ce1'l!·ta1nly · one of 
th~ most important aspects of learning as a part of the 
character development or the lnd1v1dua1.30 , , 

Frequently, learning to ,like· or :to d,islike',. certain activi-

ties results from long-range cha'nge of needs, which emerge 

during development and seem particularly" marked· during cri-

ses such.as adolesoence~3l 
\ 

However,· through education valences can be_ changed. 
,, I 

The valence of an activity depends par,tly on·its mean-
ing and. therefore on th.a, cognitive structure· •• , • • The 
most .frequent method or chang1ntr ·valences ,in education 
is based on, this relation to cognitive.structure. For 
instance·, the •mother :rr_.ay, 'try to eliminate a certain be• 

. havior by 'remarking that only "bad ohildren do that ."32 
' ' " 

The lave~ of aspiration is defined as the degree of. 
di.ffioulty of the goal toward which a person is striving. 
The level of aspirat1on·1s influenced partly by the a-
bility of the·individual as manifested in his past and 

··present suooess·es. and failures, partly by certain group 
standards• By and large', the experience of success and 
failure occurs only in a relatively limited area of dif• 

29 ~-, P• 2:33. 
30 Ibid. _, P• 237. 
31 -~,., P• 233. 
32 P• 234. 
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f1culties which is close to the boundary level of abil- . 
ity of the ~individua1.33 

·As in physical oo~aumption, the psychological "con• 
sumpt1on" of the activity .satiates the underlying need. 

· Experiments have . shown that repetitions beyond the so.ti-
a tion point lead· to variation, 1riatte·nt1 veness, mis takes, 
fatigue, and finally to a complet.e dlsorgan1zat1on; in 
other words, to an "unlearning" in the sense of 1nabil-

. ity to carry out an activity: previously 1nastered. Over-:i 
satiation_. too, may lead to .a permanent dislike ·for an 
activity.~4 

Learnlng as change in group belone;lne;ness 
or ideology 

An important aspect of motivational learning is 

changes 1n group belongingness or ideology. 

Beginning with this early stage (at a few months} the 
child's behavior 1s moulded in every respect .by his so-
cial situation. Of course, his morale, his •religion, , 
and his political values are determined by his being a 
part ·or, and re~cting to, the society in which he lives.35 

I try to distinguish more sharply than is usually 
done between historical and ah1stor1cal problems 1n ·psy-
ohology. However, that does not imply at all a neglect 
of the historical categories. As a matter of fact, any-
one who defines stimuli in psychological rather than in 
physical terms, and does not forget about the social • 
side of psychological phenomena, cannot possibly omit 
the historical aspect of every psychological datum.36 

33 · ' Ibid -., P• 235~ '. ' . 
34 ~•• P• 233. : ", ' 

-~ ' 
I ' 

· 35 Kurt Lewin, -'"Field theorr, and experiment in social 
psychology: Concepts and Methods~' American Journal of 
Soc 1 ology, 44: , 868-896 • -

' ' 36 Kurt ~Lewin, !!!2, C~nceptual Representation.!!E 
Measurement E.f Psycholo~lcal Forces (Durham, u.c .. : Duke 
University Press, 1938), Vol. I• No. 4, Serial No. 4, p~ .2. 
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Cultures differ in regard to what values are recognized but,. 

of at least equ~l importance., they also differ in the way dif-

ferent activities are seen or linked.1 

, , , 

Much.of the advertising· and most.or propaganda are 
effective not by changing needs and values as such but 

, 'py chane;ing the cognitive structure in a way which makes 
the propagandized activity ·appear to be a part of, or a 
mea.11S to, an a.res. which has high value for thnt ind,lv1d1"1' 
ua1.3'7 ' . · · 

l ~• A 

Conyers ions or learning·· ·of m,,,.1(1deol'oe;1ea are usually diffl-

cu'lt partly beoa~1.s,e_. ~f _t,hc way in, whiqh needs and, cognitive 

structure e.re in'tepwo'ven·~ 'A nev; experience can change_ .the 
' ' 

-1- ~I 

ideology of a people suddenly a'nd deeply if it provides val-
' l- .. ' -.', 1 

uable goals, and. an advantageous', long-range outlook, even 
' ' ' 

though this. new .. experience in 1ts immediate results· might b'e 
1 I•\ ' I !\ ..I. t ; ' •' 

\ ,~ 
l \ Ii ' , •\ j \ .. \. i. f ,.1 \; \ 1< 

. ·L~r1rning as voluntary· control 
of body musculature, 

Volunt·ary control of body-musculature 1-nvol ves a de• 

gree of an indiv1dual 1s,power over his physical and social 

movements, Learning voluntary control 1s an important aspect 

of acquiring skills. 

37 Kurt. Lewin, "Field Theory and Learning, n Forty-First 
Yearbook of the.National Society for the Studz of Edncation, 
Part II ~hicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1942), 
P• 235. , 
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Habits of a pe1,son at a given time must be treo 'ted as ~ 

part of the present fiela.38 The essential fact. of habit-

formation or practice is taken to be, "not the formation of 

piecomeal associations 1 but the re-formation and nevi forrna-
, . 

tion of defii~ite action unities .n 39 Certain psychical en-

ergies -- tense psychical systems -- oro always a necessary · . ' , , 

condition of the occurrence of a psychical event. Evidence 

of this phenomenon is that interrupted tasks •leo.ve a 'state 

of tension -- a quasiMneed -- and are recalled much better 

~han completed ones.· Old habits ca.n be changed .from aa·y to 

day by changing the meaning of ·un aotivity.40 ' 

Habits of action and thinking are olos·ely related to 

problems of ideology an~ expectation. nThe experimental in-

vestigation_ of habits (associa,t1on) has shown that' the cou-
.• . 

plings created by habit ara never, as such, the motor of a 

psyc~ical event.''~l 

38 Kurt Lewin;, "Defining the Jfield at a given time,'" 
Psychological Review, 50, No~~, P• ~o~. 

39 .. , Kurt_ Lewin, &. D namic Theory of Personality. 
Trans la tad by Adams · and 2.iener New York: , r.:cGraw-Ilill Book 
Company, Inc., 1935~ P• ,44. , ,,, . 

40 •' . ,, · . 
-Kurt Lewin/ttBehavior and development ·a.s a function 

of, the total situation." In L. Carmichael ·edition, Manual 
.2!. child psycholoFY (New Yorks , Wiley), P• 235. 

· 41 Kurt Lewin, A Dynamic Theory .2f. Personality • 
. Translated by Adams and Zener (new York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., ~935), P• 44. 
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It is correct .. tha~ a change in cognitive structure . 
may oocur on.the occasion of repeated experience. How-
ever., it is 1mportant'to·res.11zo that it is nc)t the.·. 
repetition itself but the change in cognitive structure 
which is essential fo~ lea~nlng.4.2 . · 

" ''" \ 

Even animals learn mazes through ·hypotheses ·or changes in 

· 'cognitive s tructu1'le •· "A spontaneous .repetition of an act is 
' ' 

not very lilcaly _·and in case it' a~e~,- OCOU:t' the activity is'• ' ' 
( \ °I' \< "\ : \ I~ I I 

generall;f disti~ctly changed,'.n45, Even in rote learning the .. 
,1 "'1• \ t 

number of r~petitions is•·, of .. seconda.r,1 1n:iportance ,44 A state 
I -t \ ) -I 

of hunger, aatia~ion, o~ ove1~.aatiati.on correspond to a pos-
- • i' .. 

itive, a neutral,' ·or a-'negati.ve valence,of the activity re-

'.g1ons w~ich aro related to t,he pa:r~ioular need. The so-

oalled_ repetition of an activity does·sometimes bring changes 

in the cognitive structure and t~e need-tension system. 
l ' ' I • 

If an a~ti vity' psychologically hns the ,character ,or 

'actual repetition.-- or marking .time a.s oppos~d to ma.king 

, progress •-· s.at1ation occurs. 

· Mere repetition,. if carried on frequent~y' eno~gh, 

~2 Kurt Lewln, ttp1old ·Theory· and Learning," Forty-First 
Yearbook or the National Society ill the Study .Qf. Education, 
Part IL (Chicago: :1.'he Uni vars 1 ty of Chicaco Press, 1942), 
P• ~29.- · 

43 Kurt Le.win, "Psychology of ~uccess and fallure, 0 

Occupations, 14: 926-950. 

, 44 Kurt Lowin, °Field, Theory and Lear'nlng/1 Forty-First 
Yearbook ..Qf. the National §..0oietl for the Stuai .2f. Education, 
Part II {Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1942), 
P• 229. 
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has a definitely opposite effect on learning. It,leads 
to disorganization and dedifferentiatlon which are 
typical symptoms of what has been called psychological 
satiation. As the result of the satiation, the mean-
ingful will become meaningless and what has been known 
may be unlearned.45 · · 

An activity may be imbedded in a different psychological 

wholo so that it~ meaning is changed and this alteration 

achieves the same effect in satiation as shifting to a dif• 

ferent activity,46 "The velocity or satiation in:creas·es 

with the centrality of the activity."47 

Lo¼in's pivota~ idea in learning appears to be change. 

,in cognitive structure. The cog~itive structure of the iife 

space cor~esponds to the .k~owledge of a_person. It consists 

of tho way a ,Person a~es tho physical and social world. The 
t > I l 

unfamiliar 1s represented psychologically as a cognitively 

~nstruotured region -- the region is not differentiated into 

clearly cist_inguishable parts. There is definite differen-

tiation between cognition and tension. The cognitive atruc-

ture steers. but doea'not provide ener~y for action. In-

sight is viewed as~ a change in cog~itive structure of a sit• 

uat1on. Thus insight and'change in cognitive structure are 

45 Ibid•, p • 22_9 • " 

46 Kurt Lewin, nBehavior and development as a function 
of the total situation." In L. ·Carmichael edition, Manual 
of child psychology (New York: Wiley), P• 826. 

47 ~•• P• _826. 
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used more or less ·syn,onymously. · Insight a.a· used by··1ewi11 in• 

eludes differentiati,9n and ··res tructurin'g. (page.· l.q5) • 

Idealism in.its treatment of the process o.r learning 
' ,__ • 1, 

shows ve'l;'y little in ~oinmon with t?pological and vector psy-

chology. , Uorr1e 1 s pos ftf 611 ·is tha '~he learne·r grows in 

knowledge th:ro~gh th~· min:d ts interpre,t1ng sensa~1~ns and di• 

reoting moveme~t- and .. tha.t lea~n~ng takes place. through coz:i-· 

tagion of personali.~y (pag~ . 32) • ·.· Thus ide,al1sm locates the 
' " 

whole process of. lea.r11ing within •individual personalities• 
' ! / ! 

· In its t1"eatnient of lear~ing 'topologi~al and vector 

psychologr is muoh 1n agree1~ent: wfth pragmatism., yet it does 
"\ l ' > 

include in its .definition
1 .'oi .. learning. some :factors based on 

rea11s tio assumptions.· Lewin seem~ to differ from Bode in 

analyzing.learning into four types of change.(page 159). 
Bode-· sees all learning a.a· .:recon.struo~ion of experi~nce or 

dev~lopment of insight (page 87)~ A careful analysis of 

Lewln's writings seems to disclo~e a cognitive aspect of each 

of hls, latter _three types• ;However, hls failure to. recog-

nize overtly that the 'four categories are only various as~ 
' ' 

,pec~s of learning as change i'n cognitlve structure gives a 

realist.ic tinge to his ·.treatraeht of le~rning. 

Lewin'a structuring of a life· space seems to describe 

the ~ame pr~cess aa Bede's saining insight into a· oonfront-

·ing situation., Thus, Bode .. uses development-of-insight and 
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Lewin uses bhange-1n-cognit1ve-structure to describe the same 

process -- that· of conceptualization. Lewin uses the term , 
11 insight" somewhat diffe'r•enti'y from Bode. Lewin means, by 

insight, a change in cognitive structure, whereas Bode means 

the cognitive structure or understanding itself. Lewin 
' ' ' 

treats the term insight as meaning a process which o·omprises 

one of the aspects of learning. He ls not so clear on the 

point that all learning is ins 1ghtful as is Bode•. Bode uses 

the term insight as a synonym for understanding. Insieht 

rises out of the process of experience as ' contrasted.with 

being a process in the sense the term is used by Lewin. 

Although Lewin harmonizes with pragmatism in describ-

ing cognitive structure as the way one sees the physica1 ·and 

social world, he is realistic in assuming that in that world 

perception takes place in accordance with laws of independ- · 

ent . relations. He assumes that laws or truths in the form 

of relationships exist independent of their being perceived. 

In a learning situation,,he treats structurizat1on of both 

the person and the enviro,!)Jllent,: but h~ seems to place major 
: ' . - t emphasis upon the role of environment. 

· ·Lewin interprets differences in intellige~ce quo-
' . 

tients as different rates in progressive differentiation or 
' . ' 

the life space. · '.Thu~ the mark of ah intelligent person · is 

that his lif~ space is more highly structured. This agrees 

with pragmatism's definition of .~nteli'igen·c.~ as a measure of 

a person's insights.._ 
.... 1 ... 
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, In his 'treatment or learning ,as a:ohange in motiva-
C ,' l 

tlori (pages 151~16,2), · Lewin emphasizes, goal and states two 

ways'ot,br1nging about a desired change ,in goals; (1) evoke· 

a change ··.·in a person's ·~wn needs and 1nt~reat,a; •,(2) compel 

the 1nd1~1tiual,to ao·the undeslred action., He emphsaizes 
I~ \ - ' J 

the role of conflict situat;iona. He speaks ·of a person 

"~dapting0 to a conflict situation. With this concept of 
'1 

adaptation, he approaches the pragmatic emphasis in learning 

o:r the prooess of harmonizing 'conflicts; however, this idea 
,, 

· ·is not as, clearly drawn as in pragmatism. 
' l 

In regard to habit Lewin' states {pages ·16¥.~16'6) that 

couplings created by habit are ·never, as such, the'motive. 

power of a psychical event; 1t ,, is ',not, the repetition· itself 

, but.the change 1n cognitive structure which is essential for 

learning. His position concerning couplings is that they 

furnish the s true ture, but not, the d'ynamios of learning. He 
' ' ' 

sums up his position• on habit by positing that even animals , 
' ' learn mazes through use· of hypotheses (page 165). This ap-

proach seems to approximate the pragmatic position in regard 
' ' 

' ' 

to habit. Yet the wearing of pathways 1n the nervous system 
I 

e.s described by Breed (page 'so) ,is not discarded by Lewin. 

, He seems only to add a dy~mic, nuanoe to the realistic struo- ' 
... ., \ .... \,.•' , 

ture., · . ,, "'( Ip 

' I' , ' 

· · Pragmatism, in, contrast~· to topological and, vector 
,\ ( \ 

psychology, definea'habits as outcomes of previous experience 
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(page '91) and experience as effectual because of the in~ 

sights developed. There is seen to be no need of · ta~ing, in-
to consideration any plan of couplings in the nervous sys-

tem. The existence of neural couplings is no1ther affirmed ·, 

nor denied. The point is .that the conoept of t1oou'plingstt or 

connections is inadequate to describe and treat the function 

of learning in the most fruitful manner. Pragmatism centers 

its definition- of learning upon oonoeptualiza tion.. A person 

le~rns by getting the idea or · feeling the pattern 1nvo~ vea·. 
Habit is not a fixed sequence of acts • . Even· the sunplost 

behavior involves some reorganization. Thus habit is not to 

,be explained by pre-form~d neural ' pathways~ 

The Process of Thinki~g 

Lewin treats th~nking i~ the same framework that he 
, . ' 

' ) . 
deals with learning. Structuring the life space permits , 

. , 

· problem-solution .• Systems of tension within .an individual --

needs, asp1ratio~ level, saturation -- ar~' ~no~ored in the 
...., , .r ' ',.1 

dynamic psychology of the lndi v~dual· ·and furnish dynamic 

energy for action. The cognitive structure of the life 

space is not identical tq the state-of-needs, yet is influ-

enced by it. ·The effect of this influence depends upon the 

intensity of need and th~ fluidity of related areas of the 

life space.48 "Needs af£ect the cognitive structure not 

48 Ibid. P• 820. _, 



only of the -psychological present but, even more, of the 

ps ychologioal, ~uture , and past~ 1~ 

Direction must be de~'lned in psychological terms. 

· "Progress in thinking 1~ a pSich~logic.aily rfJal event.1150 

There can be· psyahologioally real locomotion in quasi-con• 
' ' 

' ' 

ceptua'.1 ~ields. A problem .•- mathematics for instance --
..... \ 

presents itself .as an .unclear, unstructured region. Pro-
• 4 .. ' " • l._,• l ' 

gress in thinking means that one 1~ fortunate enough to ap-
proach the solution of the problem by a "pe.rticula.r path~ 

n9'.1he same pa th can be taken· several times · and suoli repeti-

tions are different from giving up one ·path and trying an-
other.n51 : 

All intelle.ctual processes are deeply influenced by 

the goals of an 1ndivid~al. 

The goals which determine the ahildts behavior are 
thrown continually further into the future. A decisive 
extension of the psychologically present life space of 
the child is based upon this temporal displaoement or 
goals.52 

Only in a sufficiently free life space in which the 

. 49 ~•, P• 56~ 
5° Kurt Lew1n1 Principles .2.f. Topolonical Psychology. 

Translated by·Fritz and Grace Helder (McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1936), P• 49. 

51 p~ 49. 

52 Kurt Lewin,! Dynamic Theory of Personality. 
Translated by Adams . and Zener ('New Yorlc: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1935), P• 1?3. , 
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child 'haa the possibility of choosing his goals accord~ 
ing to ·his own·needs and in which, at the same time, he 
fully experiences the objectively conditioned difficul-
ties in the attairnnent'of the goal, can a clear level of 
reality be.formed, onlf thus can the ability for respon-
sive dee is ion develop, v3 • · · . ' ' ,, \ ' . 

. ' 

Intellectual processes depend upon the emotional state 'o'f the 
I /', l l t 

person. ·'~Becoming emotion5:L leads _frequently to · a narrowing 
I 

down of the psychologically existing area. A ~tate of 
. ' 

~trong emotionality should, therefore, be detrimental to 

finding intellectual· solutions .• "54 °Relativa detachment to 

inward retirement" from the valence is highly fav~rable to 

perception of the whole situation, .and thus .to transforma-

tion of the total field in the process ?f ,insight. The pros• 

pect of especially intense reward o~ punishment may impede 

s
1

olution of intellectual tasks.55 "A distance sufficient to 

permit e. survey of the larger situation helps in the solu- . 

tion of intellectual problems.56 This aids in getting an 

53 ..±!?.!£•, P• 179. 
54 Kurt Lewin, "Behavior and development as a function , 

of the total s1tuation. 0 In L. Carmichael edition, Manual 
.Q£ child psychology (New York: Wiley), P• 804. 

55 Kurt Lewin, ttEnvironmental Forces in Child Behavlo~ 
and Development." Handbook .2f. Child Psychologi (Worcester, 
Mass.: Clark University Press, 1931), P• 105. . 

56 . Kurt Lewin, !'Behavior and development as a function 
of the total situation." In L. Carmichael edition, Manual 
of child psycholog,: (Ne~ York: ., Wiley),t·.P• 804. 

' ' 

. ; 
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• \c I \ 

over-all view of a broade~ •area and ,is thus he~pful in croat-
" ' I I' • ' 

, ing a change,· in, cognitive structure. 

Le\~in' thus i'nte:rp'rets thinking. as,. a psyoholoe;1cal e-
• :f i' , • )I ' 

vent in which there i~ psychological locomotion -- ,struc- , 
• ,,. • 1 • ' 

turing or restructuring of a . field including an orientation 

toward a goal • . He. feels the.t strong emotionality is detri- , 
' . ' 

mental t .o intellectua~ solutions. , Thinking is an insightful 

process through which there is a transformation of the total 
' ' . 

· . field arising . through perception.of the ·total situation. 
' ' 

Sufficient ·distnnce to, get an over-ell view is conducive to 
' l • 

a change in cognitive structure • 

. Lewin considers the Aristotelian logic .of ·idealism an 

inadequate approach to the understanding of human . thinking. , 

Idealism teaches that we live our way into a system· of think• 
... . 

' ' 1ng (page 36), whereas Lev1in ts ideas harmonize better with 
' ' thinking into a system of living. Idealism rec03nizes pur-

i 

posiveness i~ thinking {page 34); however, this purposive-

ness is transcendental· ,ana." teleological as contrasted w1th 

Lew1n's situational purpose. , Idealism places th1nk1r1g ahd 
. ' ' 

reasoning secondary to ; inspiration, .1ntuit1on; and cont~m-

plation as sources of ~ruth (p~ge 3S.): children and adults 
I • ._ 'i I ,- ' 

can find thei~· own answers . with proper leadership* but these 

answer's consist of _'I?re•e~istent -~ru.th. Lewin places primary 
t t 1

1 

emphasis upon thinking a~d reason1rig 1n the motivational life . 
' ' ' 

of an individual~ ~.rogress in t}:linki~g ~na· r~asoning con• 

' ' I 
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stitutes psychologically real locomotion through which the 

individual c~anges the cognitive st~uoture ·or his life 

space. 

Topological and vector psychology harmonizes with 

realism, at .least ·to some degree, in considering thinking a 

process of dlf?closure of reality (pa.ge 61) • Although real-

ity is defined somewhat differently by each, yet there ls 

agreement that ~tis there, awaiting disclosure through ex-

perimental research-~ the scien~ific method, or thinking. 
' - ' 

Heal ism, in contrast to. topological and vector pa ychol~gy, 

emphasizes and idealizes analytical thinking (page 62). 

Whereas Lewin understands thinking as a field process (page 

17J), Breed defines the essence of reasoning as selective . 

response to identical elements ,in numerically different ex-

periences _(page 62}. To realism, ,creative imagination is 
. . 

really not ttcraative"; it is the .formation of new relation--

ships out of old stuff -- new' combinations of old bonds wo-

ven into a new pattern (page 65). This idea of realism 

lacks the dynamic element of topological and vector psychol• 

ogy. 

Pragmatism sees the role of thinking as the resolu-

tion of an unclear situation into a clear on6.(page 93). It 

is a process whe.reby one proceeds thro.ueh a zigzag .route to 

· :rind and test meanings (pages 95-9'7) • The process includes 

the finding, the .elabors ting, and the, testing or hypotheses 



' ' ' 1r,s 

(~age 99) .• . Habit formation and thinking are not contrasting· 

, processes. Rather* thinking ,is a process of ~a~king old 

· habits · and formi~g new' on~~· '(page.103),· Pr~gmatista think of 
' > 

... i~ ights as · guide~ ·fo~. act~on, whereas topological and veo- · 
> , 

tor psycholog7 in 'counter-distinction to pragrn.~tism makes no 
.,, ' .. 

'"'overt distinction betweaii -insights and a.ctfons. Yet., in ita 
j \ I 

e1~phasis upon. ~sychologi~al : needs a~d tension systems, it 

implies that oonc.eptualization · is .the basis r .or psychological 
" ,. ' , 1 • 

motion i~•a giv~n direction. 

Both Bode ··and 'i,evlin d~scr1be the pro~ess of think1~ 

as arising from.a situation in v~hioh the individual feals a 

11eect -- has a goal. Lewin's detOUl"'•Situations are comparable 

to learning s1tuat1ons involving a forked road or no road, 

as described in pragmatism~ Progress in thinking -- . ap-
,. ' 

proach1ng a problem by a sµcaessful path -- 1s .31m11ar to 

pregmatiamts acting and realizing the consequences of the 

act. 

Differentiation of the life spac~ which brings a 

'change· in cognitive structure is accoinpl~shed through a proc• 
, ' 

ess which can be likened to Bod.e's reflective thinking. Yet 

Lewin's emphasis , upon the presentness of life apace .mini-

.: mlzes the devel_opfu~fut or insights for guidance 0~ future ac-

tions. Lew1n,s concept· of. trace does cover · this process but 

the nature of trace or ita function in reasoning is not 
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clearly defined. ~ithin these limitations the implications 

of topological and vector psychology for the meaning of 
' thinking and reasoning are vaguely in agreement with the 

pragmatic approach to the study of the process. It seems 

likely that Lew1n's thinking in.regard to the nature of, 

thinking was movi?g in the direction of Bede's position. In 
j, 

1945 he wrote, "A change in·action ideology, a real accept• 

ance of a changed set or facts and values, a change in the 

perceived social world -- all three are but different ex-
pressions of the same process _., 57 -

57 Kurt Lewin, Resolvi Social Conflicts. Selected 
papers on group dynamics New York: ·Harper & Brothers, 
1948) , . p • 64 • 



CHAPTER VIII 
I ' Ir 

IlARMmJIE:f AND CONF'LICTS OF PRHWIPLES OF TOPOLOGICAL 
AND VECTOR PSYCHOLOGY WITH TENETS OF IDEALISM• 

-REALISM,· AUD. PR.r:~ .. OMATISM REGABDIMG 
ASSUMPTIOl!S CONCERNING ~lHE MATURE 

OF REA+JITY AND ,,TIU~·, MATURE OF, 
A~D TESTS FOR1 TRUTH 

Throughout his.work, Lewints emphasis ia upon c.oping 

with di~tinctly paycholoe;ic"al c~noe.pts a.nd factors. Having 
' ' 

been tra.ined in philosophy, he' ·und oub~edly realized that his 

various theories, posit ions, metho.ds, and terminologies had , 

certain ph1lospph1osl 1mpl1cations • This is eon.finned by 

h1s allusion,-in the bodies and
1
footnotes of his manuscripts 

to ph~losoph1cal problems, and impl1cat1ons,. IIis primary aim 

was to develop a so1entif1o psyohology;·thus he tended to 

lenve in abeyance problems of philosophy which are inherent 

in his'psyohologieal approach. 

The appr1oach or 'topological and vea tor psychology is . , ' 

that man' is acting in a psychological instead ·or a physical 

environment, It is assumed that the physical world does ex-

ist but that it is different from,the psychological environ-

ment, which is the reality that is' perceived. 

To avoid unneoessarfy assumptions, o'ne can represent 
the ps1ohologioal field soientif1oally by the interrela-
tion of. its parts in mathematical te1ms without asking 
whioh the "essence· behindtt this field is .1 

1 K~rt Lawin, uBehavior and development es a f~not1.on 
of the total·a1tuation.•t In L., Carmichael edition,, Manual 
.Qf. child psychologz (New Yorks Wiley), P• 793. 
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Lewin was greatly devoted to 'scientific work. He 
I 

carried scfence to .'pro'b~ems involving all aspects of living. 
I • 

To him, truth.was the truth of scienoo .as ooutrasted with 

tho truth of God . to be, found poss,lbly through inspiration or 
' ' . 

intuition. Thus, his theory of truth has very little, · if , 

anything, in common with the position of idealism as ·pre-. . ' 

sented by Horne• 

Lewin insisted upon· directly ,observed facts in sc.1-

ence, but he also insisted that data ,by themselves never 

a olve problems. He placed little faith in tho · s ta.ge of 

science consistlng of observation and classification; yet he 

rucognized the stoge or aspect of science consisting of di-

rect observation. 

· It wan his belief that simple collection of facts is, 

indispensable in· certain stages -of a science, and is a whole-

some reaction against spoculative theory-building, However, 

collection and classification of facts are inadequate , in an-

swering questions. of cause and conditions of events• 
,, 

Only v;ith the help of theories can one determine caus-
al interrelationships. A science ' without theory is 
blind because it lacks ·that element which alone is able : 
to organize facts and to give direction to roseoroh. •, 
Even from a practical point of view the mere gathering 
of facts has very limited value.' It cannot give an an- , 

· swer to the . question that is most important for practi-
,cal purposes -- namely, what must one do ·to obtain a 
desired effect in given concrete cases? To answer this 
question it,_. 1s 'n~cessary to have a theory, but ,,a theory 
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which is empirical and -_not speculative • . This means that 
theory and facts must be closely related to each other.2 

To ' advance beyond iner·e description, . Lewin uses con-

structs. · His cons true ts were ~eveloped from a background of 
' i 

what may be called scientific imagination. ,Heusen the terms 

, phenotype and genotyp~, dev~loped 1n other sciences, to des-
\ 

ignate respeotive~y observational de~cription of data and 

unob~ervab~~, 'cons tructural cha.,raote~istics • · Thus, his meth-: 
,, . 

od of science in psychology is phenomenological plus con• 
' I ,t f 

' ... .. .. \ 1, J 

structive, To him, · objectivity ·a~d n'ot mean restriction to 
I I .. \ 

what is directly observable.' 

In Lewin ts m~thod of· predi~t+~n-~· -,~instead of a refer-
• l ' 

ence to the abstract ·a.vera,ge, of as many historically given 

oases as possible• there is a reference to the full concrete-

ness of the.particular situations • .'t•Z 
The task of dynamical psychology is' to derive univo-

cally the behavior of a ·given ind1 vidual from the total-, 
ity of the psyohob1olog1oal facts that exist in the 11fe 
space at a given .moment (B = f (S)). To this also be-
long all those facts at the boundary points which influ-
ence the person at the present moment but which ,them-
selves owe their existence partly to alien events. In 

• SO far~ therefore, the task of deriving the behavior B 
from the totality of S ·remains unchanged and has not 
lost anything of 1ts psychological character. In so far 

· 2 Kurt Lewin, Principles of To1olo~1cal PsycholoGY• 
Translated by Fritz and Grace He1derMcGraw-H1i! Book . 
Company, Ina., 1936) , . P• 4. . . · , 

3 Kurt Lewin, A Dynamic Theory of Per~onalitv. 
Translated by Adams and Zener (l~ew York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Comp~ny, Ino., 1935), P• 31. 
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. ' 

there is no formal difference ·between psychology and . 
physics. The difference consists in the fact that there , 
are no boundary points in the physical world which de- · 
pend on non-physical factors.4 

In his Principles .2£ Topolo51cal Psycholop:;y Lewin 

states, "Even if all the laws of psychology we re known, one 

could make a predictlon about tho behavior of a ·man only if 

in addition to the la.ws the special nature of the particular 
situation were known. 11 5 Ha viewed experimentation as delib-

erate creation of pure cases .s · Bis purpose seems to be to 

discover the laws of the pure caso; laws whereby· a given 

life space inevitably produces a certain behavior. His 

terms topological and vector imply two oteps in hin purpose 

· ,, -- first to describe posltional relatiorohlps arid second to 

find the causal characteristics of each fnot. Ha inter-

preted the goal of psychology as that of discover111g laws 

and predicting individual cases.7 His approach brings laws 
. . 

and single occurrences into intimate relationship. 

In his situational, e.s opposed to historical, approach 

to motivation, Lewin seems to imply that, if we could cor-

rectly conceptualize ahistorical situational fnctors deter-

4 Kurt_. Lewin, Principles or· Topolor.:ical Psyoholop;y. ·. 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider (McGraw-Hill Book 
Compan~.,., Inc., 1936 ),., P• '74. 

5 ~., P• · 9. 

6. P• 10. 
7 ~•, P• 9. 
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minative of . behavior, we could manipulate contemporaneous 

'situational factors and edue·e the behavior desired,. 'Behavior 

is explained not . ln physic~listio te1lm.s but in that which · . . 

exists for · the person. i'opological and· vector psychology · · 

strives to be objective through b.~ing ' subjective in' describ-

ing condltions .~s t~1ey exist fo11 the person. 
' ' ' 

The gap be.tween general laws and individual dif'fer• 
' ' ' 

,, ences is bridged by Lewin' s. ft cons t1:11cti ve method, tt ' 

' ' ' · The essence of the constructive method is the repre-
sentation of an individual case with the help·of a f'ew 
·" elements" -o:r construction. In psychology, one can use 
ps yohological "position, tt · pa 1chologioal O forces,'' and 
similar concepts as elements., . The general laws of psy-
chology are statements of the empirical relations be-
tween these construo·bive elements or certain properties 
cf them. It is possible ' to construct an infinite hu.m-
ber of const~llations in line with those laws; , eaoh of 
those constellations aorreaponda to an individual case 
at a given ti:ne. ln this way, · the gap between general-
ities and specif1c1t1es, between laws and individual 

·. d~fferences, can ~be ~r~dg~d.s 
' , \ 'P I 

The niain ,d,eslde~~ta for en efficient empirical theory 
are: (l) constructs whioh (a) are linked to observable 
facts (symptoms) by-. a , so·-..called operational definition 
or by a number of oper~t1onal definitions corresponding ' . 
to the possibilities of observation under difrerent cir-
oumstanoes; and constructs which {b) have · clearly de-
fined conceptual proporties. These properties are co-
ordinated t~ certal~ mat~ematical (logical) concepts,9 

· 8 , !Curt·, Lewin, nFi'eld 'Theory ·and Loa rning," · F,orty-Firs t 
Yearbook of~ Nut1onal,,3oc:lety .f.2£.'2 Study .2£ Education, 
Part II, Tchicago: The ·Univers1ty of Chicago Press, 1942) 1 -
p~ 216. . 

· 9 Kurt Lewin, 0 Behavior and developm~nt as a function 
of the total situation~1' In L, Carm1chaol edition, Manual 
.2£. child pDycholoeY (New York: Wiley), P• 794. 
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Lewin defines a construct ·as 

A dynamic· faot which is determined indirecti'y as an · · 
"intervening concept" by way of •• operational definition•" 
A construct expresses a dynamic interrelation and per-
mits,· in connection with laws, the making of statements 
about what is possible and what 1s not possible.10 , 

L~win berates attempts . at pure empirical science with-
out theories or .concepts. He states that ariy science which 

deals with causation employs intermediate concepts. These 

intermediate concepts are .. , 

Names for facts which cannot be directly perceived 
but which are properties representing certain types of 
reaction or behavior. The existence of such states can-
not be dlreotlH "seen," but must be demonstrated by 
"manipulation. ,11 , 

He contends that "dynamic constructs have been un-

avoidable in any worth while psychology'112 and thus they 

should be introduced in a deliberate and orderly fashion in-

stead of permitted to slip in secretly, unrecognized, ~nd 

uncontrolled. His position is that the sole purpose of oon-

struots 1s that of deriving scientifically the observable 

processes which one might want to explain or predict. 

Lewin assumes a single universe of material. On the 
• 

other hand, he sees the sciences as dealing with problems 

lO Kurt Lewin; Principles .2.f.'.-Topological Psycholoe;:y:. 
Translated by, Fritz and Grace Heid.er (New )York: , McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc•, 1936), P• 21~. · · -

ll Kurt Lewin,' cor{captue.l Representation~ the' 
Measurement of Psycholor,ical Forces (Durham, N.c.: Duke 
University Press, 1938), Vol. I, No. 4, Serial No. 4, ·P• 11. 

12 .!.E.!.9.., p • 12. --
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rather than m~terials and ,thus visualizes different uni-
verses of discourse of constructs and laws. 

As far as I can see the soluti'on lies in the direo-, 
tion (a) tha't a· science should be considered a realm of 
problems rather than a realm of material; (b) that the 
differen.t 'realms · of problems might necessitate different 
universes of discourse of constructs and laws (such as . 
those of physics, aesthetics, psychology~ and ·sociology; 
and (o). that any one of them refers more or less to the , 
same universe of material.13 

I , 
i I 

Dynamic questions nov/ cilaim the center of interest in both ·, 

theoretical and applied psychology. Dynamic questions are 

questions ,about the why. 

In orde~ to answer these questions i·t· is necessary to 
find .out the laws which control psychological events. 
This means tnat one must determine under whloh oondi• 
tions the 'different lrinds of. psychological events occur 
.and what effects they have.14 · 

Although Lawin aasu~~~ · that the fundamental Gestalt 

laws are equally valid for b'oth so.ienoes , -- physics and psy-

chology -- and that within limits the~e is formal oor~espond• 

enoe betwoen the dynamic concepts of physics and psychology, 

he makes a distinction betw_e~~ t~e sciences , of physics and 
,.. • I~ 'L, 

psyehology'not ' on·the basis , of , the dichotomy of physical and 

mental but of the difference between physics and biology. 

lS Kurt Lewin, "Field theory and experiment in social -
psychology: · Concepts and methods•« American Journal .Qf. 
Sociology. 44: 868-896. 

14 Kurt Lewi~, Principles .2f. Topological Psychology. 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider (McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1936), P• 9. 
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We must emr,hasize that not only psychological facts 
but also the 'bodily" biological facts do not belong to 
the physical spaoe. This makes it claaJ? that in the 
following when we speak of psychological regions, forces# 
or changes, we are not de.ali_ng .v,;th figments of the im-
agination but with facts which have the same reality and 
kind of existence as biological facts in general.15 

Lewin assU111ea that a psychological force is as real ., 

as any other kind of dynamical construct in psychology and 

as real as a physical force. The concept of force used in 

. psy~hology is fundamenta~ly the same as that used in physics. 

Still, the, laws governing forces in psychology might be very 

different from those governing fo~oes in physics.~6 

It is insisted that sciences like psychology should 

be free to use types of constructs that are found most ade• . ' 

quate for handling their own problems. ' These new sciences 

_should not'be ~bl1ged· to use constructs of another science --

physics merely because popular metaphysics apply_ true 

reality to physical entities only.17 The use of spatial con-
cepts in psychology treats psychology mathematically but 

does not imply physicalism. Lewin warns against interpreting 

15 Kurt Lewin, "Field theory and experiment in social 
psychology: Concepts and methods." American Journal of 
Sociolo~y, 44: 868-896. 

16 Kurt Lewin• Princlnles of Topolop:1cal Psycholoe;;i• 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider (New York: McGraw-Hill . 
Book Company, Inc., ~936), p. 67 rr. 

17 Kurt Lewin, ,;Field theori and ·experim~nt in ~ooial 
psychology: Concepts and methods. American Journal of 
Sociology, 44: ·868-896. - , 
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, his theory as a me·thod of .. repreaentine; psychological prob-
••1 I 

lerns . 1n physical terms. Lewin thus, in oo~trast to rea~ism, 
recognizes a dynamio feature of m~n. In the study of biol• ~· . ' ' 

ogy o.nd psychology_.he ·· ass~ines the poss1b1lity ·, and likelihood 

of biological and psychologioal• truths· which neod not con-
• J I \ 

form to the· truth~ , of' ,-ph,:sic~. 
Although: aerta1~ aspects of Lewin1s method of ·acqu1r-. . . 

lng truth are 1~·ha~Oriy With_ the ine'thod of pr~glllB.tiSm. nev .. 

ertheleas there· is alv1ays a _, real1st1o purpose behind. the 
' , , t ' .. • , 

' i ' I 

method. In his· stugy of group dynamics he approaches social 
, 'i- , 1 ; .,,. V 

scie~ce with the assumption ' that its method is not' b.asloally 

. different fr~m ·~ethods··or obher ,soience~ but that it is not 
-,. , ,. I 

identical,_with physics · or any othor one science. 

I am persuaded that it ' is possible to undertake ex• 
perimenta in sociology which have as much right to be 

· called scientific experiments aa those in physics and 
chemistry. I am persuaded that there exists a social 
space which haa all the essential properties of a real 
empirical space and deserves as muoh attention by stu-
dents of geometry and mathematics as the physical space, 
although it ·is not a physical one. The perception of 
social space· and the experimental nnd conceptual inves-
tigation of the dynamics and laws of the processes in 
social space are of fundamental theoretical and .practical 
1mport~nce.~8 

, .I run persuaded that scientific soc1ology- and social 
psyohologJ based on an ihtimate combination of experi-
ments and empirical theory ean do as much, or more, for 

18 Kurt Lewin, Resolvin~ Social Conflicts. Selected 
papers on group dynamics (~ew York: Harper & Brothers, 
1940), P• 71. , 

i 
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human betterment as the natural sciences have done. 
However, the development of such a realistic nonmystical 
social science and the possibility of its fruitful ap• 
plication presupposo the existence of a society which 
believes in reason.19 . , . 

Institutions interested in engineering, such as the 
Mas·sachusetts Institute of Technology, have turned more 
and more to what is called basic research. In regard to 
social engineering, too, progress will depend \argely on 
the rate with which basic . research ' in social sciences 
can develop deeper insight into the laws which govern 
social life. This "basic soo1al , research" will have to 
include mathematical and conceptual ,problenis of theoret-
ical analysis. It wil~ have to include the whole range 
of descriptive fact-finding in regard' to small and large 
social bodies. Above all, it will have to include lab• 
or•atory and field .experiments in social change.20 · 

"The task of scientific 'research is, however, t~ determine 

the dynamic characteristics 'of : the facts the~sel ves ."21 The 

constant assumption back of Lewin's scient'ifio efforts seems 

to be that the aim of science ,is to , pioture reality -- an 

objeotiv,e psychological science ot: man. He, lik~ •a realist, 

sees his procedures as "a method of ~uccessive approx1mat1on."22 ' 

Lewin varies from·· many real1._stio psychologists ·ca) in 

his emphasis. upon explanation in .ter~s ~:( relat10!19, (b) in 

his great devotion· to a .constructive method ·in which his 

19 ~•, P• 83• 

20 ~•, P• 203.· 

· 21 Kurt Lewin, Principles .2£ Topolo~ical Psyoholo3y~ 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider (McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., _1936), P• 79. 

22 ~•, P• 6. 
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constructs are defined according to.logical content as well 
' ' 
as operationally, and (c) in his met~pd of perceptual infer-

, • t t I <I 

ence from direct' facts ' .as contrasted with deduction from data. 
. . 

Behavior is described,· not in physicallstic terms but in · 

terms or that which exists for· the person. To be objective 

one must ~e s ,ubjective. He must · get at the conditions as 
' . 

they exist for (P) pe~on; , His analysis starts with a sit- ' 

uation as ,a whole and his psychological approach centers 
his interest in the dynamic aspects of events. 

Lewin assumes that truth consists of the findings of 

experimental research. He· acknowledges that the pro~ucts ot 
research., at any stage, need not be ' ultimate truth in order 

to be true. He as.sumes, however, that _the_ truth is there to 

be found -- that there is such a thing as ultimate truth. 

He thus agrees with realism in thinking of truth as an· ao-

, curate report ''or ultimate reality (page 42) • He emphasizes 

,objective facts to the point that they become ultimate real-

1 ty, the accurate report of which represents truth in his 

system.· . ·Experiments, as with Breed · in real ism ( page 48') , 
' ' ' ·are merely arrangements whioh make accurate and adequate ob-

. ' 

servat1on possible. The three levels of realistic science 

(pages 46-47) are all posit~d by Le~in, It is true that he 

minimizes ·the first two ·-- observation and classification --. . ' 

yet he does not predi~ate that all scientific study is in a 
} ' ' " 

sense and to some deg~ee s: testing of hypotheses, as ls the 
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~heals of prag~atiam (pages 72~73)~ _Lewin's approach dif-
' ' 

fers somewhat from that 'Of Breed's realism in that he em-

phasizes the use of hypotheses, whereas Breed warns 'that the 

use of hypotheses must be limited ·and its results labeled so 

that hypotheses ,will not be confused with ver~fied results 

or truths (page -47). 

Lewin, in regard to the nature, of 'truth, is realistic. 

L~plicatio~s of his statements which have bearing on· the . na-

. ture of truth correspond to the nature of truth as described 

by .Breed (page 43). IIe emphasizes use of theories and 'con-

structs as a method of ~rr1v1ng at truth, yet he insists 

that empirical theories are not speculative. He takes them 
' ' to represent a report on a presumably pre-existent la~, as , 

contrasted with representing a hwnan contrivance which hap-

pily makes more successful living possihle. ·Pragmatism 

(pages 72-73) defines truth as proven insight; one which en-

ables us to anticipate behavior with acouracyJ hence, to be-

have wisely. Lew1n 1s definition confl1ota with this def1n1-

~ion in that his criterion .of truth, as in realism (pa~e 43) 1 · 

involves a qu~lity of an ~dea or prop~s1t1o~ referring to a 

pre-existent reality•- a product of discovery. , 

Lewin e~phasi~~s ·that all ·events are lawful -- in-
cluding those which oc.our only, once •23 Psychological phe-

· · 23 Kurt Lewin, Pr1nc1oles of To2olog1cal Psychologf• 
Translated by Fritz and Groce -Heider O~ew York: · MoGraw-ll 11 
Book Company, _I~c., , 1936) 1 P• 10. t 

' ' 
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nomena are treated as one field governed throughout . by the , 

, same system or laws .24 1Ie denounces the inadequacy of Ar-

,iatotellan character. of thought, which dichotomizes .occur-. ·. 
' ' 

rences into latvful and cha.nee e·vents. An empirical lav1 de• 

fines the functional relationship .qetwe~n 1various facts. 

tr The, la:~ serve as principles accordil1g ,to which the actual , 
tt . events may be derived from ~ynamic factors of the ,aituation. ,25 

The laws . (that is, the relation between behavior, on 
the one hand, and the field characterized by certain, 
constructs, on the other, ·. or between various factors de-
termining the r ield) should be verified by expet•iment • 
A law should be accepted as valid only 1r it is not eon-

. tradicted by dota. in any branch of psychology. In this 
sense, a·law should always be ' general.~6 

tt'taws and definitions are a network of statement which only 

as a whole can be viewed as right or wrong." 217 The general 

laws of psychology are sta~ements of the empirical r~lations 

between constructi~e el~ments such as psychological position 

•and psychological force ~r ·certain of their properties,28 

24 ~•, P• 9,· 

25 ~.,. P• .214. 
26 Kurt Le~in~ uBehavior,, and develop·ment as a function 

of the total situation." , In L. Carmichael edition, Manual 
of child psychology '(New York: Wiley), P• 794~ 

27 Kurt Lewin, The Conc~ptual Representation,!!!£ !h2_ 
Measurement of Psychologicnl F101"tces (Durham, N,c.: Duke 
University Press, 1938}, Vol. I, -No. ,4, Serial No. 4, P• 16. 

' ' ' 

28" Kurt · Lewin,· n,Field . Theory ~nd Learning," Fort:y-Firat 
Yearbook .2.f.2 National Society f.2! !a! Study of ~ducation, 
Pa1lt II (Chicago; The Uni vers1 ty of Chicago · Press, 1942), 
P• 216. 
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The task of explaining behavior then becomes identical 
with (1) finding a scientific representation of the life 
space and (2) determining the function which links the 
behavior to the life apace. Th1s function 1s what one 
usually calls, a law.29 

Laws usually are concerned with the relations between 
various parts of~ situation and are independent of the 
absolute size to a high degree. Without this dependence 
of laws upon structure rather than upon size, experimen-
tation would be infinitely more difficult.30 

Lewin's purpose for science is empirical observation 

and more observation, pointed toward a goal or complete 

knowledge of laws of psychology -- relationships in human 

behavior which, once ~ound, will hold universally when'al•, 

lowance is made for specific situations. It is true that he 

places great emphasis upon the use of constructs, but their 

sole purpose (page 178) is to derive sc1ent1f1cally the ob-

servable processes which orie might want to explain or pre-

dict. 
' . 

In his Principles .2f. Topological Psyohologz Lewin 

states, n It would. soo~ prove most unfortunate if one should 

lose sight of· the fact that the main purpose of psychological 

theories is, after all, 'to jxplain ~ealltt."31 Lew1n's ·. , 

29 Kurt Lewi;, "Beha~ior and dev~lopment ·as a function 
of the total situation." ·In L. Carmichael edition, Manual 
of child psychology (New York: Vviley), P• 792. 

SO~•, P• 796. 

Sl Kurt Lewin, .. Principles of 'l'opologloal Psyoholoa::v. 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider (.McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1936), P• 22. 
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statements clearly allude·. to a · reality which a sci_entist is 
' ' attempting· to discover. ·He recognizes t~1at psychology today 

must proceed with a th~oreti-~al -framework which is not ab• 

~olutely ,correct but at the same time he assumes that there 

is an absolutely- correct .rea~ity· back of ·psychological laws~ 

"Psychology today oan hardly undert~ke to find a theoretical 
, ' \ 

. ' 

frame~ork' which is ~uffloien:tly correct."32 In his Dynamic 

Theory _E! Personalitz he states, 
, . 

Unoond~tional General Validity of Psyoholo~ioal Laws. 
The clearest and most important expression of increasing 

· homogenelty, besidos t !1e . transition from olass to .se.rial 
concepts, is ,the ' fact ~hat ' the validity of particular 
psychological law~· 1s no · longer limited to pa:rticular 
:fields, as it waa· ·once limited to the normal human adult 
on the ground .that anything might be expected of psycho-
pathics or of. genuises, or that in such ooses the same 
laws do not hold. It is coming to be realized ·that 

· every psyohologioal law must hold without exception ••• • 
The thesis ,of general ·validity permits of no exceptions 
in the entire realm: of the psychic, whether of ch:l.ld or 
adult, whether·in normal or pathological psychology.33 

, , Lewin 1 s studies indicate . that'~· he pref seed them with 
' ' 

a~ underlying , ass~ption that .a body of pre-existent law was 

there to be known. , 

'The .oompleto ·representation of even one given situ.e.-
tion would presuppose the solution of ·all psychological 
problems and the knowledge_ ~r 'all psychological laws. 

32 Kurt Lewin,~ Conceptual Repreaentat1o~ .!!!£ tho 
Measurement of Psychological F'orces (Durham, N.C •: Duke 

' University Presa, 1938} 1 Vol. I, No. 4, Serial No. 4; P• 19 • 

.. · . 33 Kurt Lewin, !!:. Dynamic Theory C2f Personalitr· 
Translated by Adams and Zener (New York: McGraw-Hi! Book 

, company, Inc. , 1935 ) , pp. 2 3 r. 
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For scientific research the difficulties begin as soon 
as one tries to represent a "given" situation. A com-
olete reoresentation of one situation would mean that 
the whole task of psychology is completed. The repre- · 
sentation can be made·only step·by step·and its progress 
must be parallel to the investigation of the dynamic · 
laws.3~ ' · • .. 

· Pragmatism escapes the unplications of perfec~ionism --
the idea that there is something "out there" to be known 

completely -- by defining the purpose of scientific method 

, to develop conceptions whtch achieve a high deg~ee of capac-

ity to predict (page ?2). Lewin emphasizes this capacity 

to predict, but _he is not satisfied ' to· build his entire sys- · 

tem of truth ·on this base. Thus he is not in complete har-

mony with the pragmatic outlook. 

Lewin was ~ot averse to recognition of the existence 

of universals. - His point was that psychology is not far e-
nough developed to achieve them. He seems to shelter no 

doubt that· the · absolutely true- rela t1onsh1ps are 'there, a:. 
waiting discovery. 

Lewin recognizes a ''foreign hull" of physical and so-

cial raw materials which constitute a complex of all non-

psycholoeical facts which surround the life space • . This·non-

psychological matrix does not infl~ence behavior d_ireotly, 

but limits behavioral possibilities. The foreign hull is 

34 Kurt Lewin, Prinoinles of To olo~ioal Psycholosx, 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider Book 
Company, Inc., 1036), P• 82. 
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constituted of facts which are not subject to psychological 
\ I ' < '-

•,law,s but .which influence the state ~t the lif~ space._ 
' ' We cannot avoid rec'ognizing that there are such in-

fluences from outside on the psychological life space. 
, 'l1bat moans that , there .are changes which cannot be de-

rived from ·the dynamics of the psychological life space •' 
even if one assumes strict determinism in psychology and 
if one has a complete knowledge of the previous s1tua-
t~on ·and of all _payohologlcal laws. These changes can , 

. ohly be thought of as influences on the psychological 
life space which are "alien to psyohology."3'5 . 

, · His recogn.1 ti'on of possible·· existence of a foreign . . 
hull harmonizes '. with ~.he ,pragmatic ' app.r?ach to the problem 

of exiatence, Pragmatism assume:(.an, obJect to have an ex-

istence ·or its ?w~, quite independent possibly of a .viewer --

" part of' the · .. viewerJs world of affect either potential or 

actual. 

For a pragmatist,·' reality in terms of 1ntell1g~nt ac- , 

tlon is taken to be what makes a difference to our behavior; 

that ·1s·, ~~~of· what comes to us, through our 

senses or otherwise {page ?O). To a realist, reality cen• 

ters on the 'content of the physical sciences accepted aa ob-

_. jective, as experienced~ a~d , as ' disc~vered · (page 43). · An 

idealist's reality consists of the content of the conscious-

ness .of God. , It is accepted as revealed (page 16). Lewin 

displays little if any feeling for the idealist's definition 

·35 Kurt Lewin,! Dynamic Theory .2£ Personality. 
Translated by Adams and Zaner (New York; McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1935), P• :70. 
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of reality. His idea of reality comes close to being prag-

matic-~ yet because of his definition of truth, it remains 

cemented in a foundation of realism~ 

Lewin seems to use the term interaction in two senses; 

(l} co-operative action and '(2) interaction in perception~. 

In most oases he uses· thi::) term in the first aonse, However, · 

particularly in his later works, he alludes to interaction 

in perception. 

In his Princioles -2£. Topological Psychology he states, 

"An event is always the result of an interaction of several 
facts ••• -. The effect of a s tlmulus depends in part upon 

the nature of the surrounding ·f'ie{a. 11 36· · This idea was. de- , 

veloped in contrast to the A~istotellan way of thinking ac-

cording to which an event· was derived from a sine;le object. 

Lewin derives e~ent; fr.om- forces and ·he recognizes "that a 
' - • 

force is always . th~ ·result of the 1n~eraction of several 

facts."3~ The ~oncept, psychological field, is used to con-
- . 

note everything which affects behavior at a given time and , 
- . 

is represented ~t that time as part ·of · the field., It also 

implies that only those facts which are part of the present -

field can affect behavior. 

36 Kurt Le\iin, Principles of TClpoloe;ical Psychologf • 
Translated by Fritz and Grace Heider (New York: McGraw-H 11 
Book Company, Inc., 1936), P• 33. 

- 37 ~•, P• 33.,_ 
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To characterize properly the psychological field, one 
has to take into account such specific items as pa.rtio- . 
ular goals, stimuli, noeds, social relations, as well as 
such more general characteris:tios, of. :the field as the 
atmosphere (for instance, the f,riendly, tense, or hos- • 
tile atmosphere) or, the. am .. ount of. freedom • . These char-
acteristics of . the, £ield aa a whqle are as important in 
psychology.as, for instance, the field. of· gravity for 

. the explanation ·or events ~n classical physias,:- Pay-
. ohological atmospheres are empiri~al realities and _are 

scientifically describable faots.oB 

Lew1n's basic formula, B =·F _(P,E>', .sta_tes that_ be-

havior 'depends upon the relation or .interaction between per-
l 

1 
," ,.1 

son and ·environment and in this r~spect Lewin's thinking is 
relativistic. In elaborating and applying this formula, 

Lewin has studied relationships and has come close to·aevel-

oping.· a meaning or· interaction in perception as formulated 

,by a pragma.~ist (pages 69-70). In 1945 he recognized that, 

Experiments dealing with memory and eroup pressure on 
the individual show that what exists as '~reality" for 
the individual is, to a high degree, determined by what 

·is socially accepted · as reality. This holds even in the 
field or· physical .fact: to the South Sea Islander the 
world may be flat; to the European., it 1s round. "Real-
ity," therefore, is not an absolute. It differs with 
the group to which the ~ndividual belones.39 

Here one recognizes a "feeln for interaction as is described 

under pragmatism (pages 69-'70) but at no place in Lawln 1s 

writings is this concept fully developed. Several of the 

. 38 Kurt Lewin,· "Behavior and develop~ent as a function 
·· of tha ·total situation.'~ .. In L. Carmicl?,ael edition, Manual , 

!if. ohild ·osyohology {New York: Wiley), P• 71. 

-3~ Kurt Lewin, Resolving Social · Conflicts. Selected 
papers on group dynamio,s .. (:New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1948), P• · 57 • . 
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works of his ~ast years from time to time do· allude to move-

ment toward a pragmatic outlook in regard to the relation-

ship of person and envi~onment. 
J 

Lewin construots scientific reality as intorrolation~ 
ships of conditions rnth<:3r thnn isolated objects. His ex-

periments and those . of h.is followe,rs soem to be searching 

for the rela.tlo,nship's behind human b'e~avior. He 1nva1ghs 

against the Aristotelian method of seeking the cause of e-

vents in the nature of a single isolated object, and cham- , 

plans find,ing cause in the relationship, between an object 

·and , its surround r~g~ • 

As far as the content is concerned, the transition 
from Aristotelian to Galilean concepts demands that we 
no longer seek the n cause" of events in the nature of 
a single isolated object, but in the relationship be-
tween an object and 1ts surroundings .4 0 . , 

Topological and vector psychology thus recoBnizes that be-

ha vio.r is caused by a number -of interdependent facts•. Re-

la tlonships determine events. , Causes of phenomena lie 1n 

'the bipolar relationship of person to environment. 

Lewin in his psycholoGY speaks and thinks of rela-

tivity, yet he seems to operate in a frame-of-reference of 

relative absolute·s. To him, relationships are to bo accept-

ed as objective., as' experienced; and as discovered • . He does 

not confine his de£1nition of reality ,to that which makes a 

4° Kurt Le~in, Principle's · of To olop:ical ~ycholoe;y~' 
Translated bj Fritz and Grace Helder McGraw-Hill Book 
Cowpany, Ino., _1936), . P• 11. 
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difference to 'one's behavior. His outlook harmonizes with 

Breed's · in, implying the impo~tan~e ~fan op~ectivo, meta-
physical reality beyond that which. an· individial makes of 

: . . ) 

what is "out the1"e •" Bode 's outlook conflicts with Lewin's 

in th.at, acoo~ding to his pragmatic outlook, realit.Y is 

ta.1con· to be what makes a cJifference to one's .behavior. Bode 
' 

' i recognizes tha~, as far as lntelligeht behavior ia concerned. 
a. difference is, efr'ected, ·~ot .' b~r what · is 'objectiv~ly 0 out · 

• I> 

there" but by what ··an individual makes ·o.f what is out thero. > __________ ,.--.._______.,....._............., 

·. Stud'ies nmde ':in America by Lowin . and his disciples . 

· generally fall into a realistic frame of reference. 
·, 

' ' 
\ ,. I 

' ·t 

Shying· 
' ' 

awa.'y from philosophy I they ~all into,• a conventional; "scien• 

, tificu ca ·i;egory. Their outlooks are realistic even though 

they may not llava made a ca1')ef'ul study of the tenets of real-

ism and do not ,intend that :they s·hould be realistic. 

There 1s in Lewln 1s works very little, if any, trace 

of idealism~ · His absolutism, perhaps, traces back to the 

German absolute idealism of his early -training, but he is 

persistently careful to avoid implications of mysticism. 

Lewin•s latest works seem almost pragmatic. His out-
... ' l 

,. look, no doubt, doveloped into one largely pragmatic, yet he 

was too busy with experimentation to take time to define 

carefully a philosophical outlook. It see~s that, had he 
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done this, his philosophy would have.had much in com.~on with· 

pra3matism. Such definition of a philosophy would, in tur~, 

pro~ably have colored his attitude toward experimentation. 
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